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Preface
The automatic derivation of heuristic estimators to guide the search has become one of the main approaches in domain-
independent planning. This workshop aims to provide a forum for discussing current advances in automatic derivation of
heuristic estimators, as well as other related fields.

The workshop on heuristics for domain-independent planning so far took place in conjunction with ICAPS 2007 and ICAPS
2009, and was very successful both times. Many ideas presented at these workshops have led to contributions at major con-
ferences and pushed the frontier of research on heuristic planning in several directions, both theoretically and practically. The
workshops, as well as work on heuristic search that has been published since then, have also shown that there are many exciting
open research opportunities in this area. Given the considerable success of the past workshops, we intend to continue holding
it biennially.

We look for contributions that would help us understand better the ideas underlying current heuristics, their limitations, and
the ways for overcoming them. Contributions do not have to show that a new heuristic or new variation of a known heuristic
’beats the competition’. Above all we seek crisp and meaningful ideas and understanding. Also, rather than merely being
interested in the ’largest’ problems that current heuristic search planners can solve, we are equally interested in the simplest
problems that they can’t actually solve well.

The workshop series, while having originated mainly in classical planning, is very much open to new ideas on heuristic
schemes for more general settings, such as temporal planning, planning under uncertainty and adversarial planning. We are
happy to present a varied program including papers addressing temporal planning, hierarchical planning, problem symmetries,
SAT, and Bayesian Networks. Apart from these, the program features several new ideas for computing improved heuristics in
classical planning as well as improving the existing ones.

We hope that the workshop will constitute one more step towards a better understanding of the ideas underlying current
heuristics, of their limitations, and of ways for overcoming those.

We thank the authors for their submissions and the program committee for their hard work.

June 2011 Alan Fern, Patrik Haslum, Jörg Hoffmann, and Michael Katz.
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Abstract
A∗ with admissible heuristics is a very successful approach
to optimal planning. But how to derive such heuristics auto-
matically? Merge-and-shrink abstraction (M&S) is a general
approach to heuristic design whose key advantage is its capa-
bility to make very fine-grained choices in defining abstrac-
tions. However, little is known about how to actually make
these choices. We address this via the well-known notion of
bisimulation. When aggregating only bisimilar states, M&S
yields a perfect heuristic. Alas, bisimulations are exponen-
tially large even in trivial domains. We show how to apply la-
bel reduction – not distinguishing between certain groups of
operators – without incurring any information loss, while po-
tentially reducing bisimulation size exponentially. In several
benchmark domains, the resulting algorithm computes per-
fect heuristics in polynomial time. Empirically, we show that
approximating variants of this algorithm improve the state of
the art in M&S heuristics. In particular, a hybrid of two such
variants is competitive with the leading heuristic LM-cut.

Introduction
Many optimal planning systems are based on state-space
search with A∗ and admissible heuristics. The research
question is how to derive heuristics automatically. Merge-
and-shrink abstraction (Dräger et al. 2006; Helmert et al.
2007), in short M&S, uses solution distance in smaller, ab-
stract state spaces to yield consistent, admissible heuristics.

The abstract state space is built in an incremental fash-
ion, starting with a set of atomic abstractions corresponding
to individual variables, then iteratively merging two abstrac-
tions – replacing them with their synchronized product – and
shrinking them – aggregating pairs of states into one. Thus,
despite the exponential size of the state space, M&S allows
to select individual pairs of states to aggregate. This freedom
in abstraction design comes with significant advantages.
M&S dominates most other known frameworks for comput-
ing admissible planning heuristics: for any given state, it
can with polynomial overhead compute a larger lower bound
(Helmert and Domshlak 2009). Further, in difference to
most other known frameworks, M&S is able to compute, in
polynomial time, perfect heuristics for some benchmark do-
mains where optimal planning is easy (Helmert et al. 2007;
Helmert and Mattmüller 2008).

M&S currently does not live up to its promises: (A) in
the international planning competition (IPC) benchmarks, it

gives worse empirical performance than the currently lead-
ing heuristics, in particular LM-cut (Helmert and Domshlak
2009); (B) it does not deliver perfect heuristics in the bench-
marks where it could. The theoretical power of M&S hinges
on the ability to take perfect decisions as to which pairs of
states to aggregate. Little is known about how to take such
decisions in practice. We herein address this issue, largely
solving (B), and making headway towards solving (A).

Our investigation is based on the notion of bisimulation,
a well-known criterion under which an abstract state space
“exhibits the same observable behavior” as the original state
space (Milner 1990). Two states s, t are bisimilar if: (1)
they agree on whether or not the goal is true; and (2) every
transition label, i.e., every planning operator, leads into the
same abstract state from both s and t. If we aggregate only
bisimilar states during M&S, then the heuristic is guaran-
teed to be perfect. A coarsest bisimulation can be efficiently
constructed, and thus this offers a practical strategy for se-
lecting the states to aggregate. Indeed, this was observed
already by Dräger et al. (2006) (in a model checking con-
text). However, bisimulations are exponentially big even in
trivial examples, including the aforementioned benchmarks
(B). Our key observation is that, for the purpose of com-
puting a heuristic, we can relax bisimulation significantly
without losing any information. Namely, we do not need to
distinguish the transition labels. Such a fully label-reduced
bisimulation still preserves solution distance, while often be-
ing exponentially smaller.

Unfortunately, while full label reduction does not affect
solution distances per se, its application within the M&S
framework is problematic. The merging step, in order to
synchronize transitions, needs to know which ones share the
same label, i.e., correspond to the same operator. We tackle
this by using partial label reductions, ignoring the difference
between two labels only if they are equivalent for “the rest”
of the M&S construction. We thus obtain, again, a strategy
that guarantees to deliver a perfect heuristic. This method
largely solves challenge (B), in that its runtime is polynomi-
ally bounded in most of the relevant domains.

Even label-reduced bisimulations are often prohibitively
big, thus for practicality one needs a strategy to approximate
further if required. We experiment with a variety of such
strategies, and examine their performance empirically. Each
single strategy still is inferior to LM-cut. However, the dif-
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ferent strategies exhibit complementary strengths, i.e., they
work well in different domains. We thus experiment with
simple hybrid planners running two of the stragies sequen-
tially. We find that, addressing challenge (A), one of these
hybrids is competitive with LM-cut in the IPC benchmarks,
and even outperforms it when ignoring the Miconic domain.

For space reasons, we omit many details and only outline
proofs. Full details are available from the authors on request.

Background
We consider optimal sequential planning with finite-domain
variables. A planning task is a 4-tuple (V,O, s0, s?). V is a
finite set of variables, where each v ∈ V is associated with a
finite domainDv . A partial state over V is a function s on a
subset Vs of V , so that s(v) ∈ Dv for all v ∈ Vs; s is a state
if Vs = V . The initial state s0 is a state. The goal s? is a
partial state. O is a finite set of operators, each being a pair
(pre, eff) of partial states, called precondition and effect.

The semantics of planning tasks are, as usual, defined via
their state spaces, which are (labeled) transition systems.
Such a system is a 5-tuple Θ = (S,L, T, s0, S?) where S
is a finite set of states, L is a finite set of transition labels,
T ⊆ S × L × S is a set of labeled transitions, s0 ∈ S is
the start state, and S? ⊆ S is the set of solution states. In
the state space of a planning task, S is the set of all states;
s0 is identical with the initial state of the task; s ∈ S? if
s? ⊆ s; the transition labels L are the operators O; and
(s, (pre, eff), s′) ∈ T if s complies with pre, s′(v) = eff(v)
for v ∈ Veff, and s′(v) = s(v) for v ∈ V \ Veff.

A plan is a path from s0 to any s? ∈ S?. The plan is
optimal iff its length is equal to sd(s0), where sd : S → N0

assigns to s the length of a shortest path from s to any s? ∈
S?, or sd(s) =∞ if there is no such path.

A heuristic is a function h : S → N0 ∪{∞}. The heuris-
tic is admissible iff, for every s ∈ S, h(s) ≤ sd(s); it is
consistent iff, for every (s, l, s′) ∈ T , h(s) ≤ h(s′) + 1.
As is well known, A∗ with an admissible heuristic returns
an optimal solution, and does not need to re-open any nodes
if the heuristic is consistent. We will also consider perfect
heuristics, that coincide with sd . If we know that h is per-
fect, then we can extract an optimal plan without any search.

How to automatically compute a heuristic, given a plan-
ning task as input? Our approach is based on designing an
abstraction. This is a function α mapping S to a set of ab-
stract states Sα. The abstract state space Θα is defined
as (Sα, L, Tα, sα0 , S

α
? ), where Tα := {(α(s), l, α(s′)) |

(s, l, s′) ∈ T}, sα0 := α(s0), and Sα? := {α(s?) | s? ∈ S?}.
The abstraction heuristic hα maps each s ∈ S to the solu-
tion distance of α(s) in Θα; hα is admissible and consistent.
We will sometimes consider the induced equivalence rela-
tion ∼α, defined by setting s ∼α t iff α(s) = α(t).

AAA

BAA ARA BRA BBA ABA ABR BBR

BBB

ABBAAR BAR BAB AAB ARB BRB

s

t

Figure 1: An abstraction of (simplified) Gripper.

To illustrate abstractions, Figure 1 gives an example. In
the Gripper benchmark, one needs to transport n objects
from a room A into a room B, with a robot R that can
carry two objects at a time. We show here the state space for
n = 2, in the simplified situation where the robot can carry
only a single object. The planning task has 4 variables, R
with DR = {A,B}, F with DF = {0, 1} (hand free?), Oi
with DOi

= {A,B,R} for i = 1, 2. States in Figure 1 are
shown as triples giving the value of R, O1, and O2 in this
order (omitting F , whose value is implied). For example, in
the state marked “s”, the robot is at A, O1 is at B, O2 is at
A (and F = 1). The abstraction α is indicated by the (blue)
dashed boxes. This abstraction aggregates states – assigns
them to the same abstract state – iff they agree on the status
of the robot and on the number of objects in each room. Thus
the abstraction does not distinguish the upper solution path
(transporting O1 first) from the lower one (transporting O2

first). This does not affect solution length, so hα is perfect.
The same applies for arbitrary n, yielding perfect heuristics
and polynomial-sized (measured in |Sα|) abstractions.

How to choose a good α in general? Pattern databases
(PDBs) (Edelkamp 2001) simplify this question by limiting
α to be a projection. Given V ⊆ V , the projection πV onto
V is defined by setting πV (s) to be the restriction of s onto
V . πV can be computed very efficiently, and the solution
distances in ΘπV can be pre-computed and stored in a table
(the PDB) prior to search.

The downside of PDBs is their lack of flexibility in ab-
straction design. To be computationally efficient, any PDB
can consider only a small subset of variables. Thus, even in
trivial domains, PDBs cannot compactly represent the per-
fect heuristic (Helmert et al. 2007). For example, in Grip-
per, any polynomial-sized PDB considers only a logarithmic
number of objects. The position of the other objects will be
abstracted away, thus under-estimating sd to an arbitrarily
large extent. For example, in Figure 1, if V = {R,O1},
then s and its right neighbor are aggregated, shortening the
upper solution path. Summing over “additive PDBs” doesn’t
help, since at most one PDB considers the robot position.

Inspired by work in the context of model checking au-
tomata networks (Dräger et al. 2006), Helmert et al. (2007)
propose M&S abstraction as an alternative allowing more
fine-grained abstraction design, selecting individual pairs of
states to aggregate. To make such selection feasible in expo-
nentially large state spaces, the approach builds the abstrac-
tion incrementally, iterating between merging and shrinking
steps. In detail, an abstraction α is a M&S abstraction over
V ⊆ V if it can be constructed using these rules:

(i) For v ∈ V , π{v} is an M&S abstraction over {v}.
(ii) If β is an M&S abstraction over V and γ is a function

on Sβ , then γ ◦ β is an M&S abstraction over V .
(iii) If α1 and α2 are M&S abstractions over disjoint sets

V1 and V2, then α1 ⊗ α2 is an M&S abstraction over
V1 ∪ V2.

It is important to keep these rules in mind since we will
be referring back to them throughout the paper. Rule (i)
allows to start from atomic projections, i.e., projections
π{v} onto a single variable, also written πv in the rest of
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this paper. Rule (ii), the shrinking step, allows to itera-
tively aggregate an arbitrary number of state pairs, in ab-
straction β. Formally, this simply means to apply an ad-
ditional abstraction γ to the image of β. In rule (iii), the
merging step, the merged abstraction α1⊗α2 is defined by
(α1 ⊗ α2)(s) := (α1(s), α2(s)). It is easy to see that this
definition generalizes PDBs:1

Proposition 1 (Helmert et al., 2007) Let Θ be the state
space of a planning task with variables V , and let α be an
M&S abstraction over V ⊆ V constructed using only rules
(i) and (iii). Then Θα is isomorphic to ΘπV .

Moreover, as Helmert et al. (2007) show, M&S strictly
generalizes PDBs in that it can compactly represent the per-
fect heuristic in domains where PDBs cannot. For exam-
ple, in Gripper we obtain the perfect heuristic by aggregating
states as exemplified in Figure 1.

Proposition 1 holds even if we drop the constraint V1 ∩
V2 = ∅ in rule (iii). That constraint plays an important role
in the computation of hα. Note that, a priori, this issue is
separate from the design of α. We follow Helmert et al.
(2007) in that, while designing α, we maintain also the ab-
stract state space Θα (and are thus able to compute hα). In
a little more detail, we maintain a transition system Θα, in
a way so that Θα is identical with the (mathematically de-
fined) abstract state space Θα of α; note the use of α as
a subscript respectively superscript to distinguish these two.
The correct maintenance of Θα is trivial for rules (i) and (ii),
but is a bit tricky for rule (iii). We need to compute the ab-
stract state space Θα1⊗α2 of α1⊗α2, based on the transition
systems Θα1 and Θα2 computed for α1 and α2 beforehand.
As an induction hypothesis, assume that Θα1 = Θα1 and
Θα2 = Θα2 . We compute Θα1⊗α2 as the synchronized
product Θα1 ⊗ Θα2 . This is a standard operation, its state
space being Sα1 × Sα2 , with a transition from (s1, s2) to
(s′1, s

′
2) via label l iff (s1, l, s′1) ∈ Tα1 and (s2, l, s′2) ∈ Tα2 .

For this to be correct, i.e., to have Θα1 ⊗ Θα2 = Θα1⊗α2 ,
the constraint V1 ∩ V2 = ∅ is required. Namely, this con-
straint ensures that α1 and α2 are orthogonal in the sense of
Helmert et al. (2007), meaning basically that there exists no
variable on whose value both abstractions depend. Then:

Theorem 2 (Helmert et al., 2007) Let Θ be the state space
of a planning task, and let α1 and α2 be orthogonal abstrac-
tions of Θ. Then Θα1 ⊗Θα2 = Θα1⊗α2 .

In practice, we need a merging strategy deciding which
abstractions to merge in (iii), and a shrinking strategy de-
ciding which (and how many) states to aggregate in (ii).
Helmert et al. do not investigate this in detail. Our main
issue herein is with their shrinking strategy. This aggre-
gates states until a size limit N – an input parameter – is
reached. The strategy is based exclusively on the initial state
and goal distances in the abstract state space at hand; it is f -
preserving in that (if possible) it aggregates states only if
they agree on these distances. This strategy preserves dis-
tances locally – in the abstraction at hand – but does not take
into account at all the global impact of aggregating states.

1Helmert et al. do not state Proposition 1 (or Theorem 2 below)
in this form, but they follow trivially from their discussion.

v1, . . . , vn := an ordering of V
α := πv1 , Θα := Θπv1 /* rule (i) */
σ1 := function projecting operators onto {v2, . . . , vn}
apply σ1 to transition labels in Θα

for i := 2, . . . , n do
α′ := πvi , Θα′ := Θπvi /* rule (i) */
apply σi−1 to transition labels in Θα′

α := α⊗ α′, Θα := Θα ⊗Θα′ /* rule (iii) */
σi := function projecting operators onto {vi+1, . . . , vn}
apply σi to transition labels in Θα

∼:= coarsest bisimulation for Θα

aggregate all states s, t in α and Θα where s ∼ t /* rule (ii) */
endfor
return α and Θα

Figure 2: Overview of M&S-bop algorithm.

For example, in a transportation domain, if we consider only
the position of a truck, then any states s, t equally distant
from the truck’s initial and target position can be aggregated:
locally, the difference is irrelevant. Globally, however, there
are transportable objects to which the difference in truck po-
sitions does matter, and thus aggregating s and t results in
information loss. Therefore, the heuristic computed is not
perfect although, theoretically, it could be.

M&S-bop Overview
Figure 2 outlines our algorithm computing perfect heuris-
tics, M&S-bop (M&S with bisimulation and operator prun-
ing).

The variable ordering v1, . . . , vn will be defined by the
merging strategy (a simple heuristic, cf. Section ). Note that
the merging strategy is linear, i.e., α′ is always atomic in
the application of rule (iii). Iterating over v1, . . . , vn, the
algorithm maintains an abstraction α, along with the transi-
tion system Θα, as described earlier. In this way, M&S-bop
is a straightforward instance of the M&S framework. Its
distinguishing features are (a) the label reduction functions
σi that remove operator preconditions/effects pertaining to
variables indexed≤ i, and (b) coarsest bisimulation over the
label-reduced abstract state spaces. (b) defines the shrinking
strategy, which is influenced by (a) because reducing labels
changes the bisimulation. Reducing labels may also change
the outcome of the synchronized product (rule (iii)), there-
fore (a) endangers correctness of Θα relative to Θα.

In the following three sections, we fill in the formal details
on (a) and (b), proving (in particular) that the abstraction
heuristic hα of α as returned by M&S-bop is perfect, and
can be extracted from the returned transition system Θα. We
begin by defining bisimulation, and pointing out some basic
facts about its behavior in the M&S framework. We then for-
mally define label reduction and the conditions under which
it preserves the correctness of Θα. We finally point out that
the two techniques can be combined fruitfully.

Bisimulation
Bisimulation is a well-known criterion under which abstrac-
tion does not significantly change the system behavior. Let
Θ = (S,L, T, s0, S?) be a transition system. An equiva-
lence relation ∼ on S is a bisimulation for Θ if: (1) s ∼ t
implies that either s, t ∈ S? or s, t 6∈ S?; (2) for every pair
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of states s, t ∈ S so that s ∼ t, and for every transition label
l ∈ L, if (s, l, s′) ∈ T then there exists t′ s.t. (t, l, t′) ∈ T
and s′ ∼ t′. Intuitively, (1) s and t agree on the status of
the goal, and (2) whatever operator applies to s applies also
to t, leading into equivalent states. An abstraction α is a
bisimulation iff the induced equivalence relation ∼α is.

We first consider a well-known criterion under which ab-
straction does not significantly change the system behavior.
Let Θ = (S,L, T, s0, S?) be a transition system. An equiv-
alence relation ∼ on S is a bisimulation for Θ if: (1) s ∼ t
implies that either s, t ∈ S? or s, t 6∈ S?; (2) for every pair
of states s, t ∈ S so that s ∼ t, and for every transition label
l ∈ L, if (s, l, s′) ∈ T then there exists t′ s.t. (t, l, t′) ∈ T
and s′ ∼ t′. If α is an abstraction, then we say that α is a
bisimulation iff the induced equivalence relation ∼α is.

For a comprehensive treatment of bisimulation, see the
work by Milner (1990). There always exists a unique coars-
est bisimulation, i.e., a bisimulation that contains all other
bisimulations. The coarsest bisimulation can be computed
efficiently, in a bottom-up process starting with a single
equivalence class containing all states, then iteratively sepa-
rating non-bisimilar states. Using this process as a shrinking
strategy preserves solution distance at the local level:

Proposition 3 Let Θ be a transition system, and let α be a
bisimulation for Θ. Then hα is perfect.

This holds because abstract solution paths are real so-
lution paths. Consider some state t, and an abstract solu-
tion for t. Say the abstract solution starts with the transi-
tion (A, l, A′), where A and A′ are abstract states. Since
(A, l, A′) is a transition in Θα, there exist states s ∈ A and
s′ ∈ A′ so that (s, l, s′) is a transition in Θ. By construction,
we have α(t) = A = α(s) and thus s ∼α t. Thus, by bisim-
ulation property (2), we have a transition (t, l, t′) in Θ where
s′ ∼α t′, i.e., α(t′) = α(s′) = A′. In other words, there ex-
ists a transition from t taking us into the desired state subset
A′. Iterating the argument, we can execute all transitions on
the abstract solution for t. The last state t′ reached this way
must be a solution state because of bisimulation property (1)
and the fact that α(t′) is a solution state in Θα.

Note that the argument we just made is much stronger
than what is needed to prove that hα is perfect – we preserve
the actual solutions, not only their length. That is exactly
what we will exploit further below. First, note that Proposi-
tion 3 tells us nothing about what happens if we interleave
bisimulation with merging steps. This works, too:

Corollary 4 Let Θ be the state space of a planning task with
variables V . Let α be an M&S abstraction over V ⊆ V
constructed so that, in any application of rule (ii), γ is a
bisimulation for Θβ . Then α is a bisimulation for ΘπV .

This can be shown by induction over rules (i)-(iii). The
claim is obvious for atomic α. Induction over rule (ii) is
easy by exploiting a transitivity property of bisimulations.
For rule (iii), assume that α1 is a bisimulation for ΘπV1 , and
α2 is a bisimulation for ΘπV2 . Since ΘπV1 and ΘπV2 are or-
thogonal, by Theorem 2 their synchronized product is equal
to ΘπV1⊗πV2 which is isomorphic with ΘπV1∪V2 . We can ap-
ply α1 and α2 to the states in ΘπV1∪V2 (applying their com-

ponent atomic projections to partial states), and it is easy to
see that the bisimulation property is preserved.2

By Corollary 4 and Proposition 3, if we always stick to
bisimulation during step (ii), then we obtain a perfect heuris-
tic. Alas, in practical examples there rarely exist compact
bisimulations. For example, in Gripper, the perfect abstrac-
tion of Figure 1 is not a bisimulation. If s and t agree on the
number of objects in a room, this does not imply that they
agree on the operators needed to transport them. For exam-
ple, s and t as indicated in Figure 1 require to pick up O2

(s) vs. O1 (t). Thus the transition labels into the equivalent
states (right neighbors in Figure 1) are different, violating
property (2). Indeed, it is easy to see that the size of bisimu-
lations in Gripper is exponential in the number of objects.

Motivated by the size of bisimulations, Dräger et al.
(2006) propose a more approximate shrinking strategy that
we will call the DFP shrinking strategy. When building the
coarsest bisimulation, the strategy keeps separating states
until the size limit N is reached. The latter may happen be-
fore a bisimulation is obtained, in which case we may lose
information. The strategy prefers to separate states close to
the goal, thus attempting to make errors only in more distant
states where the errors will hopefully not be as relevant.

The DFP shrinking strategy is not a bad idea; some of
the strategies we experiment with herein are variants of it.
However, before resorting to approximations, there is a more
fundamental issue we can improve. As noted in the proof
of Proposition 3, bisimulation preserves solution paths ex-
actly. This suits its traditional purpose in model checking.
For computing a perfect heuristic, however, it suffices to pre-
serve solution length. In bisimulation property (2), we can
completely ignore the transition labels. This makes all the
difference in Gripper. States s and t in Figure 1 can reach the
same equivalence classes, but using different labels. Ignor-
ing the latter, s and t are bisimilar. The perfect abstraction
of Figure 1 is such a fully label-reduced bisimulation.

Label Reduction
Unfortunately, full label reduction cannot be applied within
the M&S framework, at least not without significant infor-
mation loss during the merging step. Figure 3 shows the
atomic projections of our running example from Figure 1.
For simplicity, we omit F and show the two variables O1

and O2 in terms of a single generic variable O. Consider the
transition label l = ({R = A,O = A}, {O = R}) picking
up the object in room A. This transitions O from A to R in
ΘπO (right hand side), but does not affectR and hence labels
only a self-loop in ΘπR (left hand side). Hence, in the syn-
chronized system ΘπR ⊗ΘπO , as desired the robot does not
move while loading the object. If we ignore the difference
between l and the label l′ = ({R = A}, {R = B}) moving
R, however, then the synchronized system may apply l and
l′ together, acting as if they were the result of applying the
same operator. Thus we may move and pick-up at the same
time – a spurious transition not present in the original task.

2Dräger et al. (2006) mention a result similar to Corollary 4.
The result is simpler in their context because, there, the overall state
space is defined in terms of the synchronized product operation.
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Figure 3: Atomic projections in (simplified) Gripper.

We now derive a way of reducing subsets of labels dur-
ing M&S, so that no spurious transitions are introduced, and
thus the correctness of Θα relative to Θα is preserved. We
remark that a simpler version of the technique, pertaining
only to linear merging strategies, was implemented already
in the initial version of M&S reported by Helmert et al.
(2007); the technique has not yet been described anywhere.

Let Θ = (S,L, T, s0, S?) be a transition system. A la-
bel reduction is a function τ mapping L to a label set
Lτ . We associate τ with the reduced transition system
Θ|τ := (S,Lτ , T |τ , s0, S?) where T |τ := {(s, τ(l), s′) |
(s, l, s′) ∈ T}. Labels l1, l2 ∈ L are equivalent in Θ if, for
every pair of states s, s′ ∈ S, (s, l1, s′) ∈ T if and only if
(s, l2, s′) ∈ T . We say that τ is conservative for Θ if, for
all l1, l2 ∈ L, τ(l1) = τ(l2) only if l1 and l2 are equivalent.
Such label reduction is distributive with the synchronized
product:

Lemma 5 Let L be a set of labels, let Θ1 and Θ2 be transi-
tion systems using L, and let τ be a label reduction on L. If
τ is conservative for Θ2, then Θ1|τ ⊗Θ2|τ = (Θ1⊗Θ2)|τ .

For illustration, consider the labels l = ({R = A,O =
A}, {O = R}) and l′ = ({R = A}, {R = B}) discussed at
the start of this section. These are not equivalent in ΘπO

(Figure 3 right), and if τ(l) = τ(l′) then, as discussed,
ΘπR |τ ⊗ΘπO |τ 6= (ΘπR ⊗ΘπO )|τ in contrast to Lemma 5.

We apply conservative label reduction within M&S by,
when considering an abstraction over variable subset V , ap-
plying a label reduction conservative for the other variables
V \ V . A key issue here is that one cannot “reduce in op-
posite directions”. To illustrate, say Θ1 (variables V ) has
the single label l1 and Θ2 (variables V \ V ) has the single
label l2 6= l1. Then Θ1 ⊗ Θ2 contains no transitions at all.
However, mapping all labels to some unique symbol r is
conservative for each of Θ1 and Θ2. If we synchronize the
systems after this reduction, we obtain a transition between
every pair of states.

To avoid said difficulties, we apply label reduction up-
wards in a sequential ordering of the variables (given by the
merging strategy). Let V ⊆ V , and let v1, . . . , vn be an or-
dering of V . We say that an M&S abstraction α over V al-
lows v1, . . . , vn if α is constructed so that, in any application
of rule (iii), there exist i, j, k so that V1 = {vi, . . . , vj} and
V2 = {vj+1, . . . , vk}. In other words, the construction of α
corresponds to a tree whose leaves are ordered v1, . . . , vn.

Let σn ◦ · · · ◦ σ1 be a chain of label reductions for Θ. We
denote τ>i := σi ◦ · · · ◦ σ1. We say that σn ◦ · · · ◦ σ1 is
conservative for v1, . . . , vn if, for each 1 ≤ i < n, τ>i
is conservative for each of Θπvi+1 , . . . ,Θπvn . Note that the
last reduction σn is not restricted at all, and may thus be a
full label reduction mapping all labels to the same symbol.

In practice, the label reductions σi we use are those
from M&S-bop (cf. Figure 2), projecting operators onto
{vi+1, . . . , vn}, i.e., removing any preconditions/effects
pertaining to the variables v1, . . . , vi that have already been
merged. This chain of label reductions is conservative:

Proposition 6 Let Θ be the state space of a planning task
with variables V . Let V ⊆ V , and let v1, . . . , vn be an or-
dering of V . Then operator projection is conservative for
v1, . . . , vn, and is maximal among all chained label reduc-
tions with this property.

For the first part of the claim, we need τ>i = σi to be con-
servative – map only equivalent labels (pre, eff), (pre′, eff′)
to the same label – for each of Θπvi+1 , . . . ,Θπvn . This holds
because (*) (pre, eff) and (pre′, eff′) are equivalent in Θπvj

if and only if their projection onto vj is identical. The sec-
ond part of the claim, maximality, holds in that τ>i maps all
equivalent labels to the same label. This follows from the
“only if” direction in (*).

Say that in our running example (omitting F ) the vari-
able order is R,O1, O2, . . . , On. Consider again the labels
l = ({R = A,O = A}, {O = R}) and l′ = ({R =
A}, {R = B}). For i = 1, the robot move l′ is projected
onto τ>1(l′) = (∅, ∅), ignoring the robot’s position. How-
ever, τ>1(l) = ({O = A}, {O = R}), so τ>1(l) 6= τ>1(l′)
as desired. On the other hand, for i > 1 and every j ≤ i, all
labels in ΘπOj will be mapped to (∅, ∅) (compare Figure 3
right), so the differences between any “already merged” ob-
jects will effectively be ignored. For i = n, all labels are
mapped to (∅, ∅) so the label reduction is full.

With conservative label reductions, for α that allows
v1, . . . , vn, we can maintain Θα during M&S similarly as
before. Namely, the label-reduced transition system asso-
ciated with α, written Θτ

α, is constructed using these rules:
(i) If α = πvi

for a variable vi ∈ V , then Θτ
α := Θπvi if

i 6= 1, and Θτ
α := Θπvi |τ>i if i = 1.

(ii) If α = γ ◦ β where β is an M&S abstraction and γ is a
function on Sβ , then Θτ

α := (Θτ
β)γ .

(iii) If α = α1 ⊗ α2 where α1 (α2) is an M&S abstraction
of Θ over V1 = {vi, . . . , vj} (V2 = {vj+1, . . . , vk}),
then Θτ

α := Θτ
α1
⊗ Θτ

α2
if i 6= 1, and Θτ

α := (Θτ
α1
⊗

Θτ
α2
|τ>j )|σk◦···◦σj+1 if i = 1.

In words, we apply label reduction only if the underlying
variable set V starts at the first variable v1, and we choose
the reduction pertaining to the last variable in V . This con-
struction is correct relative to Θα, in the following sense:

Theorem 7 Let Θ be the state space of a planning task with
variables V . Let V ⊆ V , and let v1, . . . , vn be an ordering
of V . Let σn◦· · ·◦σ1 be a chained label reduction for Θ that
is conservative for v1, . . . , vn, and let α be an M&S abstrac-
tion over V that allows v1, . . . , vn. Then Θτ

α = Θα|τ>n .

Note here that “the correctness of Θα relative to Θα” is
now interpreted in a different way. The transition system Θτ

α
we maintain is no longer equal to the abstract state space Θα,
but instead to the label-reduced version Θα|τ>n of that ab-
stract state space. Since, obviously, the labels are irrelevant
for hα, the heuristic computed is the same.
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The proof of Theorem 7 is a bit technical, but essentially
simple. We prove by induction over the construction of α
that, for any intermediate abstraction β over {vi, . . . , vj},
Θτ
β = Θβ if i 6= 1, and Θτ

β = Θβ |τ>j if i = 1. The key
step is induction over rule (iii) when i = 1. Since τ>j is
conservative for each of Θπvj+1 , . . . ,Θπvk , we can easily
conclude that τ>j is conservative for Θτ

α2
. The claim then

follows by applying Lemma 5 and Theorem 2.
Summing up, when during M&S we face an abstraction

over variables v1, . . . , vj , we can project the operators la-
beling the transitions onto remaining variables vj+1, . . . , vn.
We then still obtain the correct (label-reduced) abstract state
space. In the initial implementation of Helmert et al. (2007),
the motivation for doing so was the reduced number of la-
bels – planning tasks often contain many operators, so this
was time- and space-critical. Here, we observe that label
reduction favorably interacts with bisimulation.

Bisimulation and Label Reduction
Label reduction obviously preserves Proposition 3:

Proposition 8 Let Θ be a transition system, τ be a label
reduction, and α a bisimulation for Θ|τ . Then hα is perfect.

Proposition 8 is important because, as shown by our run-
ning example, label reduction may make a big difference:

Proposition 9 There exist families F of transition systems
Θ with associated label reductions τ so that the coarsest
bisimulation for Θ|τ is exponentially smaller than the coars-
est bisimulation for Θ.

Corollary 4 tells us that, if the shrinking strategy sticks
to bisimulation of the original (non label-reduced) abstract
state spaces, then the final outcome will be a bisimulation.
Does a similar result hold if we stick to bisimulation of the
label-reduced abstract state spaces? Unsurprisingly, the an-
swer is “yes”. Given variables v1, . . . , vn and a chained la-
bel reduction σn ◦ · · · ◦ σ1, we say that α is constructed
by label-reduced bisimulation if it is constructed so that,
in any application of rule (ii) where β is over the variables
{vi, . . . , vj}: if i 6= 1 then γ is a bisimulation for Θβ ; if
i = 1 then γ is a bisimulation for Θβ |τ>j . By combining
the proofs of Corollary 4 and Theorem 7, we get:

Theorem 10 Let Θ be the state space of a planning task
with variables V . Let V ⊆ V , and let v1, . . . , vn be an order-
ing of V . Let σn◦· · ·◦σ1 be a chained label reduction for Θ
that is conservative for v1, . . . , vn, and let α be an M&S ab-
straction constructed by label-reduced bisimulation. Then α
is a bisimulation for ΘπV |τ>n .

By Theorem 10 and Proposition 8, if α is constructed by
label-reduced bisimulation, then hα is perfect. With Propo-
sition 6, this hold for α as returned by M&S-bop. By The-
orem 7 we can maintain the suitable abstract state spaces.
In particular, hα can be extracted from M&S-bop’s returned
transition system Θα. We will see next that M&S-bop has
polynomial runtime in quite a number of benchmarks.

Domain-Specific Performance Bounds
We measure the performance of M&S-bop in terms of
bounds on abstraction size, i.e., the number of abstract
states. Runtime is a polynomial function of abstraction size.
We express the bounds as functions of domain parameters
like the number of objects. Polynomial bounds on abstrac-
tion size are possible only in domains with polynomial-time
optimal solution algorithms. Helmert (2006) identifies six
such domains in the IPC benchmarks: Gripper, Movie, PSR,
Schedule, and two variants of Promela. Helmert et al. (2007)
state that suitable merging and shrinking strategies exist for
each of these except PSR, but do not show how to produce
such strategies automatically. We begin with an easy result:

Proposition 11 Let P = {Πn} be the family of Gripper
respectively Ext-Movie planning tasks, where n is the num-
ber of objects respectively snacks. Then, for any merging
strategy, abstraction size for M&S-bop in P is bounded by a
cubic respectively linear function in n.

Ext-Movie is an extended version of Movie, allowing to
scale the number of snacks. Both results hold because the
M&S-bop shrinking strategy aggregates states that agree on
the relevant object counts (number of objects in a room,
number of snacks already obtained). It should be noted that
label reduction is really needed here – in both domains, non-
label-reduced bisimulations are exponentially large. The
same holds true for all domains discussed below.

We next consider scheduling-like domains, where each
task consists of some machines used to change the features
f(o) of processable objects o. The relevant property is that,
for o 6= o′, f(o) and f(o′) are mutually independent, i.e.,
not affected by any common operator – processing an object
may affect the status of the machines but does not have im-
mediate consequences for any other object. It is easy to see
that the STRIPS variant Schedule-Strips of IPC’00 Schedule
is a scheduling-like domain. We thus have:

Proposition 12 Let P = {Πn} be the family of Schedule-
Strips planning tasks, where n is the number of processable
objects. There exists a merging strategy so that abstraction
size for M&S-bop in P is bounded by a polynomial in n.

For Promela, this investigation is difficult because M&S-
bop depends directly on task syntax, and the IPC’04 Promela
domains are syntactically very complicated (compiled from
Promela into an expressive PDDL dialect). For a straightfor-
ward direct encoding of one of the domains (Dining Philoso-
phers), we found that M&S-bop exhibits exponential behav-
ior. However, a variant that we tentatively named greedy
bisimulation gives a polynomial bound. Greedy bisimula-
tion demands bisimulation property (2) only for transitions
(s, l, s′) where sd(s′) ≤ sd(s). Under certain additional
conditions on the task – which hold in Dining Philosophers
– greedy bisimulation results in a perfect heuristic.

Of course, M&S-bop is not omnipotent. For example, say
we extend Gripper by scaling the number of robot hands.
Then, for any merging strategy, there exists a shrinking strat-
egy so that abstraction size is polynomially bounded. How-
ever, M&S-bop does not have such a bound. Robot hands
H appear as object-variable values (“O = H”) in the effect
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of pick-up operators. So, unless all object variables were al-
ready merged, operator projection doesn’t remove these dis-
tinctions, and states using different hands are not bisimilar.

Experiments
In most benchmark domains, coarsest bisimulations are still
large even under operator projection. We thus designed a
family of (mostly) more approximate shrinking strategies.
The family is characterized by 3 parameters: (1) overall
scheme, (2) bisimulation variant, (3) label reduction on/off.
For (1), the options are DFP shrinking strategy with ab-
straction size limit N vs. coarsest bisimulation without size
limit. The former will be indicated by “DFP” in the strat-
egy’s name, the latter will be indicated by “M&S-”. For (2),
the options are bisimulation vs. greedy bisimulation. The
strategy name is extended with “b” respectively “g”. In
(3), we do vs. do not use operator projection. If we do,
“op” is attached to the name. In the DFP-g options, we
use greedy bisimulation only if bisimulation would break the
size limit. Our merging strategy is linear, and follows Fast-
Downward’s “level heuristic”. This orders variables “closest
to the root of the causal graph” up front, so that the most in-
fluential variables are projected away earlier on.

We experiment with: the previous M&S heuristic HHH
(Helmert et al. 2007); LM-cut (Helmert and Domshlak
2009), the currently leading heuristic for optimal planning;
and structural patterns (SP) (Katz and Domshlak 2009), a
competitive heuristic related to ours in that it is based on (im-
plicit) abstract state spaces. Our implementation is on top of
Fast-Downward, with the same A∗ implementation for all
heuristics. We ran all IPC benchmarks supported by LM-cut
and HHH. The experiments were performed on dual-CPU
Opteron 2384 machines, running eight experiments simul-
taneously in order to fully utilize the available (eight-core)
machines. Each planner instance ran on a single core with a
time limit of 30 minutes and a memory limit of 2 GB.

Different shrinking strategies sometimes result in comple-
mentary strengths (better performance in different domains).
Thus we experimented also with all hybrid planners running
any two of these strategies, sequentially with a 15 minute
limit for each. The best, in terms of total coverage, of these
2-option combinations runs M&S-gop, and DFP-gop with
N=200K. This is simply called “Hybrid” in what follows.

Table 1 gives the coverage data. Consider first the “no
bound on N” columns on the right hand side. Comparing
M&S-b with M&S-bop, we see that operator projection im-
proves performance significantly. Recall that the heuristic in
both cases is guaranteed to be perfect, so no actual search
is needed in the 192 tasks where M&S-bop succeeds. The
effect of using greedy bisimulation (which in general for-
feits this guarantee) is dramatic. Note in particular that the
number of instances where the abstraction can be built com-
pletely – without any size bound – goes up to 802. Interest-
ingly, the effect of the parameter changes is reversed when
using DFP: there, operator projection has a much larger im-
pact on performance than greedy bisimulation.

DFP-bop dominates DFP-b (solves at least as many tasks)
in 65 of the 66 combinations of domain and N value. DFP-
gop dominates HHH in the total, and in 50 of these com-

binations; Hybrid dominates HHH in 64 combinations. SP
is more competitive, but is inferior in the total to Hybrid as
well as to DFP-bop and DFP-gop with N = 10K. LM-
cut clearly dominates the total, but this is largely due to
Miconic-STRIPS, where LM-cut delivers an exceptionally
high-quality heuristic. Disregarding this domain, Hybrid
solves 1 more task than LM-cut. In 11 of the 22 domains,
Hybrid is one of the top performers, and in 4 more domains,
only one task separates it from the top performer.

Coverage is a function of the trade-off between the quality
of a heuristic, and the effort needed for computing it. Due to
the multitude of domains and algorithms tested, it is beyond
the scope of this paper to give detailed data. We provide
a summary using Richter and Helmert (2009)’s expansions
score (E) and total-runtime score (T ). Both range between
0 and 100, for each individual instance. E = 100 if ≤ 100
expansions were made, E = 0 if ≥ 1, 000, 000 expansions
were made. In between, E interpolates logarithmically, so
that an additive difference of 7.53 in scores corresponds to
a factor 2. Similarly, T = 100 for runtimes ≤ 1 second,
T = 0 for time-outs, and doubling the runtime decreases the
score by about 9.25. The advantage of these scores is that
they are absolute, i.e., there is no need to restrict the set of
instances considered to those solved by all planners.3

Table 2 considers 7 pairs of heuristicsX,Y . The 3 pairs in
the left part illustrate the differences between the shrinking
strategies proposed herein. We do not include M&S-b and
M&S-bop because their expansions behavior is not interest-
ing: they either have perfect expansions, or fail. Comparing
X = DFP-bop to Y = DFP-b, we clearly see the advantage
of operator projection. E(Y )−E(X) is negative for 20 of 22
domains, meaning thatX has fewer expansions. The picture
is not quite as clear for runtime because DFP-bop sometimes
generates more overhead (taking more time to reach the size
limit N ). Comparing X = DFP-bop to Y = DFP-gop, we
clearly see that the performance difference is very small. By
contrast, X = DFP-bop vs. Y = M&S-gop exhibits a huge
variance, showing their complementary strengths. This re-
flects the fact that these two strategies are quite different.
M&S-gop enforces bisimulation only on “sd(s′) ≤ sd(s)”
transitions, but on all of those; DFP-variants enforce bisim-
ulation everywhere but drop it completely if N is exceeded.
The former has the edge in heuristic quality (E(Y )−E(X)
is negative for 18 domains), the latter is better in total run-
time since building the abstraction generates less overhead
(e.g., consider the pipesworld-notankage domain).

The middle and right parts of Table 2 show the competi-
tion with HHH respectively LM-cut. DFP-gop clearly beats
HHH in expansions, and it largely keeps this advantage in
runtime. M&S-gop most often produces worse heuristics
than HHH, but with less overhead and thus better runtime.
As for LM-cut, without any doubt this remains the most in-
formative heuristic here – only in a few domains does DFP-

3Experimenting with such summaries, we found that they often
misrepresented the results. For example, on instances solved by
both, M&S-gop beats LM-cut even in domains where LM-cut ac-
tually scales better – but only because M&S-gop’s cheap heuristic
solves the small tasks very quickly, timing out on larger ones.
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Domain Hybrid LM-cut SP
N=10K N=100K N=200K No bound onN

DFP-b DFP-bop DFP-gop HHH DFP-b DFP-bop DFP-gop HHH DFP-b DFP-bop DFP-gop HHH M&S-b M&S-bop M&S-gop
airport 22 28 21 23 23 23 19 15 15 15 13 11 11 11 12 1 1 22
blocks 21 28 21 21 21 21 18 18 18 18 19 18 18 18 19 6 6 21
depots 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 3 5 6 6 3 1 1 7
driverlog 13 13 13 12 13 13 12 12 12 13 13 12 12 13 14 4 5 12
freecell 16 15 16 15 16 16 15 4 6 6 9 4 3 3 6 3 3 16
grid 3 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 3 3 2 0 3 3 0 0 0 2
gripper 20 7 7 7 11 11 7 7 20 20 7 7 20 20 7 6 20 7
logistics00 20 20 22 20 20 20 16 20 20 20 21 20 20 20 22 10 10 16
logistics98 5 6 6 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 2 1 4
miconic 67 141 53 55 56 56 55 55 65 65 55 55 67 67 56 40 56 50
mprime 23 22 23 18 19 19 21 8 12 12 14 4 9 9 9 1 1 23
mystery 15 16 15 13 13 13 14 7 8 8 11 6 6 6 7 2 3 15
openstacks 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
pathways 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
pipesworld-notank 15 17 14 15 17 17 9 9 9 9 2 6 6 6 0 2 2 15
pipesworld-tank 16 11 10 13 14 14 13 7 8 8 7 4 7 7 5 2 2 16
psr 50 49 49 49 49 49 50 49 49 49 50 49 49 50 50 43 45 50
rovers 8 7 6 6 7 7 7 7 8 8 7 6 8 8 7 4 4 6
satellite 7 7 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 7 6 6 7 7 6 4 6 6
tpp 7 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 7 6 6 7 7 6 5 5 6
trucks 7 10 7 6 7 7 6 5 7 7 6 5 7 7 6 4 4 6
zenotravel 11 13 11 9 11 11 11 9 12 12 11 8 11 11 11 5 6 9
Total 364 437 325 317 333 333 310 268 309 310 278 248 293 295 262 156 192 320
w/o miconic 297 296 272 262 277 277 255 213 244 245 223 193 226 228 206 116 136 270
Total M&S built 621 736 735 699 368 518 518 493 321 461 458 441 156 192 802

Table 1: Comparison of solved tasks over 22 IPC benchmark domains. Best results are highlighted in bold. “Total M&S built”:
total number of tasks for which computing the M&S abstraction did not exceed the available time/memory.

X = DFP-bop X = HHH X = LM-cut
Y = DFP-b Y = DFP-gop Y = M&S-gop Y = DFP-gop Y = M&S-gop Y = DFP-gop Y = M&S-gop

D E T D E T D E T D E T D E T D E T D E T

blocks 3.7 -1.7 driverlog 1.9 1.2 mystery 9.2 33.6 gripper 40.6 25.7 pipesnota 10.2 48.2 gripper 41.9 30.2 freecell 0.5 33.6
mystery 0.4 5.2 mystery 1.2 -0.2 blocks 7.9 5.5 satellite 23.7 8.8 blocks 8.6 14.7 openstack 21.9 9.7 gripper -0.7 5.3
log98 -0.6 0.1 psr 0.8 0.2 depots 1.6 10.4 pipesnota 21.7 28.1 mystery 3.5 27.0 pipesnota 8.1 14.6 psr -1.1 4.5
openstack -0.8 -0.4 rovers 0.5 0.7 mprime 1.1 38.2 pathways 13.7 3.9 airport 2.2 21.5 freecell 4.1 5.9 pipesnota -2.1 36.4
log00 -0.9 -0.9 freecell 0.5 0.4 psr -2.0 3.0 pipestank 9.3 21.5 depots 1.6 14.1 log00 3.6 2.7 openstack -6.6 11.5
psr -1.0 0.9 log98 0.4 0.7 freecell -3.1 28.1 airport 8.4 0.0 freecell -0.5 27.0 satellite 2.4 -5.8 blocks -14.0 -10.1
airport -1.0 -0.7 satellite 0.3 -0.5 airport -6.2 22.2 grid 7.3 10.3 pipestank -0.7 43.2 psr 1.6 1.7 tpp -15.3 -4.5
rovers -1.3 -5.4 pipestank 0.3 -0.8 log98 -8.4 -5.6 miconic 6.1 2.0 mprime -1.0 27.7 tpp -2.2 -9.4 pipestank -17.0 3.7
depots -1.6 0.1 pipesnota 0.2 -0.1 driverlog -9.0 4.2 zenotravel 4.9 3.0 gripper -2.0 0.8 pipestank -5.6 -16.3 depots -19.8 14.9
trucks -4.1 -4.9 tpp 0.1 0.5 rovers -9.5 -7.3 trucks 3.4 4.5 grid -3.8 5.8 driverlog -9.3 -1.8 driverlog -20.3 1.2
freecell -4.2 3.7 trucks 0.1 -0.1 pipestank -10.0 21.7 freecell 3.1 -0.6 trucks -6.8 0.1 grid -9.5 9.9 grid -20.6 5.4
tpp -4.4 -1.9 log00 0.1 -0.2 trucks -10.1 -4.5 rovers 1.1 1.9 zenotravel -6.9 -6.4 rovers -13.5 -7.7 mystery -21.5 2.5
zenotravel -6.8 -13.9 zenotravel 0.1 -0.5 grid -11.1 -4.0 blocks 0.2 8.7 miconic -7.2 -3.1 zenotravel -15.6 -1.8 mprime -23.1 9.0
driverlog -6.9 -2.4 airport 0.0 0.7 pipesnota -11.2 19.2 openstack 0.1 1.4 rovers -8.9 -6.2 pathways -15.8 -16.1 rovers -23.5 -15.8
miconic -7.7 -2.2 grid 0.0 0.6 zenotravel -11.6 -9.9 depots -0.3 4.1 pathways -12.4 8.8 depots -21.7 4.8 log00 -24.9 -9.5
pipestank -7.9 -2.3 miconic 0.0 0.1 tpp -12.9 -3.5 tpp -0.4 -0.1 psr -13.0 0.6 blocks -22.4 -16.1 zenotravel -27.4 -11.2
pipesnota -9.4 2.9 gripper 0.0 0.0 miconic -13.4 -5.0 mprime -2.1 -10.6 log98 -13.3 -8.8 mprime -24.2 -29.3 satellite -38.9 -16.5
mprime -10.4 0.2 mprime 0.0 -0.1 log00 -21.1 -12.5 driverlog -4.4 -3.6 tpp -13.4 -4.2 mystery -29.5 -31.3 airport -39.2 -15.3
pathways -11.0 -1.7 openstack 0.0 -0.1 pathways -26.1 4.7 mystery -4.5 -6.9 driverlog -15.4 -0.6 trucks -31.9 -20.6 pathways -41.9 -11.2
grid -11.2 -23.8 pathways 0.0 -0.1 openstack -28.5 1.8 log98 -4.9 -3.4 satellite -17.5 -1.9 airport -33.0 -36.8 trucks -42.1 -25.0
satellite -28.1 -10.5 depots -0.3 0.4 satellite -41.0 -11.2 log00 -6.8 4.2 log00 -28.1 -8.1 log98 -47.5 -24.4 log98 -55.9 -29.8
gripper -37.6 -25.7 blocks -0.5 -0.5 gripper -42.6 -24.9 psr -10.3 2.2 openstack -28.5 2.1 miconic -66.5 -56.8 miconic -80.0 -61.9
Total -6.9 -3.6 Total 0.3 0.1 Total -11.7 4.8 Total 5.0 4.6 Total -7.0 9.3 Total -12.4 -8.4 Total -24.3 -3.8

Table 2: Difference Y − X between per-domain averaged expansions (E) and total-runtime (T ) scores (as per Richter and
Helmert, see text), for selected pairs of heuristicsX,Y . Columns ordered by decreasing E(Y )−E(X). N = 10K throughout.
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gop manage to beat it. Everywhere else, the question is
whether the faster heuristic calls for M&S (amortizing the
cost for creating the abstraction in the first place) make up
for the larger search space. For DFP-gop, this is the case
only in depots. For M&S-gop, this happens in 11 of the
domains, and partly to a considerable extent (e.g. freecell,
blocks, depots, mprime).

Future Work
Our immediate future work concerns greedy bisimulation.
First results suggest that there are many other interesting
bisimulation variants along these lines, and corresponding
conditions under which they yield perfect heuristics. The
guiding idea is to test conditions on the degree and form of
interactions between the current variable and the remaining
ones, using the outcome to fine-tune the subset of transitions
for which bisimulation property (2) is demanded.
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Abstract

We define an incremental lower bound function for additive
cost planning, based on repeatedly solving and strengthen-
ing the delete-relaxation of the problem. We show that it is
monotonically increasing, and thus in the limit will produce
an optimal plan. In most domains, however, it is not effective
compared to alternatives such as limited search.

Introduction
Many potential applications of planning require planners to
produce plans of high quality, according to a metric like cost,
makespan, net benefit, or other. Even when generating guar-
anteed optimal plans is not computationally feasible, there
is a need to be able to measure, in absolute terms, how good
the plans found by non-optimal planners are. Current plan-
ning technology does not offer many tools suitable for this
purpose. A lower bound function (i.e., an admissible heuris-
tic) gives an absolute assessment, since the optimal cost is
known to lie between the lower bound and the cost of the
best known plan. But if this gap is too large to give con-
fidence in the quality of the solution, and further search
fails to turn up a better plan, there is not much that can
be done. What is needed in this situation is an incremen-
tal lower bound: a function that can produce increasingly
higher admissible estimates, given more time and memory.

Given any admissible heuristic h (including the “blind”
heuristic h = 0) such an incremental lower bound can be
obtained by running A*, IDA*, or any search algorithm that
approaches the optimum from below, with h for a limited
time, taking the highest proven f -value. But this is not al-
ways effective. As an example in point, columns (b) and
(c) in table 1 shows, for a set of problems, the value of the
LM-Cut heuristic (Helmert and Domshlak 2009) in the ini-
tial state, and the highest lower bound proven by running A*
with this heuristic (Fast Downward implementation) until it
exhausts memory. In only one problem does this result in
a bound higher than the initial, and in no problem does the
search uncover a plan.

In this paper, we propose a different approach to in-
cremental lower bound computation, by repeatedly finding
optimal solutions to relaxations of the planning problem,
which are increasingly less and less relaxed. If we find a
relaxed plan that is also a plan for the original, unrelaxed

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
chunk-089 137 104 104 108
chunk-091 12 10 12? 10 12?
window-331 42 31 31 32?
window-332 52 40 40 42
window-333 68 47 47 50
window-334 68 47 47 50
window-335 63 45 45 48
window-336 42 35 35 37
window-337 32 27 27 29
window-338 25 22 23 22 24
window-339 25 22 22 23
window-340 25 21 21 22
window-341 22 20 20 21
window-409 10 9 10? 9 10?

Table 1: Comparison of lower bounds on problems from a
PDDL encoding of DES diagnosis. (All systems run with a
memory limit of 3Gb, and no time limit.)
(a) Cost of best solution found by a non-optimal planner.
(b) LM-Cut-value of the initial state.
(c) Highest lower bound (f -value) proven by A* search with
LM-Cut (where higher than (b)).
(d) Optimal solution costs found by Gamer (Edelkamp and
Kissmann 2008).
(e) h+-value of the initial state.
(f) Highest lower bound proven by h++ A star indicates that
the bound is optimal, i.e., that the final relaxed plan is valid.

problem, we know it is optimal. If not, we use clues from the
failure of the relaxed plan to construct the next relaxation,
in such a way that the same relaxed plan will not be found
again. The relaxation we consider is the standard delete-
relaxation, in which negative effects of actions are ignored.
(This means that we solve the NP-hard problem of finding
an optimal delete-relaxed plan in each iteration.) The delete-
relaxation has the property that a plan achieving atoms p and
q also achieves the conjunction {p, q}. The way in which we
make it less relaxed is by constructing a modified problem,
in which certain conjunctions are made explicit, in the form
of new atoms.1 This carries information about negative in-
teractions between subgoals (achievement of conjuncts) into

1It is basically the P m
? construction of Haslum (2009), applied

to a select set of conjunctions instead of all of size m.
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the delete-relaxation of the modified problem. We choose
the conjunctions to encode by analysing the failure of the
current relaxed plan, in a way that guarantees we find a dif-
ferent relaxed plan in the next iteration. This incremental
lower bound function is tentatively named h++.

Columns (e) and (f) in table 1 show the h+ and h++ val-
ues computed, respectively. As can be seen, it achieves bet-
ter bounds than A*/LM-Cut, and in a few cases even finds
an optimal solution. It must, however, be noted that this is
an exception rather than a rule. We have found few other do-
mains where h++ is as effective, compared to the A*/LM-
Cut combination. (Two examples will be presented later.)

Related Work
The idea of incrementally refining relaxations is by no
means new. It is widely used in optimisation algorithms,
for example in the form of incremental generation of
valid cuts in integer-linear programming (e.g. Cornuéjols
2008). An instance of the idea that is closer to planning
is counterexample-guided abstraction refinement, in which
the relaxation is an abstraction of the problem. An optimal
solution (plan) for the abstract problem is checked for fail-
ures wrt to the parts of the original problem ignored by the
current abstraction, and those parts that cause it to fail are
candidates for inclusion in the next abstraction. This idea
has been applied in verification (model checking), and to
planning in adversarial, probabilistic domains (Chatterjee et
al. 2005), but, as far as we are aware, not to deriving lower
bounds for planning with additive cost. The most closely re-
lated instance of the idea is perhaps in the work of van den
Briel et al. (2007), who formulate a relaxation of planning
problems as an integer programming model of a flow prob-
lem. (The problem is further simplified by solving the LP
relaxation of the IP.) It is a relaxation because certain order-
ing constraints, due to non-deleted action preconditions, are
ignored. They use composition of state variables to refine
the relaxation, though not in an incremental fashion.2

Background
We adopt the standard definition of a propositional STRIPS
planning problem, without negation in action preconditions
or the goal (see, e.g., Ghallab, Nau, and Traverso 2004,
chapter 2). We assume that action effects are consistent,
meaning that for each action a, del(a) ∩ add(a) = ∅.3 As
usual, a sequence of actions (or plan) achieves condition c
from state s iff the sequence is executable in s and leads to
a state where c holds. We assume an additive cost objective,
i.e., each action a has a non-negative cost, cost(a), and the

2An incremental refinement method has recently been devel-
oped for this relaxation, and used to create a quite effective cost-
optimal planner. (Menkes van den Briel, pers. comm.)

3The semantics of PDDL permit actions that both delete and
add the same atom. The net effect of such an action is to make the
atom true. The transient delete effect implies that the action cannot
be concurrent with any other action requiring or adding the atom,
but since we consider only sequential (or sequentialisable) plans
this is of no significance.

cost of a plan is the sum of the cost of actions in it. The
initial state is denoted by sI and the goal by G.

The Delete-Relaxation
The delete-relaxation of a planning problem P , denoted P+,
is a problem exactly like P except that del(a) = ∅ for each
a, i.e., no action makes any atom false. The delete-relaxation
heuristic, h+(s, c), is defined as the minimum cost of any
plan achieving c from s in the delete-relaxed problem.

Let A be a set of actions in P . We denote by R+(A) the
set of all atoms that are reachable in P+, starting from the
initial state, using only actions in A. We say a set of actions
A is a relaxed plan iff the goal G ⊆ R+(A). An actual
plan for the delete-relaxed problem is of course a sequence
of actions. That G ⊆ R+(A) means there is at least one
sequencing of the the actions in A that reaches a goal state.
When we need to distinguish a particular sequence of ac-
tions, that is valid a plan for P+, we will call it a sequenced
relaxed plan, or a (relaxed) valid sequencing of A.

We assume throughout that G ⊆ R+(A) for some set of
actions A (which may be the set of all actions in P+), i.e.,
that the goal is relaxed reachable. If it is not, the problem is
unsolvable and we already have the highest possible lower
bound∞.

Computing Minimum-Cost Relaxed Plans
Our lower bound procedure depends on being able to com-
pute a minimum-cost relaxed plan for a planning problem.
It does not matter, for our purposes, how this is done. We
would of course like to do it as efficiently as possible, but
as solving P+ optimally is NP-complete, we cannot expect
any method to be efficient in general. A possible approach
is to treat P+ as a planning problem, like any other, and
solve it using any cost-optimal planning algorithm. Betz
and Helmert (2009) present polynomial-time algorithms for
a few specific planning domains.

We will, however, use an algorithm based on the cor-
respondance between relaxed plans and disjunctive action
landmarks, established by Bonet and Helmert (2010). The
algorithm is iterative in nature, and inspired by Slaney
and Thiébaux’s (2001) optimal planning algorithm for the
Blocksworld domain.4

The Iterative Landmark-Based Algorithm
A disjunctive action landmark (landmark, for short) of a
problem P is a set of actions such that at least one action
in the set must be included in any valid plan for P . For any
collection of landmarks L for P , the set of actions in any
valid plan for P is a hitting set for L, i.e., contains one ac-
tion from each set in L (by definition).

For any set of actions A such that G 6⊆ R+(A), the com-
plement of A (w.r.t. the whole set of actions) is a disjunctive
action landmark for P+. If A is a maximal (w.r.t. set in-
clusion) such “relaxed non-plan”, the landmark is minimal

4Because we are only interested in optimal delete-relaxed plans,
we also use a stronger form of relevance analysis to reduce the size
of the problem: only actions that can achieve a relevant atom for
the first time are relevant.
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(w.r.t. set inclusion). This leads to the following algorithm
for computing h+:

Initialise the landmark collection L to ∅. Repeatedly
(1) find a minimum-cost hitting set H for L; (2) test if
G ⊆ R+(H); and if not, (3) extend H , by adding actions,
to a maximal set H ′ such that G 6⊆ R+(H ′), and add the
complement of H ′ to the landmark collection.

The algorithm terminates when the hitting set H passes
the test in step (2). This set is by definition a relaxed plan.
There is no lower-cost relaxed plan, because any plan for P+

must contain an action from every landmark in L, andH is a
minimum-cost hitting set. Finally, the algorithm eventually
terminates, because each landmark generated at step (3) is
distinct from every landmark currently in L (every landmark
in L contains at least one action in H , which the new land-
mark does not) and there is only a finite set of minimal land-
marks for P+. Two steps in this algorithm are frequently
repeated, and therefore important to do efficiently: testing if
the goal is relaxed reachable with a given set of actions, and
finding a hitting set with minimum cost. Their implemen-
tations are detailed below. In spite of all tricks, however,
computing an optimal relaxed plan is costly, in many prob-
lems criplingly so.

Testing Relaxed Reachability The set of atoms relaxed
reachable with a given set of actions, i.e., R+(A), can be
computed in linear time by a variant of Djikstra’s algo-
rithm:5 Keep track of the number of unreached precondi-
tions of each action, and keep a queue of newly reached
atoms, initialised with the initially true atoms, dequeueing
one at a time until the queue is empty. When dequeueing
an atom, decrement the precondition counter for the actions
that have this atom as a precondition, and when the counter
reaches zero, mark atoms added by the action as reached and
place any previously unmarked ones on the queue.

When generating a new landmark, we will perform a se-
ries of reachability computations, with mostly increasing
sets of actions, starting fromH , i.e.,H∪{a1},H∪{a1, a2},
etc. Therefore, each reachability test (except the first) can be
done incrementally. Suppose we have computed R+(A), by
the algorithm above, and now wish to computeR+(A∪{a}).
If pre(a) 6⊆ R+(A), R+(A ∪ {a}) equals R+(A), and the
only thing that must be done is to initialise a’s counter of un-
reached preconditions. If not, mark and enqueue any previ-
ously unreached atoms in add(a), and resume the main loop
until the queue is again empty. If the goal becomes reach-
able, we must remove the last added action (a) from the set,
and thus must restore the earlier state of reachability. This
can be done by saving the state ofR+(A) (including precon-
dition counters) before computing R+(A ∪ {a}), copying it
back if needed, instead of recomputingR+(A) from scratch.

Finding a Minimum-Cost Hitting Set Finding a (prov-
ably) minimum-cost hitting set over the collection of land-
marks L is an NP-hard problem. We solve it using a re-
cursive branch-and-bound algorithm with caching. Given a

5To the best of our knowledge, this method of computing re-
laxed reachability was first implemented in Fast Downward, but
has not been described in any publication.

set L = {l1, . . . , lm} of landmarks to hit, pick a landmark
li ∈ L: the minimum cost of a hitting set for L is
H?(L) = min

a∈li
H?(L− {l | a ∈ l}) + cost(a)

A lower bound on H?(L) can be obtained by selecting any
subset L′ ⊂ L such that l ∩ l′ = ∅ for any l, l′ ∈ L′, i.e., a
set of pair-wise disjoint landmarks, and summing the costs
of their cheapest actions, i.e.,

∑
l∈L′ mina∈l cost(a). Find-

ing the set L′ that yields the maximum lower bound amounts
to solving a weighted independent set problem, but there
are reasonably good and fast approximation algorithms (e.g.
Halldórsson 2000).

Because the branch-and-bound algorithm is invoked re-
cursively on subsets of L, it may prove increased lower
bounds on the cost of hitting these subsets. Improved bounds
are cached, and used in place of the lower bound calcula-
tion whenever a subset is encountered again. In the course
of computing h+, we will be solving a series of hitting set
problems, over a strictly increasing collection of landmarks.
Cached lower bounds may be used not only if a subset of L
is encountered again within the same search, but also if it is
encountered while solving a subsequent hitting set problem.
This makes the caching mechanism quite important.

When finding a hitting set for L ∪ {li+1}, we have an
optimal hitting set for L. H?(L) is clearly a lower bound on
H?(L∪{li+1}), and an initial upper bound can be found by
taking H?(L) + mina∈li+1 cost(a). These bounds are often
very tight, which limits the amount of search. In particular,
if li+1 contains any zero-cost action, the initial upper bound
is matched by the lower bound, and thus already optimal.

Finally, as long as the hitting set is not a relaxed plan, we
do not require it to be optimal, since any hitting set will do as
a starting point for generating another landmark. Thus, we
can use any approximation algorithm to find a non-optimal
hitting set, and invoke the optimal branch-and-bound proce-
dure only when a relaxed plan is found. This scheme not
always more efficient, however, because when the branch-
and-bound algorithm is called, it is typically with a larger
gap between the upper and lower bounds, and with fewer
sets cached, resulting in more search.

The Relaxed Plan Dependency Graph
Although we have defined a relaxed plan as an unordered
set of actions, there are some necessary ordering relations
between actions in this set. These, and the reasons for them,
are captured by the relaxed plan dependency graph defined
below. This graph plays a central role in the identification of
conflicts in a failed relaxed plan.

Let A be relaxed plan, i.e., a set of actions such that
G ⊆ R+(A). We say that A is non-redundant if no strict
subset of A is a relaxed plan. A relaxed plan can be checked
for redundancy by simply testing for each action a in turn
whether G ⊆ R+(A − {a}), and made non-redundant
(though not necessarily in a unique way) by greedily re-
moving actions found to be redundant. The landmark-based
algorithm can produce optimal plans containing redundant
actions, although naturally only when those actions have a
cost of zero. From now on, we will assume all relaxed plans
are non-redundant.
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Definition 1 Let A be a non-redundant relaxed plan. Con-
struct a graph G′ with nodes {na | a ∈ A} ∪ {nG}, i.e., the
nodes of G′ correspond to actions in A plus an additional
node which represents the goal. With some abuse of nota-
tion, we write pre(n) for the precondition of node n, which
is pre(a) for a node na and G for node nG. G′ has an edge
from na to n′ iff pre(n′) 6⊆ R+(A − {a}). This edge is
labelled with pre(n′)−R+(A− {a}).

The relaxed plan dependency graph, RPDG(A), is the
transitive reduction6 of G′.

As will be shown shortly, the graph G′ is acyclic, and there-
fore its transitive reduction is unique. (It is also computable
in polynomial time; cf. Aho, Garey, and Ullman 1972.)
Thus, the RPDG is well-defined.

Intuitively, an edge from node n to node n′ in the RPDG
means that the action associated with n is necessary for
pre(n′) to be relaxed reachable, and the edge label docu-
ments why that is, i.e., which atoms in pre(n′) are added by
that action only. However, the RPDG does not capture dis-
junctive dependencies: if several actions in A add atom p,
there will be no edge with p in its label, and the fact that at
least one of those actions is necessary to reach p will not be
visible in the graph.

If there is a path from node n to node n′ in RPDG(A), we
say that the nodes are ordered. Conversely, if there is no path
from n to n′, nor from n′ to n, we say they are unordered.
This terminology is justified by properties (2) and (3) in the
theorem below.

Theorem 2
(1) The graph G′ in definition 1 is acyclic, and hence so is
RPDG(A).
(2) If there is a path from na to nb in RPDG(A), a appears
before b in every valid sequencing of A.
(3) Let na and and nb be two unordered nodes, i.e., such
that neither na is reachable from nb nor nb from na in
RPDG(A). Then there exists a valid sequencing of A in
which a appears before b.
(4) If atom p appears in the label of an outgoing edge from
node na in RPDG(A), then p ∈ add(a).
(5) For any two action nodes na and nb in RPDG(A), the
labels of any pair of outgoing edges from a and b, respec-
tively, are disjoint.
(6) Any two unordered nodes n and n′ in RPDG(A) have a
common descendant, n′′.
Proof: (1) follows directly from property (2) and the fact
that A is non-redundant.

(2) Consider first the case where the path is a single edge
from na to nb, and suppose that there is a valid sequencing
with b before a. This means that the preconditions of b are
reachable using only those actions that appear before b in the
sequence, which do not include a. This contradicts the fact
that pre(b) is not contained in R+(A − {a}). The general
case follows by induction.

(3) Construct the sequence as follows: Let A′ be the set
of all actions except a, b and their descendants. Begin the

6The transitive reduction of a graph is the smallest edge-
subgraph that has the same transitive closure.

sequence by applying all actions in A′ (in any valid order).
After this, apply a, then b, then the remaining actions in any
valid order. Suppose that this fails, because pre(a) does not
hold after applying all actions in A′. Let p ∈ pre(a) be an
unsatisfied precondition. Since p does not hold initially (if it
did, it would still hold after applying the actions inA′), there
must be at least one action in A with p ∈ add(a) which is
not a descendant of a, and no such action is in A′. Thus, it
must be b or a descendant of b. But by definition this implies
a path from b to this action, and thus from b to a.

(4) That p belongs to the label of an edge from na to some
other node n′ means that p ∈ pre(n′) and becomes unreach-
able without action a. This cannot be because p is added by
some other action, b, and pre(b) becomes unreachable with-
out a, because if so, there would be edges from na to nb and
from nb to n, and thus the edge from na to nwould not be in
the transitive reduction. Hence, p must be belong to add(a).

(5) Suppose there are two nodes, na and nb, in
RPDG(A), that both have outgoing edges with labels that
include p (both must be action nodes, since the goal node
has no outgoing edges). By property (4), p must belong to
both add(a) and add(b). If there is a path from na to nb,
then a appears before b in any sequencing of A (by property
(2)), and removing b cannot make p unreachable. If na and
nb are unordered, either a or b can appear first in a valid se-
quencing (by property (3)). Thus, removing just one of a or
b cannot make p unreachable.

(6) Observe first that from every action node na there is
a path to the goal node nG. Since the graph is acyclic, ev-
ery path must end in a leaf (node with no outgoing edges).
A leaf node that is not the goal node is a redundant action,
since removing this action does not make the goal unreach-
able. Thus, any pair of unordered nodes have a common
descendant, the goal node if no other. 2

Note that property (3) holds only for pairs of nodes. The
reason is that the RPDG does not capture disjunctive prece-
dences. Suppose, for example, that actions a and b both add
atom p, and that p is a precondition of action c. (a and b both
also add some other relevant atoms, as otherwise at least one
of them would be redundant.) There are valid sequencings
with c before a (if c is preceded by b) and c before b (if pre-
ceded by a), but not with c before both a and b. Because
of this, every valid sequencing of A is a topological sort of
RPDG(A), but not every topological sort of RPDG(A) is a
valid sequencing of A.

Incrementally Strengthening the Relaxation
The idea behind the incremental lower bound function h++

is as follows: Given a minimal-cost sequenced relaxed plan
A, if it is valid also for the non-relaxed problem P , then the
optimal plan cost for P is equal to the cost of A (and we
have a plan to prove it). If not, then we can identify a set
of “conflicts”, C, which are conjunctive conditions that are
required but fail to hold at some point in the execution of
the plan. We construct a new problem, called PC , in which
these conjunctions are explicitly represented by new atoms.
The new problem has the property that A is not a relaxed
plan for it (or, to be precise, no sequence of representatives
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of each action in A is a relaxed plan). The minimum cost
of a relaxed plan for the new problem is a lower bound also
on the cost of solving P . There is no guarantee that it will
be higher than the h+ value for the original problem, but
since the set of non-redundant minimal-cost sequenced re-
laxed plans is finite, repeated application of this procedure
will eventually result in a higher lower bound. In the limit it
will even result in an optimal plan, unless time or memory
limits halt the process.

The PC Construction
Let C = {c1, . . . , cn} be a set of (non-unit) conjunctions
over the atoms in P . We construct a problem PC , in which
these distinguished conjunctions are explicitly represented
by new atoms, called “meta-atoms”. The set of actions in
PC is also modified, so that the truth of the meta-atoms will
accurately reflect the truth of the conjunctions they repre-
sent. This is essentially the Pm∗ construction (Haslum 2009),
applied to a specific set of conjunctive conditions.

Definition 3 The set of atoms of PC contains all atoms of
P , and for each c ∈ C an atom πc. πc is initially true iff c
holds in the initial state of P , and is a goal iff c ⊆ G in P .
For each action a in P and for each subset C ′ of C such that
for each c ∈ C ′ (i) del(a) ∩ c = ∅ and add(a) ∩ c 6= ∅; and
(ii) any c′ ∈ C such that c′ ⊂ c and c′ satisfies (i) is also in
C ′, PC has an action αa,C′ with

pre(αa,C′) = pre(a) ∪⋃
c∈C′(c− add(a))∪

{πc | c ⊆ (pre(a) ∪⋃
c∈C′(c− add(a))), c ∈ C}

add(αa,C′) = add(a) ∪ {πc | c ∈ C ′}∪
{πc | c ⊆ add(a), c ∈ C}

del(αa,C′) = del(a) ∪ {πc | c ∩ del(a) 6= ∅, c ∈ C}
and cost(αa,C′) = cost(a).

Each action αa,C′ in PC is constructed from an action a in
P . We call this the original action for αa,C′ . Conversely, for
each action a in P we call the actions in PC whose original
action is a the representatives of a. Note that PC always has
at least one representative of each action a, namely αa,∅.

Intuitively, meta-action αa,C′ corresponds to applying a
in a state such that each conjunction c ∈ C ′ will be made
true by applying a, which is why αa,C′ adds πc. This means
that a does not delete any part of c, and the part of c not
made true by a is already true. For any conjunction c that
is made true by a alone (i.e., such that c ⊆ add(a)), πc is
added by every representative of a.

The size of PC is (potentially) exponential in the size of
C, i.e., the number of conditions, but not in their size.

Theorem 4 Given any plan for PC , the corresponding se-
quence of original actions is a plan for P . Conversely, given
any plan for P , there is a plan for PC made up of a repre-
sentative of each action in the plan for P (and hence of equal
cost).
Proof: The first claim follows directly from that the precon-
ditions and effects of each action in PC on atoms present in
P are identical to those of the original action in P .

For the second, we choose by induction a representative
of each action in the plan such that in each state resulting
from the execution of the plan for PC , πc is true whenever
c is true. It is then easy to see that each action in this plan
will be executable, since the precondition of an action in PC
includes a meta-atom πc if and only if it includes all of c, and
that the goal condition will hold at the end.

The correspondence holds in the initial state by definition.
Suppose the current state is s, and that a is the next action in
the plan for P . Let s′ be the next state in the execution of the
plan in P , i.e., the state that results from applying a in s. Let
C ′ be the subset of conditions in C that hold in s′. For each
c ∈ C ′, one of the following cases must hold: (1) c holds in
s and c ∩ del(a) = ∅; (2) c ⊆ add(a); or (3) c 6⊆ add(a),
c∩add(a) 6= ∅, c−add(a) holds in s and c∩del(a) = ∅. Let
C ′′ = C ′−({c | c ⊆ add(a)}∪{c | c holds in s}), i.e., C ′′ is
exactly the subset of conditions in C ′ that hold in s′ because
of case (3), and choose the representative αa,C′′ . There is
such an action in PC because condition (i) of the definition
is implied by case (3), and condition (ii) by the choice of C ′′
as the set of all c ∈ C that hold in s′ by this case. If c holds
in s′ by case (1), πc holds in the current state of execution
in PC by inductive assumption, and it is not deleted by the
chosen representative. If c holds in s′ by cases (2) or (3),
it is added by the chosen representative. Finally, for each c
that holds by case (3), c − add(a) must hold in s: thus, all
atomic preconditions of the chosen representative are true in
the current state, and therefore, by inductive assumption, so
are any precondition meta-atoms representing conjunctions
of the atomic preconditions. 2

As of corollary, any lower bound on the cost of solving PC
is also a lower bound on the cost of any plan for P .

Compared to P , PC contains no additional information.
The reason why this construction is nevertheless useful is
that the delete-relaxation of PC may be more informative
than the delete-relaxation of P . If we have any additional
source of information about unreachability in P , such as
static mutexes or invariants, this can be used in the construc-
tion of PC to further strengthen (PC)+, by not including
πc in the add effects of any action for any condition c ∈ C
that is known to be unreachable, in P . (The correspondance
shown in theorem 4 holds also with this modification, since
the chosen representatives only add meta-atoms for condi-
tions made true by the plan.) Our current implementation
uses static mutexes found by h2.

Conflict Extraction for a Sequenced Relaxed Plan
Consider a sequenced relaxed plan A. Deciding if it is a
valid plan for the real problem, P , is easily done by simu-
lating its execution. If the sequence is not a valid plan, then
simulating it will at some point fail, meaning that the pre-
condition of the next action to be applied does not hold in
the current state. Call this the failed condition, and let nf be
the corresponding node in RPDG(A). (Note that the failed
condition may also be the goal.) Let p be some unsatisfied
atom in the failed condition. Since the sequence is valid
in the relaxed sense, p was either true initially or added by
some action preceding the point of failure. Thus, p was true
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in some earlier state also in the real execution of the plan,
but deleted by some action taking place between that point
and the point of failure. Call that action the deleter, and let
nd be its node in RPDG(A). We distinguish two cases:

Case 1: There is a path from nd to nf in RPDG(A). In
this case, for each edge on the path from nd to nf choose an
atom q from the edge label and form the conflict {q, p}.

Case 2: There is no path from nd to nf in RPDG(A).
Clearly there cannot be a path from nf to nd, since nd ap-
peared before nf in the sequence, which means the nodes
are unordered. Let nc be the one of their nearest com-
mon descendants that appears first in the sequence, and let
Ld and Lf be atom sets constructed by choosing one atom
from each edge label on the path from nd to nc and the
path from nf to nc, respectively. Form the set of conflicts
{{q, q′} | q ∈ Ld, q′ ∈ Lf ∪ {p}}. By property (5) of the-
orem 2, each conflict in the set is proper, in the sense that
each in pair q and q′ are distinct atoms.

Theorem 5 Let A = a1, . . . , an be a non-redundant se-
quenced relaxed plan for P which is not a real plan for P ,
and let C be a set of conflicts extracted as described above.
No sequence A′ = α1, . . . , αn, where each αi is a represen-
tative of ai, is a relaxed plan for PC .
Proof: In the execution of A, we have the two nodes nd and
nf , as described above. We examine the two possible cases:

Case 2 (nd and nf are unordered): Let nc be the nearest
common descendant that is first in the sequence. The edges
of the path from nd to nc are labeled with atoms q1, . . . , qm
(possibly among others), and the edges of the path from nf
to nc are labeled with atoms q′1, . . . , q

′
l. Since p is a precon-

dition of the failed action, we can prepend it to the second
path. The following picture illustrates:

nd n1q1
· · ·

q2
nm−1

qm−1

nf
p

n′1
q′1

· · ·
q′2

n′l−1

nc

qm

q′l

Each pair of nodes where one is taken from the first path and
the other from the second (including nf ) are unordered, and
each conjunction {qi, q′j} is represented by a meta-atom in
PC . The final condition, {qm, q′l} is contained in pre(nc),
and thus π{qm,q′l} belongs to the precondition of any repre-
sentative of nc (resp. to the goal, if nc is the goal node). We
show that none of these meta-atoms hold at any point prior
to nc in the relaxed execution of the sequence. This implies
it is not a valid sequenced relaxed plan for PC .

Let ad be the deleter (the action associated with nd). Im-
mediately after ad, π{q1,p} is false, since it was not true be-
fore (q1 was not true before ad, as otherwise it could not
label the outgoing edge from nd) and no representative of
ad adds it (by definition, since p ∈ del(ad)). Suppose we
have taken some steps along both paths: the next actions are
ai and a′j , respectively. By inductive assumption, π{qi,q′j}
does not hold. Every representative of ai in PC has qi in
its precondition. No representative of ai adds q′j . (Some ac-
tions on the first path might add p, but if so, they come after
af in the sequence. This is ensured by the way the conflict

was extracted: ad lies between the last point where p was
true and af .) Thus, any representative that adds π{qi+1,q′j}
must be of the form αai,C′ with {qi+1, q

′
j} ∈ C ′, and thus

its precondition must include q′j . Therefore, its precondi-
tion also includes π{qi,q′j} and no such representative is re-
laxed applicable. Hence, π{qi+1,q′j} is false after taking the
next step along the first path, i.e., after executing ai. By the
same argument, after taking a step along the second path,
i.e., after executing aj , π{qi,q′j+1} is false. Thus, by induc-
tion, π{qm,q′l} is false after executing the last in sequence of
the actions represented by nm−1 and n′l−1.

Next, suppose that π{qm,q′l} is added by some meta-
action, say α, between the last of nm−1 and n′l−1, and nc.
α must also add at least one of qm and q′l. (This is true also
if qm and q′l are meta-atoms, due to condition (ii) in defini-
tion 3.) Suppose it adds qm: then nα and nm−1 cannot be
unordered, and neither can nα be ordered before nm−1, be-
cause if so, qm would not label the edge from nm−1 to nc.
(Recall the meaning of an edge in the RPDG: removing the
action associated with nm−1 makes the precondition qm of
nc relaxed unreachable.) Thus, nα follows nm−1. Similarly,
if α adds q′l, nα must follow nl−1. If α does not add q′l, it
must have q′l as a precondition. This implies that there is an
edge, labeled with q′l, from nl−1 to nα, because there is no
other action adding q′l before nc (if there were q′l would not
label the edge from nl−1 to nc), and thus not before nα. In
summary, whether α adds either one of qm and q′l or both, nα
is a common descendant of nm−1 and nl−1. Since α must
appear before nc in the sequence, this contradicts the choice
of nc as the first-in-sequence nearest common descendant.

Case 1 (nd precedes nf ): This case is similar to the pre-
vious, but simpler in that we have only one path. The edge
labels along this path include atoms q1, . . . , qm, and the con-
flict set contains {qi, p} for each qi, so PC has a correspond-
ing meta-atom π{qi,p}. The precondition of the failed node
contains {qm, p}, and thus the precondition of any represen-
tative of this action (or the goal, if the failed node is nG)
in PC includes π{qm,p}. As in the previous case, none of
these meta-atoms will hold in the relaxed execution of the
sequence, and thus the failed action is not relaxed applicable.
π{q1,p} does not hold immediately after ad. No action taking
place between ad and af in the sequence adds p (again, this
is because ad lies between the last point where p was true
and af ) and thus any representative of any of these actions
which adds π{qi+i,p} requires π{qi,p}. 2

Conflict Extraction for Non-sequenced Plans
A non-sequenced relaxed plan is valid for the real problem
iff there exists a sequencing of it that is a valid plan. Enumer-
ating the sequencings of a relaxed plan is straightforward:
starting with an empty sequence, non-deterministically
choose the next action to apply from those whose precon-
ditions are initially true or added by previously applied ac-
tions, never applying an action more than once. Backtrack-
ing systematically over the non-deterministic choices yields
all sequencings. (When choosing the next action to apply,
we divide the candidates into sets of mutually commutative
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actions and branch only on which set to apply. Changing the
order of actions in a commutative set will not change the re-
laxed or real validity of a sequence. It may, however, affect
which conflicts are found, as described below.)

The conflict extraction procedure above is defined for se-
quenced relaxed plans, and there is a spectrum ways to apply
it to a non-sequenced plan: At one end, we may choose one
arbitrary sequencing and add only the conflicts geneated by
this sequence. We may then find for the modified problem a
relaxed plan comprised of the same set of actions, but if so, it
will not permit them to be sequenced in the same way. At the
other end of the spectrum, we may add the union of conflicts
extracted from all sequencings of the relaxed plan, ensuring
that the modified problem requires a different relaxed plan.
Both methods have their drawbacks: Eliminating only one
sequencing at a time can result in many iterations, in each of
which we must compute a minimum-cost relaxed plan. On
the other hand, adding a large number of conjunctions can
cause the size of the modified problem to blow out.

We adopt a middle ground: We enumerate all sequencings
(modulo interleaving of commutative actions), and identify
in each all triplets (nd, nf , p) of deleter, failed node and
false atom p ∈ pre(nf ), then choose a set of such triplets
containing at least one from every sequence, and take the
union of conflict sets generated by each chosen triplet. The
choice is made with the aim of minimising the size of the
final conflict set. (This is again a weighted hitting set prob-
lem, which we solve with an approximation algorithm.) The
number of conjunctions generated by (nd, nf , p) is esti-
mated by the length of the shortest path from nd to nf , if
they are ordered (case 1), and the smallest product of the
length of their shortests paths to a nearest common descen-
dant, if they are not (case 2). If the deleter and failed node
are unordered and have several nearest common descen-
dants, we choose only one. (The nearest common descen-
dants are all unordered, so there exist sequencings with each
one of them appearing first. This is where the order of com-
mutative actions may affect which conflicts are generated.)
By theorem 5, there is at least one choice that generates a
conjunction not already represented by a meta-atom.

Iterating the Procedure
The h++ procedure iterates finding a relaxed plan, extract-
ing a set of conflicts, and adding meta-atoms representing
them to the problem, until the relaxed plan is also a real plan
(or we run out of patience or memory). In the process, we
construct a sequence of problems, P , PC1 , (PC1)C2 , etc.
The conflict extraction procedure described above generates
only binary conjunctions, but from the second iteration on,
the atoms in such a pair may themselves be meta-atoms.

In fact, what we do is slightly different: Instead of
(· · · (PC1)···)Ck , we construct the problem P (C1∪...∪Ck),
which is not the same. That is, instead of creating meta-
atoms representing conjunctions of meta-atoms, we take the
union of the sets of original atoms they represent as the
new conjunction. Let atoms(πc) = c, when πc is a meta-
atom, and atoms(p) = {p}, when p is an original atom.
When we generate a conflict {π, π′}, where π and π′ may
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Figure 2: Comparison between h++ and A*/LM-Cut on
problems from the (a) Blocksworld and (b) Woodworking
(IPC 2008) domains. The graphs show the h+ value (–) and
the highest lower bound proven by h++ (+) and A* (×),
within a 1 hour CPU limit. Problems are sorted by increas-
ing size and/or h+ value.

be either original or meta-atoms, the new conjunction is
atoms(π) ∪ atoms(π′).

There are two reasons for this: First, if we build up
conjunctions by combining meta-atoms pair-wise, we can
end up with several meta-atoms that in fact represent the
same conjunction of original atoms, which is clearly redun-
dant. Second, the delete-relaxation of P (C1∪...∪Ck) is in
fact a stronger relaxation of P than the delete-relaxation of
(· · · (PC1)···)Ck . The reason for this is that in the second,
“incremental”, construction only meta-atoms representing
conditions in the set Ci will be added to the precondition
of new action representatives created at that step. (Note that
in definition 3, pre(αa,C′) contains πc for every c ∈ C con-
tained in the set of original atoms in its precondition.) In
practice, P (C1∪...∪Ck) is of course constructed incremen-
tally, not rebuilt from scratch each iteration. This can be
done by keeping track of conjunctions already represented
by meta-atoms, so that these can be added to the precondi-
tions of new actions as required.

Additional Results
As noted in the introduction, we have found few planning
domains in which h++ exceeds, or even comes close to,
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the performance of A* search with the LM-Cut heuristic,
as measured by the highest lower bound proven within time
and memory limits. Figure 2 shows results for two such do-
mains: Blocksworld (3ops) and Woodworking (IPC 2008).
We can observe an interesting trend: Small or easy problems
are quickly solved by A*, but often not by h++, but as prob-
lems grow larger and/or have costlier (presumably longer)
plans, the relative efficiency of A*/LM-Cut drops, such that
it is eventually dominated even by h+, while h++ continues
to sometime make a modest improvement over h+. (An-
other comparison that should be made is of course with A*
search using h+ as the heuristic.)

The properties of a problem that affect the efficiency of
h++ are different from those that affect A*. For instance,
a flat f -landscape, like that often caused by zero-cost ac-
tions, has little impact on h++ (an abundance of zero-cost
actions is even helpful, since it makes finding an optimal
hitting set easier). On the other hand, the efficiency of h++

is sensitive to the structure of the problem delete-relaxation:
First, because the time taken to compute h++ is (nearly al-
ways) dominated by the h+ computation, which is in many
problems prohibitively expensive. Second, if the delete-
relaxation is inaccurate, the initial h+ value will be far from
the optimal real plan cost, and if there are many alternative
relaxed plans, or many ways to sequence them, the number
of iterations of problem modification needed to boost the
h++ value above the initial h+ value will be large. It is in-
teresting to note that in the three problem domains we found
where h++ is competitive with A*/LM-Cut, although they
are not delete-free, optimal plans require most atoms to be
made true only once.

Conclusions & Open Questions
Incremental lower bound functions are vital for inspiring
confidence in the quality of plans produced by planners that
do not offer any optimality guarantees, and thus important
for acceptance of automated planning in many applications.
The idea of repeatedly solving increasingly less and less re-
laxed problem relaxations seems an attractive approach to
constructing such functions, but has not been widely ex-
plored. We have proposed one realisation of this idea, based
on the common delete-relaxation. Its present incarnation,
however, performs well, compared to alternatives such as
bounded A* search, in only a few domains; for most prob-
lems, it is hopelessly inefficient.

There are many open questions, and options to explore,
concerning the effectiveness h++, and incremental lower
bound functions more generally. First, in many problems
not even a first optimal relaxed plan can be computed in rea-
sonable time: is this due to the intrinsic hardness of h+, or
is the iterative landmark-based algorithm we use inefficient
compared to other conceivable methods? Betz and Helmert
(2009) present polynomial-time algorithms for computing
h+ in a few specific domains: are there efficient h+ algo-
rithms for larger classes of domains? (e.g., characterised
by properties of the problems causal or domain transition
graphs). Second, the size of PC often grows exponentially
with the number of conditions in C. A slightly different en-
coding of conjunctions can be done with only a linear size

increase, using conditional action effects. This encoding has
a weaker delete-relaxation, but still sufficient for theorem 5
to hold.7 To make use of it, however, we need a method of
computing optimal delete-relaxed plans for problems with
conditional effects.

Finally, incremental lower bound functions can be devised
in an analogous manner based on other relaxations, such as
abstraction or the flow-based order relaxation used van den
Briel et al. There are surely domains in which these will be
more accurate than the delete-relaxation, just as there are a
few in which the delete-relaxation is best.
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Abstract
We study the relationship between optimal plan-
ning algorithms, in the form of (iterative deepen-
ing) A∗ with (forward) state-space search, and the
reduction of the problem to SAT. Our results es-
tablish a strict dominance relation between the two
approaches: any iterative deepening A∗ search can
be efficiently simulated in the SAT framework, as-
suming that the heuristic has been encoded in the
SAT problem, but the opposite is not possible as A∗
and IDA∗ searches sometimes take exponentially
longer.

1 Introduction
We investigate the relations between two main approaches
to finding optimal plans: state-space search with heuristic
search algorithms such as A∗, and the reduction to the propo-
sitional satisfiability problem SAT. Our optimality criterion is
the minimality of the number of actions in a plan.

The theoretical limitations of the leading approaches to the
optimal planning problem are well understood. A∗ [Hart et
al., 1968] is the best-known optimal search algorithm, which
is guaranteed to expand the smallest possible number of states
of any algorithm that does search state-by-state. The perfor-
mance of A∗ is determined by the heuristic it uses. With a
perfect heuristic it expands only the states corresponding to
one optimal action sequence from the initial state to a goal
state. With less informed heuristics the memory consumption
is typically much higher. For example, with the trivial heuris-
tic h(s) = 0 it will expand all states with a distance < k − 1
from the initial state when k is the length of the shortest path
to a goal state. For short (polynomially long) plans A∗ still
requires an exponential amount of memory in the worst case.

Planning by reduction to SAT, as proposed by Kautz and
Selman [1992], has slightly different computational limita-
tions. The sizes of the required formulas are linearly propor-
tional to the length of action sequences considered. These
action sequences may have an exponential length with re-
spect to the representation of the problem instance, and, simi-
larly to A∗, will in this case require an exponential amount
of memory. However, for short plans (polynomial in the
size of the representation), even when A∗ expands an ex-
ponential number of states, the corresponding SAT problem

can be solved in polynomial space (simply because SAT∈NP
and NP⊆PSPACE.) This optimal space bound is achieved by
well-known algorithms for the SAT problem, including the
Davis-Putnam-Logemann-Loveland procedure [Davis et al.,
1962]. A counterpart of SAT in the state-space search do-
main is the iterative deepening A∗ (IDA∗) algorithm [Korf,
1985] which stores in the memory, at any given time, only
one bounded-length path in the state-space, and not all visited
states like A∗ does. Under mild assumptions, IDA* does not
perform many more search steps than A∗ [Korf, 1985, Theo-
rem 6.4]. Although the worst-case resource requirements of
SAT and IDA∗ are the same, the results of our work show that
there is a simple implementation of SAT-based planning that
is guaranteed to never do worse than state-space search with
IDA∗, and will sometimes perform exponentially better.

Our first result shows that if a given heuristic is encoded
in the SAT problem, the Davis-Putnam-Logemann-Loveland
procedure [Davis et al., 1962] can simulate state-space search
with IDA∗ [Korf, 1985], the iterative deepening variant of A∗
[Hart et al., 1968], within the same time and space bounds.
Our second result shows that the opposite does not hold: we
construct a planning problem that requires an exponential
amount of computation by A∗ and IDA∗, but only a short
resolution proof which is constructed by the unit propagation
procedure in linear time.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we
present the background of the work in SAT. Section 3 relates
the notion of admissibility to the SAT framework and shows
that one of the best known admissible heuristics is implicit
in it. Section 4 presents a simulation of IDA∗ with the Davis-
Putnam-Logemann-Loveland procedure for SAT. In Section 5
we show that both IDA∗ and A∗ are sometimes exponentially
worse than SAT. We conclude by discussing related work in
Section 6 and future research topics in Section 7.

2 Technical Background
Let Σ be a set of propositional variables. Formulas (over Σ)
can be recursively constructed as follows. Every a ∈ Σ is a
formula. If φ is a formula, then so is ¬φ. If φ1 and φ2 are
formulas, then so are φ1 ∨φ2 and φ1 ∧φ2. We also use > for
the constant true and ⊥ for false. For propositional variables
x ∈ Σ, x and ¬x are literals. The complement l of a literal
l is defined by x = ¬x and ¬x = x when x ∈ Σ. A finite
disjunction of literals is a clause.
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A valuation of Σ is a (total) function v : Σ → {0, 1}. A
formula φ is satisfied by v (written v |= φ) if the following
holds. If φ = x for some x ∈ Σ, then v |= φ iff v(x) = 1.
If φ = ¬φ1, then v |= φ iff v¬ |= φ1. If φ = φ1 ∧ φ2, then
v |= φ iff v |= φ1 and v |= φ1. If φ = φ1∨φ2, then v |= φ iff
v |= φ1 or v |= φ2. The logical consequence relation φ |= φ′

holds if v |= φ implies v |= φ′ for all valuations v. We use
these notations also for sets of clauses. A formula φ (over Σ)
is satisfiable if and only if v |= φ for some valuation v of Σ.

2.1 Planning
Planning problems are expressed in terms of a set F of facts
(Boolean state variables) and a set of actions. Each action has
a precondition C ⊆ F , consisting of the facts that have to
be true for the action to be possible, and a set P of facts that
become true (the add effects) and a setN of facts that become
false (the delete effects). We define prec(〈C,P,N〉) = C and
eff(〈C,P,N〉) = P ∪ {¬f |f ∈ N}. An action is possible
in state s (a valuation of F ) if s |= C. The successor state
s′ = succa(s) of s with respect to a = 〈C,P,N〉 satisfies the
following: s′ |= l for all l ∈ eff(a) and s′(f) = s(f) for all
f ∈ F\(P ∪N).

A problem instance is 〈F, I,A,G〉, where F is a set of
facts, I is a state, A is a set of actions, and G is a set of
literals. The objective is to find a shortest sequence of actions
such that succan(succan−1(succa2(succa1(I)))) |= G.

2.2 Planning in the Propositional Logic
Planning was first represented in the propositional logic by
Kautz and Selman [1992]. The idea is to look at the bounded
length planning problem with time points 0, . . . , T . A propo-
sitional formula encodes the possible plans and their execu-
tions by describing how the state can change between two
consecutive time points.

In this paper, we use a simple and efficient encoding based
on explanatory frame axioms. The propositional variables we
use are f@t for facts f ∈ F and t ∈ {0, . . . , T}, a@t for
actions a ∈ A and t ∈ {0, . . . , T − 1}.

We translate the action a = 〈C,P,N〉 into the following
propositional clauses for all t ∈ {0, . . . , T − 1}.

¬a@t ∨ f@t for all f ∈ C (1)
¬a@t ∨ f@(t+ 1) for all f ∈ P (2)
¬a@t ∨ ¬f@(t+ 1) for f ∈ N (3)

For every fact f and time t ∈ {0, . . . , T−1}we have frame
axioms that state when facts remain unchanged.

f@t ∨ ¬f@(t+ 1) ∨ ak1@t ∨ · · · ∨ akm
@t (4)

¬f@t ∨ f@(t+ 1) ∨ an1@t ∨ · · · ∨ ans
@t (5)

Here ak1 , . . . , akm
are all the actions that change f from false

to true. and an1 , . . . , ans
are all the actions that change f

from true to false.
Additionally, at most one action can take place at a time,

which is expressed by the clauses
¬a@t ∨ ¬a′@t for all a, a′ ∈ A, t ∈ {0, . . . , T − 1}, (6)

and at least one action must take place, expressed by
∨

a∈A

a@t for every t ∈ {0, . . . , T − 1}. (7)

For given sets of facts and actions and an integer T , we
denote the set of all the above clauses by HT . The action
sequences can be restricted to plans that reach some goals
from some initial state by using HT with additional clauses.

For a given state s : F → {0, 1}, we define a clause set
representing s by lits(s) = {f ∈ F |s(f) = 1} ∪ {¬f |f ∈
F, s(f) = 0}. For a clause set S over F , we define the set
S@t in which every propositional variable f ∈ F has been
replaced by its time-tagged variant f@t.

Let I be the initial state andG a set of literals that describes
the goal states. The optimal planning problem can be defined
as finding a T so that lits(I)@0∪HT ∪G@T is satisfiable and
lits(I)@0∪HT−1 ∪G@(T − 1) is unsatisfiable. An optimal
plan can be easily constructed from a valuation that satisfies
the first clause set.

2.3 Resolution Proof Systems

The resolution rule defines one of the simplest proof systems
for the propositional logic. It is used for showing that a set of
clauses is unsatisfiable.

Definition 1 (Resolution) Let c1 = l1 ∨ · · · ∨ ln and c2 =
l1 ∨ l′2 ∨ · · · ∨ l′m be two clauses. The resolution rule allows
deriving the clause c3 = l2 ∨ · · · ∨ ln ∨ l′2 ∨ · · · ∨ l′m. We use
the notation c1, c2 ` c3 for this. As a special case, resolving
the unit clauses l1 and l1 results in the empty clause.

Definition 2 (Derivation) Let S = {c1, . . . , cn} be a set of
clauses. A resolution derivation of the clause c from S is any
clause sequence c′1, . . . , c

′
m with the following properties.

1. For every i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, either c′i ∈ S or c′j , c
′
k ` c′i

for some 1 ≤ j < k < i.

2. c′m = c.

Definition 3 (Refutation) Let S = {c1, . . . , cn} be a set of
clauses. A resolution refutation of S (which shows S to be
unsatisfiable) is any resolution derivation of the empty clause
from S.

A simple special case of the resolution rule is unit resolu-
tion, which infers φ from a unit clause l and another clause
l ∨ φ, where φ is a disjunction of literals. This rule leads to
a very simple and efficient, but incomplete, inference proce-
dure, which performs all unit resolution steps with a given
clause set. This procedure can be implemented in linear time
in the size of the clause set, and because there is (only) a
linear number of possible unit resolution steps (each clause
need to be involved at most once), it can be performed ex-
haustively. The fact that the clause c can be derived from S
by unit resolution is denoted by S `UP c. The unit propaga-
tion procedure is a component of virtually all systematic SAT
algorithms, including the Davis-Putnam procedure [Davis et
al., 1962] or the conflict-driven clause learning (CDCL) pro-
cedure [Mitchell, 2005].
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3 Admissible Heuristics and Planning as SAT
Lower bound functions (heuristics) in algorithms such as A∗
are used for search space pruning. We denote a given lower
bound for the distance from a state s to a goal g by hg(s).

Any admissible heuristic hg(s) is implicit in a logic for-
malization of planning, because admissibility means that the
information given by the heuristic is a logical consequence of
the formula that represent the planning problem: hg(s) is a
true lower bound for the distance for reaching the goals from
state s, not just an estimate. In this abstract sense, as far as
only logical consequence is considered, all admissible heuris-
tics are redundant.

Proposition 4 Let h be an admissible heuristic, s a state, g a
formula, T and t ≤ T non-negative integers, and hg(s) = n.
Then lits(s)@t∪HT |= ¬g@t′ for all t′ ∈ {t, . . . ,min(T, t+
n− 1)}.

The above is simply by the definition of admissibility and
the properties of the formalization of action sequences in the
propositional logic: If g cannot be reached by less than n
actions, then g must be false in all time points before n.

Although logically redundant, the information in admissi-
ble heuristics may be useful for algorithms for SAT because
of the pruning of the search space.

We propose a notion of an implementation of an admissible
heuristic for the unit propagation procedure.

Definition 5 Let f be a fact. A clause set χT (for the plan
length T ) implements the admissible heuristic hf (s) if for all
t ∈ {0, . . . , T}, all states s, and all t′ ∈ {t, . . . ,min(T, t +
hf (s)− 1)}, we have lits(s)@t ∪HT ∪ χT `UP ¬f@t′.

The heuristic and χT may depend on a given initial state,
but we have not expressed this possible dependency in the
above definition. We don’t discuss this issue further here.

Next we will show that HT , alone, encodes one of the best
known (but by no means the strongest) admissible heuristics,
with χT as the empty set. This is the hmax heuristic of Bonet
and Geffner [2001]. It is implicit in the planning as SAT ap-
proach in the strong sense that it is inferred by the unit prop-
agation procedure. The heuristic can be defined as follows.

Definition 6 (hmax [Bonet and Geffner, 2001]) The hmax

heuristic for all f ∈ F is defined by the equation

hf
max(s) =

{
0, if s |= f

mina∈A,f∈eff(a)

(
1 + maxf ′∈prec(a) h

f ′
max(s)

)

for which a solution can be obtained as the least fixpoint of a
procedure that starts with

hf
max(s) =

{
0 if s |= f
∞ otherwise

and repeatedly performs updates hf
max(s) := min(hf

max(s),
mina∈A,f∈eff(a)(1+maxf ′∈prec(a) h

f ′
max(s))) for every f ∈ F

until no change takes place.

It is easier use the above fixpoint iteration to first identify
all facts with lower bound 0, then those with lower bound 1,
2 and so on. We do this implicitly in the next proof.

Theorem 7 The empty clause set χT = ∅, for any T ≥ 0,
implements hf

max for any fact f .

Proof: We have to show that lits(s)@t ∪HT `UP ¬f@t′ for
any state s, any T ≥ 0, any fact f , and any t and t′ such
that t′ ∈ {t, . . . ,min(T, t + hf

max(s) − 1)}. The proof is
by nested inductions, one with T which we leave implicit to
simplify the presentation.

Base case hf
max(s) = 1: hf

max(s) = 1 implies s 6|= f .
Hence ¬f@t is one of the unit clauses in lits(s)@t, and we
immediately have lits(s)@t ∪HT `UP ¬f@t.

Inductive case hf
max(s) > 1: We show by induction that

lits(s)@t∪HT `UP ¬f@(t+ i) for all i ∈ {0, . . . ,min(T −
t, hf

max(s)− 1)}.
Base case i = 0: Proof of lits(s)@t ∪ HT `UP
¬f@t for i = 0 is as in the base case.
Inductive case i ≥ 1: Since hf

max(s) > i, for
every action a ∈ A with f ∈ eff(a) we have
hf ′

max(s) > i− 1 for at least one f ′ ∈ prec(a). By
the outer induction hypothesis we have lits(s)@t ∪
HT `UP ¬f ′@(t + i − 1). By Formula 1 we
have lits(s)@t ∪ HT `UP ¬a@(t + i − 1). As
this holds for all actions that make f true, by the
frame axiom 4 and the inner induction hypothe-
sis lits(s)@t ∪ HT `UP ¬f@(t + i − 1) we have
lits(s)@t ∪HT `UP ¬f@(t+ i).

�

All admissible heuristics commonly used in planning are
computable in polynomial time. The question of whether an
admissible heuristic can be encoded compactly is essentially
the question of circuit complexity of the corresponding lower
bound functions [Balcázar et al., 1988; Papadimitriou, 1994].
Since every polynomial time function can be represented as a
polynomial circuit [Papadimitriou, 1994], all of these heuris-
tics can indeed be expressed “compactly” as formulas. For
some admissible heuristics it is obvious that their represen-
tation is so compact that it is practically usable, for example
pattern databases, but for others it is less obvious.

4 Simulation of IDA∗ with SAT search
Next we give a simulation of a bounded horizon search with
IDA∗ in the DPLL procedure [Davis et al., 1962], showing
that with a very simple and natural branching rule, DPLL is
at least as powerful as state-space search with IDA*. DPLL
can be viewed as a resolution proof system, and it is one of the
least powerful of such complete systems [Beame et al., 2004].
Hence this result shows that several other resolution proof
systems, including conflict-driven clause learning [Beame et
al., 2004; Pipatsrisawat and Darwiche, 2009], are more pow-
erful than state-space search with IDA*.

To obtain the result, we limit the DPLL procedure to
choose only action variables as branching variables, assign
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1: procedure DPLL(S)
2: S := UP(S);
3: if {x,¬x} ⊆ S for any x then return false;
4: x := any variable such that {x,¬x} ∩ S = ∅;
5: if DPLL(S ∪ {x}) then return true;
6: return DPLL(S ∪ {¬x})

Figure 1: The DPLL procedure

A B C D

A@t ¬A@t

B@t ¬B@t

C@t ¬C@t

Figure 2: Branching in IDA* vs. DPLL

all variables for time t before proceeding with time t+ 1, and
always choose the truth-value true first.

The next lemma shows how unit propagation computes
successor states with the encoding from Section 2.2.

Lemma 8 Let s and s′ be states, a1, . . . , ak a sequence of
actions so that s′ = succak

(· · · succa1(s) · · · ). Let k ≤ n.
Let La =

⋃n−1
i=0 A@i. Let L+

a = {a1@0, . . . , ak@(k − 1)}.
Then lits(s)@0 ∪ Hn ∪ L+

a ∪ {¬a@t|a@t ∈ La\L+
a } `UP

lits(s′)@k.

The main result of the section shows that DPLL search
trees never have more nodes than IDA∗ search trees.

Theorem 9 Let N be the size of a failed IDA∗ search tree
with heuristic h and depth-bound T . Then there is a DPLL
search tree of size less than 2N that shows lits(I)@0∪HT ∪
χT ∪ g@T unsatisfiable.

Proof: The DPLL procedure is given in Figure 1. It uses the
unit propagation procedure UP(S), which resolves every unit
clause l with clauses l ∨ φ to obtain φ (or the empty clause
when resolving l and l) which is added to S. When no further
clauses can be derived, the resulting clause set is returned.

We prove that the number of nodes in the DPLL search tree
is at most that of the IDA* search tree, when the variable on
line 4 is always chosen so that it is an action variable a@t
and for all actions variables a′@t′ such that t′ < t, either
a′@t′ ∈ S or ¬a′@t′ ∈ S.

The proof is by mapping IDA* search trees to DPLL search
trees of slightly different structure, and showing that DPLL
traverses the trees at most as far as IDA* does. The difference
between the search trees of DPLL and state-space search with
IDA* and DPLL is illustrated in Figure 2. The node in the
IDA* tree on top has 4 successor nodes, corresponding to the
actions A, B, C and D. The DPLL tree has binary branches

A B C

D E F G H I

A@0 ¬A@0

D@1 ¬D@1 B@0

F@1 ¬F@1

G@1 ¬G@1

¬B@0

Figure 3: An IDA* search tree and a DPLL search tree

only, with an action and its negation as the two arc labels, as
required by the DPLL procedure. The last (rightmost) suc-
cessor of any node does not have its action as a branching
variables. In our example, D@t is not a branching variable.
Instead, it is inferred from ¬A@t,¬B@t,¬C@t and the ax-
iom 7 from Section 2.2. A node with n successors requires a
total of 2n− 1 nodes in the corresponding DPLL search tree.
Hence there are less than twice as many nodes in the DPLL
tree. A full example of an IDA* search tree, with each branch
cut-off after two actions, and the corresponding DPLL search
tree are given in Figure 3.

When IDA* has reached a node in depth n corresponding
to an action sequence a1, . . . , an, the corresponding state is
s′ = succan(· · · succa1(I) · · · ). The clause set in the cor-
responding node in the DPLL search tree includes the same
actions as literals a1@0, . . . , an@(n − 1) and the negations
of all other action variables for time points ≤ n − 1. Hence
by Lemma 8 DPLL has inferred the set lits(s′)@(n − 1). If
n + h(s′) > T , the node will be a cut-off node for IDA*.
Because χT implements the heuristic h, by Definition 5 we
have lits(s′)@(n − 1) ∪ HT ∪ χT `UP l@T for at least one
goal literal l ∈ G. Hence DPLL will backtrack in this node, if
it has not backtracked earlier (and sometimes it has, as shown
by Theorem 10.) Therefore the DPLL search tree will not
be expanded further than the IDA* search tree, and it is – in
terms of the number of nodes – less than twice the size. �

The above theorem assumes that the IDA* search does
not detect cycles. Cycles can be eliminated from the DPLL
search by encoding a constraint that says that the states at any
two time points are different. Eliminating the cycles, for both
IDA* and DPLL, is not necessary for the correctness or the
termination of the search, but may improve performance.

The above result is not specific to DPLL. A similar simula-
tion is possible with other systematic proof methods for SAT,
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for example the CDCL algorithm. A close correspondence
between the branches of a search tree (paths from the root
to a leaf, as in Figure 3) and the clauses learned by CDCL
can be easily established. To sketch the proof idea, note that
every branch in the DPLL tree in Figure 3 corresponds to a
clause, for example A@0 ∨ ¬B@0 ∨ F@1 ∨ ¬G@1. It can
be learned by the CDCL algorithm, similarly to the unit res-
olution derivation in the proof of Lemma 8. Resolving these
clauses, for example A@0 ∨ ¬B@0 ∨ F@1 ∨ ¬G@1 with
A@0∨¬B@0∨F@1∨G@1, yieldingA@0∨¬B@0∨F@1,
and this clause further with A@0 ∨ ¬B@0 ∨ ¬F@1, and so
on, will eventually derive the empty clause.

5 Exponential Separation of A∗ and SAT
We show that some problems that are trivial for SAT (in the
sense that a simple unit-resolution strategy will solve them)
are very difficult for state-space search with both A∗ and
IDA∗ when employing the same heuristic.

Theorem 10 State-space search with A∗ and a heuristic h is
sometimes exponentially slower than any algorithm for SAT
that uses unit resolution, if the latter implements h.

Proof: We give an example for which unit resolution imme-
diately proves the lack of plans of length n− 1 when n is the
shortest plan length, and finds a plan of length n, but A∗ with
hmax will visit an exponential number of states.

The idea is the following (illustrated in Figure 4.) The
goals can be reached with the action sequence y1, . . . , yk+2

of length k + 2. Seemingly (as far as hmax is concerned),
the goals can also be reached with a k + 1 step plan consist-
ing of k actions from {x1, x

′
1, . . . , xk, x

′
k} followed by bad.

However, bad irreversibly falsifies one of the goals. The ac-
tions x1, x

′
1, . . . , xk, x

′
k induce a very large state space with

2k+1 − 1 states, which will be exhaustively searched by A∗,
making its runtime exponential in k.

On the other hand, unit propagation will immediately infer
that action bad cannot be taken and that y1, . . . , yk+2 is the
only possible plan. If T < k + 2, a refutation is immediately
found. If T = k + 2, the unit resolution procedure will find a
satisfying assignment.

Next we formalize the example in detail. The state vari-
ables are p1, . . . , pk+1 (of which exactly one is true in any
reachable state), r2, . . . , rk+2 (of which at most one is true in
any reachable state), b1, . . . , bk (which can be independently
true or false), and g1 and g2. Only g1 and p1 are initially true.
All other variables are false. The goal consists of g1 and g2.
The actions are given in Table 1.

The hmax estimate for the state reached by action y1 from
the initial state is k + 1 (which is also the actual distance.)

The hmax estimate for all states reached from the
initial state by a sequence of i actions from the set
{x1, . . . , xk, x

′
1, . . . , x

′
k} is k−i+1 (which always seems bet-

ter than taking the action y1 first), although the goals cannot
be reached this way: the action bad fools hmax to think that
goals can be reached with bad as soon as pk+1 has been made
true, but bad actually irreversibly falsifies one of the goals.

action precon add del
x1 p1 p2 p1

x′1 p1 p2, b1 p1

x2 p2 p3 p2

x′2 p2 p3, b2 p2

...
xk pk pk+1 pk

x′k pk pk+1, bk pk

bad pk+1 g2 g1
y1 p1 r2 p1

y2 r2 r3 r2
...
yk rk rk+1 rk
yk+1 rk+1 rk+2 rk+1

yk+2 rk+2 g2 rk+2

Table 1: The actions in the proof of Theorem 10

y1

y2

y3

y4

x1 x′1

x2 x′2 x2 x′2

bad bad bad bad

Figure 4: Illustration of the proof of Theorem 10 with k = 2

The A∗ algorithm generates 2k states with pk+1 true and dif-
ferent values for b1, . . . , bk, as determined by the choices be-
tween xi and x′i for i ∈ {1, . . . , k}.

Next we show that lits(I)@0∪Hk+1∪{g1@k+1, g2@k+
1} is found unsatisfiable by unit propagation.

The frame axiom for g1 is g1@t ∨ ¬g1@(t + 1) because
none of the actions makes g1 true. Hence from the goal literal
g1@k+1 we can infer g1@k, g1@(k−1), . . . , g1@1 with unit
resolution, and therefore the bad action can be inferred to be
never possible: we get ¬bad@k, . . . ,¬bad@0.

From ¬r2@0 (initial state) and r2@0 ∨ ¬r2@1 ∨ y2@0
(frame axiom) and ¬y2@0∨r2@0 (precondition) we can infer
¬r2@1 with unit resolution. Similarly we can infer ¬ri@1
for all i ≥ 3, and, more generally, ¬ri@j and ¬yi@j and
¬g2@(j + 1) for all 1 < j < i ≤ k + 2. Since g2@k + 1 be-
longs to the clause set, we have derived the empty clause. The
number of unit resolution steps is quadratic in k and linear in
the size of the clause set.

When there are k+2 time points, the same reasoning shows
that unit propagation yields y1@0, . . . , yk+2@(k + 1) and
¬g2@(k + 1). As yk+2 is the only action that can make g2
true, we get yk+2@(k + 1) by unit resolution from the frame
axiom. The rest of the plan is obtained analogously. �
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The above proof can be adapted to other admissible heuris-
tics that use a delete-relaxation or other simplification that
makes it seem that the action bad does not delete g2.

6 Related Work
The power of different limited inference methods for ap-
proximate reachability (e.g. planning graphs) have been in-
vestigated earlier [Brafman, 2001; Geffner, 2004; Rintanen,
2008]. All three works investigate ways of strengthening in-
ference with SAT to derive the invariants/mutexes in planning
graphs. None of them attempts to relate SAT to state-space
search, and the only result that is directly related to ours is
Brafman’s Lemma 1 which shows that for a sequential en-
coding (one action at each time point) Reachable-1 – which
is closely related to hmax – is stronger than unit propagation.
This seems to conflict with our Theorem 7, which shows unit
propagation to be at least as strong. This discrepancy is due
to our use of explanatory frame axioms. Brafman’s Lemma
3 for parallel plans uses explanatory frame axioms, and then
unit propagation is at least as strong as Reachability-1.

7 Conclusions
We have shown that IDA∗ search for state-space reachabil-
ity problems can be efficiently simulated by DPLL search.
Our results also show that unit resolution is sometimes ex-
ponentially more efficient than state-space search with A∗ or
IDA∗: A∗ and IDA∗ need exponential time, but short resolu-
tion proofs are immediately found with unit resolution. The
work complements recent experimental results that suggest
that SAT-based methods for non-optimal planning are at least
as strong as state-space search [Rintanen, 2010].

One could view Theorems 9 and 10 as suggesting a sim-
ple IDA∗ style state-space search algorithm extended with
some (unit) resolution inferences. Such a procedure would in
some cases improve IDA∗, but would not fully benefit from
the power of modern SAT algorithms. Much of that strength
comes from the less rigid structure of the proofs, which would
mostly be lost in a pure forward-chaining state-space search.
The general challenge is to utilize this strength and guarantee
a performance that typically exceeds A∗ and IDA∗, also for
problems that would seem to be more suitable for forward-
chaining state-space search.

A more direct avenue to useful implementations is to en-
hance SAT-based optimal planning with encodings of more
powerful admissible heuristics than hmax. Unlike state-space
search algorithms, SAT-based methods can take advantage
of lower bounds for arbitrary facts (not only goals) as addi-
tional constraints. This suggests that the more powerful lower
bounding methods have much more to contribute than what is
currently utilized by state-space search methods. This is an
important topic for future work.
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Abstract

Motivated by the goal of applying inference techniques used
in graphical models to planning, we introduce a novel heuris-
tic based on the idea of choice variables, implicit multivalued
variables to which no plan can assign more than one value.
We adapt the recursive conditioning algorithm for calculat-
ing the probability of evidence in Bayesian networks to ef-
ficiently compute the values of this heuristic by considering
problem structure and reasoning by cases about different as-
signments to these variables. The resulting algorithm is expo-
nential in the treewidth of the graph describing the causal re-
lationships between the choice variables of the problem. We
present some examples of the computation of the heuristic,
and discuss the issues faced in applying it to existing plan-
ning benchmarks, a goal which for now remains elusive.

Introduction
Many recently proposed techniques in planning make use of
invariants such as landmarks and mutexes. Here, we con-
sider a new type of invariant in planning: implicit multival-
ued variables to which a value can be assigned at most once
by a plan. These variables, which we call choice variables,
are different from standard multivalued variables in that they
do not represent properties of the current state that may
change in future states, but rather commitments made by the
planner to solve the problem while accepting the constraints
that a choice imposes upon the space of possible plans. In-
deed, they are more similar in spirit to the variables used
in graphical models such as constraint satisfaction problems
and Bayesian networks, in which a single value that is con-
sistent with the rest of the solution to the problem, or a single
most likely instantiation, must be chosen for each variable.

Choice variables can be used as a tool for improving the
quality of planning heuristics, by forcing them to respect
features of a problem that otherwise might not be present in a
relaxation. Consider a problem in which an agent must travel
from an initial location to one of a set of markets and buy
a set of items. In an optimal plan, the agent moves from its
initial location to a market which minimizes the sum of the
movement cost and the total cost of the items at that market.
The delete relaxation of this problem, however, throws away
information that restricts the agent to traveling to a single
market. When movement costs are low, the optimal delete
relaxation plan is then to move to all markets that carry some

required item at the lowest price and buy each at a different
market. The knowledge that the set of markets constitutes a
choice variable, only one of whose values can be chosen,
allows us to improve the value of a delete-relaxation heuris-
tic by computing its value in several different versions of
the same problem, in each of which the actions allowing the
agent to move to all but one of the markets are excluded.
Taking the minimum among these estimations then gives a
strictly more informative estimate for the cost of the prob-
lem.

Since the number of possible assignments to a set of vari-
ables grows exponentially in the size of the set, the approach
of enumerating all possible assignments becomes unfeasible
as the number of variables increases. However, this effect
can be mitigated when the interactions between choice vari-
ables are in some way structured. Consider a variant of the
problem above in which there are several different types of
market, so the agent must first go to one of a set of markets
which sells food, then to one of a set of markets which sells
drinks, etc. As long as the sequence in which the different
types of markets must be visited is fixed, the choice of the
nth market to visit is dependent only on the market chosen
at step n− 1. In effect, the graph describing the interactions
between the choice variables of the problem forms a chain,
a structure that various algorithms for graphical models can
take advantage of to reduce the time complexity to linear in
the number of variables. Here we adapt the recursive condi-
tioning algorithm (Darwiche 2001) to the planning setting to
take advantage of such problem structure.

The resulting heuristic is related to factored approaches
to planning, which decompose a planning problem into
a set of factors and attempt to find plans for each that
can be interleaved with the plans for the others in order
to obtain a global solution (Amir and Engelhardt 2003;
Fabre et al. 2010). Such factors may share with each other ei-
ther fluents or actions; our approach is similar to the former,
with the shared fluents being the different values of choice
variables. The number of times that the value of a variable
shared between two factors must be changed has been inves-
tigated in this setting as a complexity parameter of the plan-
ning problem (Brafman and Domshlak 2006); our heuristic
can be seen as having a priori knowledge that this parameter
is limited to 1 for the set of choice variables. The behaviour
of our heuristic when this assumption about the problem is
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not satisfied and constitutes a relaxation of the problem re-
mains to be investigated. While factored planning methods
attempt to find explicit plans for the global problem, we in-
stead obtain heuristic estimates of the cost of solving each
subproblem and combine these costs in order to obtain a
heuristic for the global problem.

In this work, we focus on how to use choice variables to
efficiently compute better heuristic estimates for planning
problems, and assume that the choice variables themselves
are given to the planner.

Background
We use the STRIPS formalization of planning, in which
problem states and operators are defined in terms of a set
of propositional variables, or fluents. Formally, a planning
problem is a 4-tuple Π = 〈F,O, I,G〉, where F is such
a set of variables, O is the set of operators, with each
operator o ∈ O given by a 3-tuple of sets of fluents
〈Pre(o),Add(o),Del(o)〉 and a cost cost(o), I ⊆ F is the
initial state, and G ⊆ F describes the set of goal states. A
state s ⊆ F is described by the set of fluents that are true in
that state. An operator o is applicable in s when Pre(o) ⊆ s,
and the result of applying it is s[o] = (s \Del(o))∪ Add(o).
The set of goal states is {s | G ⊆ s}, and a plan is a sequence
of operators π = o1, . . . , on such that applying it in I results
in a goal state. The cost of π is

∑n
i=1 cost(oi), with an op-

timal plan π∗ being a plan with minimal cost. The perfect
heuristic h∗(s) is the cost of an optimal plan for a state s,
and an admissible heuristic h is one for which h(s) ≤ h∗(s)
for all s.

The Choice Variables Heuristic
Choice variables in STRIPS can be defined as sets of fluents
such that each operator adds at most one of them, and such
that no plan applicable in the initial state contains more than
one operator that adds some fluent in the set:

Definition 1 (Choice variable in STRIPS) A choice vari-
able Ci = {d1, . . . , dn} consists of a set of fluents such
that maxo∈O |Add(o) ∩ Ci| = 1, and for any sequence of
actions π applicable in I , |πCi | ≤ 1, where πCi = {o ∈ π |
Add(o) ∩ Ci 6= ∅}.

Given a set of choice variables C = {C1, . . . , Cn}, an
assignment to C is a set v such that |v ∩ Ci| ≤ 1 for
i = 1, . . . , n. Note that an assignment does not necessarily
specify a value for each choice variable. For an assignment
v, a problem Πv that respects v can be obtained by remov-
ing from the problem all operators that add a value that is
inconsistent with v:

Definition 2 (Πv) Given a problem Π = 〈F, I,O,G〉, a set
of choice variables C, and an assignment v to C, let Πv =
〈F, I,Ov, G〉, where Ov is given by

Ov =
⋂

Ci∈C
{o ∈ O | (Ci \ v) ∩Add(o) = ∅} (1)

In other words, Ov consists of the set of operators that
either add no fluent in Ci or add the value d such that v ∩
Ci = {d}. When v ∩ Ci = ∅, no operator adding any value

of Ci is included in Ov. Given a base heuristic h, we can
define the choice variable heuristic hc in terms of h and the
problems Πv for v ∈ φ(C), where φ(C) denotes the set of
possible assignments to C:

hc = min
v∈φ(C)

h(Πv) (2)

Proposition 3 (Admissibility and optimality of hc)
Given a problem Π with a set of choice variables C and
an admissible base heuristic h, hc is also admissible.
Furthermore, if h is the perfect heuristic h∗, then hc = h∗.

Proof sketch: Let v be the assignment made to C by an op-
timal plan π∗. Then π∗ is also a plan for Πv, since it cannot
contain any operators assigning values to C other than those
in v, and h∗(Πv) = cost(π∗). The properties above follow
from the fact that hc is defined to be the minimum heuristic
value for any Πv. 2

While the value of hc can be computed as implied by
Equation 2, this requires that h be evaluated |φ(C)| times,
which is exponential in |C|. For problems in which choice
variables exhibit some degree of conditional independence,
however, it is possible to reduce the number of evaluations
by taking advantage of this structure, which we encode by
means of the choice variable graph.

The Choice Variable Graph
The choice variable graph (CVG) is a directed graph GC =
〈C ∪ CG, EC〉, where CG = ∪g∈G{Cg} is the set of unary
goal choice variables, Cg = {g}. In the following, Ci may
denote either one of the explicitly defined choice variables of
the problem or some Cg ∈ CG. To describe the construction
of GC , we first define the notion of conditional relevance:

Definition 4 (Conditional relevance) For p, q ∈ F and
B ⊆ F , p is conditionally relevant to q given B if:

• p = q, or
• There exists o ∈ O with p ∈ Pre(o), r ∈ (Add(o) ∪

Del(o)) \B, and r is conditionally relevant to q given B.

In other words, p is conditionally relevant to q given B
if whether p is true in the current state or not changes the
cost of achieving q, even when the truth values of fluents
in B are held constant. We denote this by rel(p, q, B). This
definition can easily be extended to sets of fluents: P ⊆ F
is conditionally relevant to Q ⊆ F given B if there exist
p ∈ P , q ∈ Q such that rel(p, q, B). The set of edges EC of
GC is then given by:

EC = {〈Ci, Cj〉 | rel(Ci, Cj ,∪Ck∈C\{Ci,Cj}Ck)}

In words, there is an edge e = 〈Ci, Cj〉 inGC ifCi is con-
ditionally relevant to Cj given the values of all other choice
variables. In what follows, we will assume that the CVGGC
given by this definition is directed acyclic.
GC encodes a set of relationships between its nodes sim-

ilar to those encoded by a Bayesian network, but rather
than associating with each node Ci a conditional probability
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table (CPT) that specifies the probability of a node’s tak-
ing different values given the values of its parents, it asso-
ciates a conditional cost table (CCT) that specifies the cost
of the subproblem of making true some d ∈ Ci given an
assignment to its parent nodes Pa(Ci). For an assignment
v ∈ φ(Ci ∪ Pa(Ci)), this cost is that of a STRIPS problem
with goal G = v[{Ci}] and initial state s∪v[Pa(Ci)], where
the notation v[C ′] denotes the set of values in v which be-
long to the domain of some Ci ∈ C ′. The set of operators of
the problem is given by Ov, which is computed as in Defini-
tion 2.

Rather than calculating the costs of these subproblems
and storing them in a table beforehand, the CCT can be rep-
resented implicitly as a heuristic that estimates the costs of
these problems as they are needed. We denote the heuris-
tic values for such a subproblem with h(v[Ci] | v[Pa(Ci)]).
This notation parallels that used in Bayesian nets for the con-
ditional probability of a node being instantiated to a value
given the values of its parent nodes, and makes clear the
relationship between the subproblems considered here and
factors in Bayesian nets that consist of a node together with
all of its parents. The choice variable decomposition heuris-
tic hcd can then be written as follows:

hcd(Π) = min
v∈φ(C)



|G|∑

i=1

h(gi | v[Pa(Cgi
)]) + (3)

|C|∑

i=1

h(v[Ci] | v[Pa(Ci)])




hcd approximates the value of hc under the assumption of
acyclicity, discussed above, and the additional assumption
of decomposability, which allows us to obtain heuristic esti-
mates for the global problem by summing estimates for dis-
joint subproblems. It can be shown that under these two as-
sumptions, the values of hc and hcd are equal for certain base
heuristics, notably h∗ and h+. However, for non-optimal
delete relaxation heuristics such as hadd, the hcd heuristic can
sometimes result in more accurate heuristic estimates than
hc, as partitioning the problem into subproblems allows the
elimination of the some of the overcounting behaviour typi-
cally observed with hadd. Note that in Equation 3, while all
possible assignments to non-goal choice variables are con-
sidered, the values of the goal choice variables are forced to
take on their (unique) values gi. This can be seen as analo-
gous to the notion of evidence in Bayesian nets, which are
nodes whose values have been observed and which therefore
cannot take on other values.

To formalize the assumption of decomposability dis-
cussed above, we extend the definition of conditional rel-
evance: an operator o is conditionally relevant to a set of
fluents Q given another set of fluents B if rel(Add(o) ∪
Del(o), Q,B) holds. We define the decomposability of a
problem with respect to a set of choice variables in terms
of this idea:

Definition 5 (Decomposability) A problem Π is decom-
posable with a set of choice variables C if each operator

in Π is relevant to a single Ci ∈ C given all the other
choice variables in C, i. e. if for each o ∈ O, |{Ci |
rel(o, Ci,∪Ck∈C\{Ci}Ck)}| = 1.

When this decomposability condition is not met, the cost
of o may be counted in more than one subproblem, leading
to an inadmissible heuristic even if the underlying heuristic
used to compute the costs of subproblems is admissible.

Proposition 6 (Equivalence of hc and hcd) Given a prob-
lem Π with a set of choice variables C such that the CVG
GC is directed acyclic and Π is decomposable with C, and
base heuristic h∗ or h+, hc = hcd.

Proof sketch: The proof follows from the fact that due to the
definition of decomposability, an optimal (relaxed) plan can
be partitioned into a set of subsets such that each constitutes
a (relaxed) plan for a subproblem in hcd, and optimal (re-
laxed) plans for each subproblem can be combined to obtain
a global optimal (relaxed) plan. 2

Proposition 7 (Admissibility and optimality of hcd)
Given a problem Π with a set of choice variables C such
that the CVG GC is directed acyclic and Π is decomposable
with C, and an admissible base heuristic h, hcd is also
admissible. Furthermore, if h = h∗, then hcd = h∗.

Proof sketch: The proof follows from that of Proposition 3,
and the observation that each operator in an optimal plan
π∗ contributes cost to exactly one subproblem in hcd due
to decomposability. Optimal (admissible) estimates for each
subproblem can therefore be summed to obtain optimal (ad-
missible) estimates for the global problem. 2

Efficient Computation of hcd

We now turn our attention to how to take advantage of the
conditional independence relations between choice variables
encoded by GC , showing how to adapt the recursive con-
ditioning algorithm (Darwiche 2001) to the computation of
hcd. Given a Bayesian networkN and evidence e in the form
of an observed instantiation of a subset of the nodes of N ,
the recursive conditioning algorithm operates by selecting
a cutset C that when instantiated results in two connected
components N l,N r that are conditionally independent of
one another givenC. The method then enumerates the possi-
ble instantiations c of C, recording each and solvingN l and
N r by applying the same method recursively with the perti-
nent evidence. In enumerating the possible instantiations of
the cutset, the observed values of nodes that constitute the
evidence e are respected. When the network on which the
method is called consists of a single node, the probability
corresponding to the current instantiations of the node and
its parents can be looked up directly in the associated CPT.
Given two conditionally independent networks N l,N r, the
joint probability of the evidence for an instantiation c of the
cutset C is calculated as the product of the probability of the
evidence for each, and these results for all possible instanti-
ations of C are summed to obtain the total probability.

The recursive conditioning algorithm can be driven by a
structure known as a dtree, a binary tree whose leaves cor-
respond to the factors of N (Darwiche 2001). Each inter-
nal node d of the dtree corresponds to a subnetwork N d of
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N , with the root node corresponding to the full network,
and specifies a cutset consisting of those variables shared
between its two children dl and dr which do not appear in
its acutset, defined as the set of variables that appear in the
cutsets of the ancestors of d. An instantiation of all of the
variables that appear in a node’s cutset and acutset then en-
sures that all variables shared between its two children are
instantiated, resulting in two networks which are condition-
ally independent given the instantiation. A dtree node spec-
ifies that recursive conditioning be applied to the associated
network by instantiating its cutset, and then applying recur-
sive conditioning to the resulting two networks N l and N r

by using dl and dr as dtrees for those.
To avoid repeated computations, each dtree node may also

maintain a cache, which records for each instantiation y of
its context, defined as the intersection of the set of variables
of the corresponding subnetwork with the nodes of its acut-
set, the probability resulting from y. While this increases the
space requirements of the algorithm, in many settings the
associated gains in time are of greater importance. With full
caching, recursive conditioning driven with such a dtree is
guaranteed to run in O(nw) time, where n is the number of
nodes in the network and the width w is a property of the
dtree. Given an elimination ordering of width w for a net-
work, a dtree with width ≤ w can be constructed in linear
time.1 While finding the optimal elimination ordering for a
graph which results in the lowest width dtree is an NP-hard
problem, many greedy heuristics provide reasonable perfor-
mance in practice (Dechter 2003).

In order to compute hcd using recursive conditioning, we
replace the CPTs associated with each factor with CCTs rep-
resented implicitly by a heuristic estimator h, which rather
than calculating the probability of some instantiation of a
node given an instantiation of its parent nodes, estimates the
cost of achieving a value of a choice variable given values
in the domains of its parent variables. To obtain the cost re-
sulting from an instantiation of a cutset, the costs of the two
components are summed rather than multiplied, and the min-
imum such cost is taken over all of the possible instantiations
of the cutset. The fact that each of the goal choice variables
Cg must be assigned its single possible value g, and that a
choice variable may already be assigned a value in a state
from which the hcd is computed, can be seen as equivalent
to evidence in the Bayesian networks setting.

The modifications described above result in Algorithm 1.
Since the CVGs that we consider are typically small and the
time taken by computing the value of a heuristic at each state
is the largest factor in heuristic search planners’ runtime, we
use full caching of computed costs for each subproblem. We
construct the dtree used in the algorithm from the elimina-
tion ordering suggested by the greedy min-degree heuristic,
which orders the nodes last to first in increasing order of
their degree. Finally, the values of choice variables in the
state from which the heuristic is computed, as well as the
single values of each of the goal choice variables, are given
to the algorithm as evidence.

1Elimination orderings and width are beyond the scope of this
paper. For an overview of the subject, see e. g. Bodlaender.

Input: A dtree node D
Input: An assignment v to C
Input: A base heuristic function h
Output: A heuristic estimate hcd ∈ R+

0

function RC-h (D, v) begin
if D is a leaf node then

Ci ← the choice variable associated with D
return h(v[Ci] | Pa(Ci))

endif
else if cacheD[v[context(D)]] 6= undefined then

return cacheD[v[context(D)]]
endif
else

hcd ←∞
for c ∈ φ(cutset(D)) do

hl ← RC-h(Dl, v ∪ c)
hr ← RC-h(Dr, v ∪ c)
hcd ← min(hcd, hl + hr)

end
cacheD[v[context(D)]]← hcd

return hcd

endif
end

Algorithm 1: Recursive conditioning for calculating hcd in a
planning problem with choice variables.

Proposition 8 (Correctness of RC-h) If GC is acyclic, the
RC-h algorithm computes the values of the choice variable
decomposition heuristic hcd.

We omit the proof due to lack of space.

Proposition 9 (Complexity of RC-h) The number of calls
made to the underlying heuristic estimator h by RC-h is
O(nw), where n is the number of nodes in the CVG GC and
w is the width of the dtree used.

Proof: Direct from results concerning the complexity of re-
cursive conditioning (Darwiche 2001). 2

home

marketf1 (5)
1

marketf2 (1)1

Cf
marketd1 (10)

10

10

marketd2 (5)
5

10

Cd

Figure 1: A market problem. Food is available at marketf1 and
marketf2, while drink is available at marketd1 and marketd2. Num-
bers in parenthesis give the cost of each good at the specified mar-
ket, and those next to each edge show the movement cost.

Example. Consider a problem in which an agent must buy
food and drink, and two different markets are available sell-
ing each (Figure 1). The CVG for this problem is a tree,
with the choice of the food market independent of all other
choice variables, the choice of the drink market dependent
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only on the food market, and the choice variables for the two
goals have-food and have-drink dependent only on the mar-
ket chosen for each (Figure 2). The RC-h algorithm begins
at the root node of the dtree (Figure 3), and must enumer-
ate the possible instantiations of its cutset {Cf}. marketf1

is selected as the first value, and the recursion proceeds with
a call to the right subtree. This is an internal node with an
empty cutset, so no further variables are instantiated. The al-
gorithm then recurses to the right child, which is a leaf node
in which the base heuristic is used to estimate the cost of
the goal have-food from the initial state {home,marketf1},
with actions adding other values of the choice variable Cf
disallowed. There is a single possible plan for this compo-
nent which consists of buying food at marketf1, and this
plan has cost 5, which is returned to the parent node. The
algorithm then proceeds to evaluate the cost of the left node,
which is the cost of making marketf1 true from the initial
state {home}, 1. Since the cutset of the node is empty, no
further instantiations are required and the value 5 + 1 = 6
is returned to the root node. The algorithm now estimates
the cost of the node with cutset {Cd}, instantiating it first to
marketd1. In the call to the right child, the cost of achieving
marketd1 from initial state {home,marketf1} is evaluated,
to give cost 10, and in the left child, the cost of buying drink
at marketd1 is evaluated, to give cost 10. The returned val-
ues are summed in the internal node with cutset Cd to give
cost 20. The value resulting from Cd = marketd2 is calcu-
lated similarly, giving cost 5 + 5 = 10, which is lower than
the previous instantiation, and therefore returned to the root
node, in which it is summed with the cost calculated for the
right child to give a final cost of 10+6 = 16 for the instanti-
ation Cf = marketf1. The cost of choosing Cf = marketf2

is computed similarly and turns out to be 17, which is higher
than the previous estimate, so 16 is returned as the final
value. Note that the optimal delete relaxation plan for this
problem is to move to marketf2 and buy food there, and to
move from home to marketf1 and from there to marketd2 to
buy drinks there, for a total cost of 1 + 1 + 1 + 5 + 5 = 13.

The “sequential markets problem” problem can also be
seen as the most probable explanation (MPE) problem
on hidden Markov models (HMMs). HMMs are dynamic
Bayesian processes defined by H = 〈S,O, T, I, E〉, where
S is a set of states, O is a set of observations, T (s′ | s)
for s, s′ ∈ S is the probability of transitioning from s to s′,
I(s) for s ∈ S is the probability that the initial state is s,
and E(o|s) for o ∈ O, s ∈ S is the probability of observa-
tion o in state s. The MPE problem for HMMs is to compute
a sequence of states s0, . . . , st that maximizes the proba-
bility of a sequence of observations o1, . . . , ot, where this
probability is given by I(s0)

∏t
i=1 T (si | si−1)E(oi | si).

An MPE problem for an HMM can be encoded as a mar-
ket problem with a sequence of t different market types, at
each of which there is a choice of |S| different markets from
which the single required item of that type must be bought.
The costs of buying the required item and moving between
markets are obtained by taking the negative logarithm of the
associated probabilities, so that finding a plan with minimal
cost is equivalent to finding a state trajectory with maximum
probability for the HMM.

Cf Cd

Cgd
Cgf

Figure 2: The CVG for the two markets problem shown in Fig-
ure 1, with factors Cf , Cf → Cd, Cf → Cgf , Cd → Cgd .

Cd → Cgd
Cf → Cd Cf Cf → Cgf

{Cd} {}

{Cf}

Figure 3: A dtree for the CVG shown in Figure 2, resulting from
the min-degree elimination ordering 〈Cgd , Cgf , Cd, Cf 〉. Cutsets
are shown for internal nodes.

Implementation
The recursive conditioning algorithm naturally avoids re-
dundant computations by caching for each node the values
resulting from different assignments to its context. However
it is designed to compute the probability of a single piece of
evidence and therefore makes no attempt to preserve infor-
mation between calls. We observe that the heuristic values
hv(Ci = v[Ci] | Pa(Ci)) do not change from state to state
for components in which there is no non-choice fluent that is
conditionally relevant to Ci given Pa(Ci). These values can
then be cached in each leaf node of the dtree the first time
they are computed, and reused in later heuristic computa-
tions. We have implemented this optimization in the results
described below.

Domains and Experimental Results
We have found that in practice few problems conform to the
rather strict requirements that we have laid out for hcd. Mul-
tivalued variables in planning problems typically represent
properties of states, rather than choices made by plans, and
their values tend to change many times during the execu-
tion of a plan, violating the fundamental property that we
have used to define choice variables. One technique that we
have investigated in certain problems is stratification, which
consists of replacing a single multivalued variable X with
several multivalued variables X0, . . . , Xn, with Xi repre-
senting the ith value assigned to X in the original problem.
Each of these variables can than be treated as a choice vari-
able in the new encoding, and the part of the CVG corre-
sponding to these variables forms a chain in which each Xi

is dependent only on Xi−1, leading to a width of 1. How-
ever this approach does not generally pay off as variables
that were previously dependent only on X now depend on
each of the variables Xi, increasing the width of the graph
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to the horizon used to obtain the new encoding.
We were also initially optimistic that hcd could give infor-

mative estimates in domains such as Sokoban or Storage, in
which a number of objects have to be placed in a set of goal
locations. The final goal location chosen for an object can
here be seen as a choice variable. However, in the absence
of an ordering over the objects, the position of each object
affects the available choices for the others, and even if an
ordering is imposed, the cost of the last object to be placed
is dependent on the locations of all other objects, leading to
the CVG’s width growing with problem size.

One area in which it has been easy to apply hcd, however,
is in planning encodings of problems from the graphical
models setting. We now present two domains that we have
adapted to the planning setting for which hcd is able to com-
pute optimal values. We compare the performance of hcd to
that of a standard delete relaxation heuristic, the cost of the
relaxed plan obtained from the additive heuristic hadd (Key-
der and Geffner 2008). We use the same heuristic within the
framework of hcd to obtain the heuristic estimates for the
cost of each subproblem h(Ci | Pa(Ci)). The heuristics are
used in greedy best-first search with delayed evaluation, with
a second open queue for states resulting from helpful actions
(Helmert 2006). Helpful actions for hcd are those which are
helpful in any one of the subproblems and which can be ap-
plied in the current state. All experiments were run on Xeon
Woodcrest 2.33 GHz computers, with time and memory cut-
offs of 1800 seconds and 2GBs, respectively.

Minimum Cost SAT. As a canonical example of a con-
straint satisfaction problem, we consider a version of the
boolean satisfiability problem with three literals per clause
in which a satisfying assignment with minimum cost must
be found (MCSAT) (Li 2004). The natural choice variables
for the problem consist of the sets {xi,¬xi} for each prob-
lem variable xi. An encoding that results in an acyclic CVG
is obtained by imposing an ordering over the set of variables
of the problem, and using operators which can set variables
which are not highest-ranked in any clause freely, but which
ensure for the other variables that the clauses in which they
are highest-ranked are already satisfied if the assignment
made by the operator itself does not satisfy the clause. We
omit some details of the encoding here due to lack of space,
but the end result is that hcd can be used to compute the opti-
mal cost in this type of encoding. The number of evaluations
of the base heuristic for a single call to hcd is exponential in
the width of the ordering over the variables that is used to
generate the problem.

We generated random MCSAT problems with 4.3 times
as many clauses as variables, a ratio that has been shown
to produce problems for which satisfiability testing is hard
(Mitchell, Selman, and Levesque 1992). The number of vari-
ables in the problems ranged from 5 to 34. The choice vari-
able heuristic hcd is optimal for this domain, while the ad-
ditive heuristic hadd produces both overestimates and under-
estimates, with the error in the estimation growing as the
number of variables increases. When used in search, hcd is
able to solve problems of up to 25 variables with orders of
magnitude fewer node expansions than hadd. However, for
the ratio of clauses to variables that we consider, the CVG is
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Figure 4: Node expansions on the Sequential Markets domain.

usually clique-like, and therefore has treewidth close to the
number of variables in the problem. The computation of hcd
therefore rapidly becomes unfeasible, while hadd is able to
scale up to larger instances. The higher informativeness of
hcd does not pay off in terms of plan cost either, with the
plans found having roughly equal cost for both heuristics.

Sequential Markets Problem. We generated market
problems such as those described above, with the number
of markets of each type fixed at 15, and the number of dif-
ferent types of markets varying between 50 and 340. The
hcd heuristic computes optimal heuristic values for this do-
main that are 2-6 times cheaper than those computed by hadd,
with the effect becoming more pronounced as the number
of market types is increased. When the two heuristics are
used in greedy best-first search, hcd scales up well due to the
constant width of the domain, solving all 30 problems with
much fewer node evaluations than those required by hadd in
the 21 problems it is able to solve (Figure 4). The compu-
tation time of hcd is roughly 10 - 20 times slower than that
of hadd in this domain, and due to the constant width of the
CVG does not change as problem size is varied. The heuris-
tic is also beneficial in terms of the costs of the plans that
are found, with hcd finding lower cost plans for all of the
instances solved with both heuristics, and the difference in
cost growing with the size of the problem.

Conclusions
We have introduced a new type of invariant in planning that
we call choice variables, multivalued variables whose val-
ues can be set at most once by any plan. By reasoning by
cases about different assignments to these variables and ex-
cluding operators that violate these assignments, we obtain
the hcd heuristic that goes beyond the delete relaxation in its
estimates. The values of this heuristic can be computed by
adapting inference techniques for graphical models to the
planning setting, with the complexity of the heuristic com-
putation then depending on the treewidth of the graph that
describes the causal relationships between choice variables.
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Our attempts to apply hcd to benchmark planning prob-
lems have until now proved disappointing due to the lack of
domains with variables that naturally exhibit the choice vari-
able property. We have investigated the use of new encod-
ings to induce this structure, however such transformations
usually result in the treewidth of the CVGs increasing with
domain size, and the computational overhead of the heuris-
tic swiftly becoming impractical. We hope to eventually ad-
dress this challenge by considering meaningful relaxations
of these graphs that decrease the width parameter while re-
specting the essential features of the problem.
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Abstract

Heuristic forward search is at the state of the art of se-
quential satisficing planning. The heuristics in use are,
however, inadmissible, and thus give no guarantees on
the quality of the obtained solution. Although there is
no theoretical limitation in adopting admissible heuris-
tics for satisficing planning, in practice there are sev-
eral obstacles, such as lack of definition of one impor-
tant feature, called helpful actions or preferred opera-
tors. In this paper we present a definition of preferred
operators for the fork-decomposition abstraction heuris-
tics and perform an extensive empirical evaluation on a
range of domains from International Planning Competi-
tions. In addition, we examine a mixed setting of using
fork-decomposition heuristics with preferred operators
derived from delete-relaxation based hFF machinery.

Introduction
Heuristic search, either through progression in the space
of world states or through regression in the space of sub-
goals, is a common and successful approach to classi-
cal planning. These days, most leading planning sys-
tems for cost-oriented classical planning adopt the for-
ward search approach, as well as several enhancements
such as helpful actions or preferred operators (Hoff-
mann & Nebel, 2001; Helmert, 2006) and deferred eval-
uation (Helmert, 2006). The notion of helpful actions
refers to the actions that lead toward a solution of a
simplified task (Hoffmann & Nebel, 2001), and thus
are preferred over others. Deferred evaluation is an-
other enhancement, allowing to evaluate the node only
when it is expanded, and not when generated. Together,
these enhancements are the cornerstone of several state-
of-the-art planning systems (Richter & Helmert, 2009).
All these systems adopt this or another inadmissible
(but purportedly well-informed) heuristic, both for node
evaluation and for deriving preferred operators. The
reason for adopting the same heuristic for both is sim-
ple - the heuristic calculation is usually allowing for de-
riving preferred operators in little or no additional ef-
fort. The fact that inadmissible heuristics rule the area

of satisficing planning should probably be attributed to
two factors. First, the major breakthroughs in devel-
oping domain-independent admissible heuristics have
been achieved only in the recent few years. Second, as
the focus of these developments was on optimal plan-
ning, no mechanisms for deriving preferred operators
in the scope of these admissible heuristics have been
suggested.

With the recent substantial advances in admissible
heuristics for cost-optimal classical planning, employ-
ing them not only in optimal but also in satisficing
search became appealing. In this paper we show how
to efficiently compute the set of preferred operators for
fork-decomposition abstraction heuristics. We then em-
pirically evaluate the efficiency of satisficing planning
with these admissible heuristics. We adopt the deferred
evaluation approach and investigate various settings of
preferred operators, both from the fork-decomposition
abstractions, as well as from the delete-relaxation based
mechanism of hFF (Hoffmann & Nebel, 2001) that is in
use by most state-of-the-art satisficing planners.

Preliminaries
We consider classical planning tasks corresponding to
state models with a single initial state and only deter-
ministic actions. Specifically, we consider state models
captured by the SAS+ formalism (Bäckström & Nebel,
1995) with nonnegative action costs. Such a planning
task is given by a quintuple Π = 〈V,A, I,G, cost〉,
where:

• V is a set of state variables, with each v ∈ V being
associated with a finite domain D(v). For a subset of
variables V ′ ⊆ V , we denote the set of assignments
to V ′ by D(V ′) = ×v∈V ′D(v). Each complete as-
signment to V is called a state, and S = D(V ) is the
state space of Π. I is an initial state. The goal G is
a partial assignment to V ; a state s is a goal state iff
G ⊆ s.

• A is a finite set of actions. Each action a is a pair
〈pre(a), eff(a)〉 of partial assignments to V called
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preconditions and effects, respectively. By Av ⊆ A
we denote the actions affecting the value of v. cost :
A → R0+ is a real-valued, nonnegative action cost
function.

For a partial assignment p, V(p) ⊆ V denotes the sub-
set of state variables instantiated by p. In turn, for any
V ′ ⊆ V(p), by p[V ′] we denote the value of V ′ in p;
if V ′ = {v} is a singleton, we use p[v] for p[V ′]. For
any sequence of actions ρ and variable v ∈ V , by ρ↓v
we denote the restriction of ρ to actions changing the
value of v; that is, ρ↓v is the maximal subsequence of ρ
consisting only of actions in Av .

An action a is applicable in a state s iff s[v] =
pre(a)[v] for all v ∈ V(pre(a)). The set of all appli-
cable in state s actions is denoted by A(s). Applying
a changes the value of v ∈ V(eff(a)) to eff(a)[v]. The
resulting state is denoted by sJaK; by sJ〈a1, . . . , ak〉K
we denote the state obtained from sequential applica-
tion of the (respectively applicable) actions a1, . . . , ak
starting at state s. Such an action sequence is an s-
plan if G ⊆ sJ〈a1, . . . , ak〉K, and it is a cost-optimal
(or, in what follows, optimal) s-plan if the sum of its
action costs is minimal among all s-plans. The pur-
pose of (optimal) planning is finding an (optimal) I-
plan. For a pair of states s1, s2 ∈ S, by cost(s1, s2) we
refer to the cost of a cost-optimal plan from s1 to s2;
h∗(s) = mins′⊇G cost(s, s′) is the custom notation for
the cost of the optimal s-plan in Π. Finally, important
roles in what follows are played by a pair of standard
graphical structures induced by planning tasks.
• The causal graph CG(Π) of Π is a digraph over

nodes V . An arc (v, v′) is in CG(Π) iff v 6= v′

and there exists an action a ∈ A such that (v, v′) ∈
V(eff(a)) ∪ V(pre(a)) × V(eff(a)). In this case, we
say that (v, v′) is induced by a. By succ(v) and
pred(v) we respectively denote the sets of immedi-
ate successors and predecessors of v in CG(Π).

• The domain transition graph DTG(v,Π) of a vari-
able v ∈ V is an arc-labeled digraph over the
nodes D(v) such that an arc (ϑ, ϑ′) labeled with
pre(a)[V \ {v}] and cost(a) exists in the graph iff
both eff(a)[v] = ϑ′, and either pre(a)[v] = ϑ or
v 6∈ V(pre(a)).
Heuristic functions are used by informed-search pro-

cedures to estimate the cost (of the cheapest path) from
a search node to the nearest goal node. Our focus here
is on additive implicit abstraction heuristics (Katz &
Domshlak, 2010b, 2010a), that are based on two frag-
ments of tractable cost-optimal planning for tasks with
fork and inverted-fork structured causal graphs. In gen-
eral, for a planning task Π = 〈V,A, I,G, cost〉 over
states S, an additive implicit abstraction of Π is de-
noted by a set of tripletsAE = {〈Πi, αi, βi〉}mi=1, where
Πi = 〈Vi, Ai, Ii, Gi, costi〉 over states Si is called an
abstract task, αi : S 7→ Si is the state abstraction func-

tion, and βi : Ai 7→ A is the function connecting the
abstract actions to their origin. The state transition sys-
tem of Πi is an abstraction of the state transition system
of Π, and the admissibility of the additive result is ob-
tained by emposing the additive action-cost partition-
ing constraint

∀a ∈ A :
m∑

i=1

∑

a′∈β−1
i (a)

costi(a′) ≤ cost(a). (1)

Dominating Actions
Let Π = 〈V,A, I,G, cost〉 be a planning task over the
states S. For each state s ∈ S, the set of dominating ac-
tions for s, denoted by PrefΠ(s), is the set of all actions
a ∈ A applicable in s, each starting some cost-optimal
s-plan, that is,

PrefΠ(s) = {a ∈ A(s) | h∗(s) = cost(a) +h∗(sJaK)}.
The notion of dominating actions complements the
notion of useless actions (Wehrle, Kupferschmid, &
Podelski, 2008); deciding whether an action is useless
is in general as hard as planning itself.

Considering the family of abstraction heuristics, note
that computing dominating actions for explicit abstrac-
tions (such as projection/pattern and merge-and-shrink
abstractions) can straightforwardly be accomplished
in time polynomial in the size of these abstractions.
Next we show that the same holds for implicit fork-
decomposition abstractions, though the corresponding
procedures are not that straightforward.

Theorem 1 Let Π = 〈V,A, I,G, cost〉 be a planning
task with a fork causal graph rooted at a binary-valued
variable r. For any set of states S′ ⊆ S, the time and
space complexity of computing the sets PrefΠ(s) for all
states s ∈ S′ is, respectively, O(d3 · |V |+ |Ar|+ |S′| ·
d · |V |) and O(d2 · |A|), where d = maxv D(v).

Proof: The proof is by a slight modification of the
polynomial-time algorithm for computing h∗(s) for a
state s of such a task Π used in the proof of Theorem 7
(Tractable Forks) by Katz and Domshlak (2010b).

In what follows, for each of the two root’s values
ϑ ∈ D(r), ¬ϑ denotes the opposite value 1 − ϑ,
σ(r|ϑ) denotes the interchanging sequence of values
from D(r) starting with ϑ, �[σ(r|ϑ)] denotes the set
of all valid prefixes of σ(r|ϑ), and DTGϑv denotes sub-
graph of DTG(v,Π) obtained from the latter by remov-
ing arcs labelled with ¬ϑ.
(1) For each of the two values ϑr ∈ D(r) of the root

variable, each leaf variable v ∈ V \ {r}, and each
pair of values ϑ, ϑ′ ∈ D(v), let pϑ,ϑ′;ϑr be the
cost of the cheapest sequence of actions changing
v from ϑ to ϑ′ provided r : ϑr. In parallel, let
Aϑ,ϑ′;ϑr be the set of all possible first actions of
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such sequences. Both {pϑ,ϑ′;ϑr} and {Aϑ,ϑ′;ϑr}
for all the leaves v ∈ V \ {r} can be computed by
a straightforward variant of the all-pairs-shortest-
paths, Floyd-Warshall algorithm on DTGϑrv in time
O(d3|V |).

(2) For each leaf variable v ∈ V \ {r}, ϑ ∈ D(v),
1 ≤ i ≤ d + 1, and ϑr ∈ D(r), let g̃ϑ;i(ϑr) be the
cost of the cheapest sequence of actions changing
ϑ to G[v] provided the value changes of r induce a
0/1 sequence of length i starting with ϑr. In paral-
lel, let Ãϑ;i(ϑr) be the set of first actions of all such
sequences, provided that these actions prevailed ei-
ther by ϑr or nothing at all. The set {g̃ϑ;i(ϑr)} is
given by the solution of the recursive equation

g̃ϑ;i(ϑr) =




pϑ,G[v];ϑr , i = 1

min
ϑ′

[
pϑ,ϑ′;ϑr+
g̃ϑ′;i−1(¬ϑr)

]
, 1 < i ≤ δϑ

g̃ϑ;i−1(ϑr), δϑ < i ≤ d+ 1

,
(2)

which can be solved in time O(d3|V |), and then,
Ãϑ;i(ϑr) can be obtained recursively in time
O(d3|V |) as

Ãϑ;i(ϑr) =





Aϑ,G[v];ϑr , i = 1⋃
ϑ′∈Mϑ;i(ϑr)

Aϑ,ϑ′;ϑr , 1 < i ≤ δϑ

Ãϑ;i−1(ϑr), δϑ < i ≤ d+ 1

,

where

Mϑ;i(ϑr) = {ϑ′ | g̃ϑ;i(ϑr) = pϑ,ϑ′;ϑr+g̃ϑ′;i−1(¬ϑr)}.

Note that this equation is independent of the evaluated
state s, and yet {g̃ϑ;i(ϑr)} allow for computing h∗(s)
for a given state s via

h∗(s) = min
σ∈�[σ(r|s[r])]


 cost(σ) +

∑

v∈V \{r}
g̃s[v];|σ|(s[r])




(3)
where cost(σ) =

∑|σ|
i=2 cost(aσ[i]), with aσ[i] ∈ A be-

ing some cheapest action changing the value of r from
σ[i−1] to σ[i]. Let M(s) ⊆ �[σ(r | s[r])] denote the set
of all sequences that obtain the minimum in Eq. 3. Now,
if changing the root value first can be a part of some op-
timal plan, that is, h∗(s) = h∗(sJaσ[2]K) + cost(aσ[2]),
then the respective action is in PrefΠ(s). Note that using
Eq. 2 we can rewrite this condition as g̃s[v];|σ|(s[r]) =
g̃s[v];|σ|−1(¬s[r]) for all v ∈ V \ {r}. Let

M(σ, s) =
⋂

v∈V \{r}
{aσ[2] | g̃s[v];|σ|(s[r]) = g̃s[v];|σ|−1(¬s[r])}

denote the set of all such cheapest actions. Thus,
PrefΠ(s) can be computed as follows.

PrefΠ(s) =
⋃

σ∈M(s)


M(σ, s) ∪

⋃

v∈V \{r}
Ãs[v];|σ|(s[r])


 .

(4)
The only computation that has to be performed per

search node, is the final minimization over �[σ(r|s[r])]
in Eq. 3 and the union over M(s) in Eq. 4, and those
are the lightest parts of the whole algorithm anyway.
The major computations, notably those of {pϑ,ϑ′;ϑr},
{Aϑ,ϑ′;ϑr}, {g̃ϑ;i(ϑr)}, and {Ãϑ;i(ϑr)}, can be per-
formed offline and shared between the evaluated states.
The space required to store this information isO(d2|A|)
as it contains only aO(|Av|) amount of information per
pair of values of each variable. The time complexity
of the offline computation is O(d3|V |+ |Ar|); the |Ar|
component stems from precomputing the costs cost(σ).
The time complexity of the online computation per state
isO(d|V |); |V | comes from the internal summation and
d comes from the size of �[σ(r|s[r])].

Theorem 2 Let Π = 〈V,A, I,G, cost〉 be a plan-
ning task with an inverted fork causal graph with sink
r and |D(r)| = b = O(1). For any set of states
S′ ⊆ S, the time and space complexity of comput-
ing the sets PrefΠ(s) for all states s ∈ S′ is, re-
spectively, O(b|V ||Ar|b−1 + d3|V | + |S′||V ||Ar|b−1)
and O(|V ||Ar|b−1 + d2|V |), respectively, where d =
maxv D(v).

Proof: Similarly to the proof of Theorem 1, the
proof of Theorem 2 is by a slight modification of the
polynomial-time algorithm for computing h∗(s) used
for the proof of Theorem 8 (Tractable Inverted Forks)
by Katz and Domshlak (2010b).

(1) For each parent variable v ∈ V \ {r}, and each
pair of its values ϑ, ϑ′ ∈ D(v), let pϑ,ϑ′ be the cost
of the cheapest sequence of actions changing ϑ to
ϑ′. In parallel, let Aϑ,ϑ′ be the set of all possible
first actions of such sequences. Both {pϑ,ϑ′} and
{Aϑ,ϑ′} can be computed using the Floyd-Warshall
algorithm on the domain transition graph of v in
time O(d3|V |).

(2) For each ϑr ∈ D(r) and each cycle-free path
π = 〈a1, . . . , am〉 from ϑr to G[r] in DTG(r,Π),
let aπ = a1 be the first action of that path, and let a
“proxy” state sπ be

sπ[v] =





ϑr, v = r

G[v], v 6∈ ⋃mi=1 V(pre(ai))
pre(ai)[v], i = argminj {v ∈ V(pre(aj))}

,

that is, the nontrivial part of sπ captures the first val-
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ues of V \ {r} required along π.1 Given that, let gπ
be the cost of the cheapest plan from sπ in Π based
on π, and the cheapest paths {pϑ,ϑ′} computed in
(1). Each gπ can be computed as

gπ =
m∑

i=1


cost(ai) +

∑

v∈V \{r}
pprei[v],prei+1[v]


 ,

where, for each v ∈ V \ {r}, and 1 ≤ i ≤ m+ 1,

prei[v] =





sπ[v], i = 1
G[v], i = m+ 1 and v ∈ V(G)
pre(ai)[v], 2 ≤ i ≤ m and v ∈ V(pre(ai))
prei−1[v], otherwise

.

Storing the triplets (gπ, sπ, aπ) accomplishes the
offline part of the computation.

(3) Now, given a search state s, we can compute

h∗(s) = min
π s.t.

sπ [r]=s[r]


gπ +

∑

v∈V \{r}
ps[v],sπ [v]


, (5)

storing the paths obtaining the minimum. Let M(s)
be the set of such paths, and for each path π, let
M(s, π) = {aπ | aπ ∈ A(s)} denote the set con-
taining the first action of such path, if it is applica-
ble in state s. Thus, PrefΠ(s) can be computed as
follows.

PrefΠ(s) =
⋃

π∈M(s)


M(s, π) ∪

⋃

v∈V \{r}
As[v],sπ [v]


 .

(6)

The number of cycle-free paths to G[r] in DTG(r,Π) is
Θ(|Ar|b−1), and gπ for each such path π can be com-
puted in time O(b|V |). Hence, the overall offline time
complexity is O(b|V ||Ar|b−1 + d3|V |), and the space
complexity (including the storage of the proxy states sπ
and the first actions aπ) is O(|V ||Ar|b−1 + d2|A|). The
time complexity of the online computation per state via
Eq. 5 is O(|V ||Ar|b−1); |V | comes from the internal
summation and |Ar|b−1 from the upper bound on the
number of cycle-free paths from s[r] to G[r].

Experimental Evaluation
We have evaluated satisficing planning with fork-
decomposition heuristics, using iterative lazy weighted
A∗ (Richter & Helmert, 2009) with weight schema 100,
10, 5, 3, 2, 1, with deferred evaluation and preferred
operators. This setting was compared to two heuristic-
search baselines, both using the same search scheme as

1For ease of presentation, we omit here the case where v
is required neither along π, nor by the goal; such variables
should be simply ignored when accounting for the cost of π.

ours, and employing the FF heuristic. The first baseline
used no preferred operators at all. The second one used
preferred operators from the FF heuristic (Hoffmann &
Nebel, 2001). All the planners were run on one core of
a 2.33GHz Intel Q8200 CPU with 4 GB memory, us-
ing 2 GB memory limit and 30 minute timeout. The
summary of results is depicted in Table 1. The scoring
method evaluates plan costs accordingly to the method
used in International Planning Competition (IPC-2008).

Columns 2 and 3 depict the results for searching
with the FF heuristic, without and with preferred oper-
ators. The evaluation covered three fork-decomposition
heuristics, namely forks only (hF), inverted forks only
(hI); and both forks and inverted forks. (hFI). In order
to overcome various issues caused by the 0-cost actions
in IPC 2008 domains, in these domains for the purpose
of heuristic evaluation all action costs were increased
by 1.

The first evaluation was performed with no preferred
operators, and the results are depicted in columns 4, 9,
and 14, respectively. Then, preferred operators from
these heuristics were added (columns 5, 10, and 15).
Our first observation is that preferred operators from the
implicit abstractions are not always helpful. In fact, for
both hF and hFI, in most of the domains, the plans ob-
tained without any preferred operators are shorter than
with all preferred operators obtained from these abstrac-
tions. Note that the abstract operators change the value
of a variable with either in-degree 0 or out-degree 0.
In the latter case the goal value of the variable is al-
ways defined, while in sooner it is not always the case.
Thus, some of these operators may be more helpful in
guidance towards the goal than other. In order to check
this hypothesis, we evaluated two additional settings,
one taking only preferred operators changing the value
of some variable with in-degree 0 in some abstraction
(columns 6, 11, and 16), and another one taking only
preferred operators changing the value of some vari-
able with out-degree 0 in some abstraction (columns 7,
12, and 17). This setting changes the picture for both
hF and hFI heuristics, yet not for hI heuristic where
the picture is reverse. In any case, all these settings of
preferred operators in most of the domains are outper-
formed by FF heuristic with its preferred operators. One
possible reason for that is that the abstractions do not
cover all planning task variables, and usually concen-
trated around those with goal values defined. Hence,
the guidance of the actions obtained from these abstrac-
tions is greedy towards achieving the goals, and disre-
gards other variables and intermediate goals.

In order to evaluate this assumption, we evaluated
employing the fork-decomposition heuristics with pre-
ferred operators derived from the relaxed plans respon-
sible for the FF heuristic values. The respective results
are shown in columns 8, 13, and 18. Although the per-
node evaluation obviously becomes more expensive, the
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domain hFF hF hI hFI

No Pref All Pref No Pref All Pref Up Pref Lo Pref FF Pref No Pref All Pref Up Pref Lo Pref FF Pref No Pref All Pref Up Pref Lo Pref FF Pref
blocks-aips2000 34.81 34.24 32.56 30.33 30.69 31.34 32.84 31.88 31.32 31.32 32.1 32.67 31.27 29.69 29.91 30.24 32.06
elevators-strips-seq-sat 27.26 29.32 11.2 9.87 16.94 14.32 12.74 8.33 8.58 8.58 8.28 13.57 24.29 19.74 20.62 24.81 26.43
logistics-AIPS98 22.55 32.79 20.52 14.3 18.53 20.08 28.28 20.15 26.96 18.77 30.88 31.35 20.24 14.18 18.7 21.89 28.49
openstacks-strips-seq-sat 29.52 29.27 29.03 25.62 27.94 21.74 29.07 23.55 23.99 23.99 22.73 29.13 29.08 25.02 28.19 21.1 28.96
pegsol-strips-seq-sat 30 29.85 29.95 28.86 29 28.77 29 29.95 29 29 29.95 29.95 29.95 28.67 28.75 29.53 29.9
woodworking-strips-seq-sat 12.43 27.72 5 6.89 5 6.89 13.11 5 6 6 5 15.67 5 6.97 5 7.74 13.08
logistics-aips2000 27.15 27.76 27.96 27.57 27.91 27.26 27.78 26.91 27.33 26.37 26.75 27.29 27.22 27.52 26.58 26.76 27.42
openstacks-adl-seq-sat 29.14 29.18 23.73 20.6 22.29 20.6 29.22 13.8 14.33 14.33 13.8 15 25.48 19.19 23.94 19.19 29.15
parcprinter-strips-seq-sat 14 14 12 22.63 20.73 20 22.8 13 26.95 26.95 13 23.93 13 25.97 26.97 26 28.88
scanalyzer-strips-seq-sat 24.38 25.15 22.53 21.35 21.81 22.91 21.65 22.36 25.33 25.33 22.25 22.28 21.43 21.63 21.7 22.98 22.47
sokoban-strips-seq-sat 26.83 26.88 23 22.53 24.98 20.62 23.93 28.83 27.73 27.73 28.83 27.96 24.75 21.94 23.96 21.89 24.91
transport-strips-seq-sat 12.16 18.29 19.44 14.4 17.44 15.42 19.67 8.3 8.34 8.34 8.3 8.94 13.22 11.93 12.61 10.87 17.82

290.23 324.45 256.91 244.95 263.25 249.94 290.08 232.06 255.87 246.72 241.87 277.74 264.93 252.43 266.94 263.02 309.58

Table 1: A summary of the experimental results: plan cost. Per planner/domain, the cost of the best found plan is given
by the sum of ratios over all tasks. Boldfaced results indicate the best performance within the corresponding domain.
The last row summarizes the ratio over all domains.

domain hFF hF hI hFI

No Pref All Pref No Pref All Pref Up Pref Lo Pref FF Pref No Pref All Pref Up Pref Lo Pref FF Pref No Pref All Pref Up Pref Lo Pref FF Pref
blocks-aips2000 9.58 32.52 5.72 3.97 3.63 8.61 27.06 2.35 1.64 1.64 2.35 15.68 3.9 3.5 2.8 9.87 24.63
elevators-strips-seq-sat 2.05 25.27 0.59 0.13 0.29 0.76 10.4 0.04 0.08 0.08 0.04 3.08 1.55 0.49 0.24 1.42 24.63
logistics-AIPS98 2.57 34.16 1.31 0.9 0.68 2.31 18.3 0.75 1.6 0.51 7.33 23.28 1.03 1.75 0.5 4.68 21.4
pegsol-strips-seq-sat 15.32 20.99 3.62 4.1 4.39 4.05 13.16 3.54 3.77 3.77 3.54 10.75 5.27 3.63 3.77 5.13 13.72
sokoban-strips-seq-sat 20.41 12.78 3.24 4.27 4.28 3.78 9.89 7.14 8.03 8.03 7.14 13.89 6.61 8.08 8.1 7.25 11.28
woodworking-strips-seq-sat 2.45 26.47 1.36 3.15 2.22 3.97 6.12 0.95 3.46 3.46 1.07 7.9 1.39 3.14 2.27 4.87 6.21
logistics-aips2000 9.37 22.63 13.21 10.66 3.92 15.33 24.89 8.19 15.71 3.02 9.77 22.78 8.92 21.09 2.11 9.95 22.89
openstacks-adl-seq-sat 14.04 13.75 4.05 3.16 5.34 3.16 29.74 0.58 0.64 0.64 0.58 3.19 2.82 2.55 3.21 2.55 7.41
openstacks-strips-seq-sat 8.53 8.52 18.62 4.09 27.71 5 28.31 1.88 5.6 5.6 1.88 6.75 7.09 3.55 13.21 4.52 9.24
parcprinter-strips-seq-sat 2.11 3.59 2.93 7.41 5.29 12.31 9.49 4.06 11.93 11.93 4.06 11.88 4.63 5.4 5.3 17.86 13.98
scanalyzer-strips-seq-sat 6.04 11.64 2.62 3.88 3.84 11.49 16.01 2.12 6.78 6.78 2.12 14.03 2.84 4.86 6.64 8.66 16.57
transport-strips-seq-sat 1.34 15.17 1.03 0.74 0.99 0.78 13.55 0.52 0.57 0.57 0.52 3.22 1.29 0.96 1.25 0.89 16.04

93.8 227.48 58.31 46.44 62.57 71.55 206.93 32.12 59.8 46.02 40.4 136.41 47.34 59 49.41 77.64 188

Table 2: A summary of the experimental results: expanded nodes. Per planner/domain, the number of expanded nodes
of the first search is given by the sum of ratios over all tasks. Boldfaced results indicate the best performance within
the corresponding domain. The last row summarizes the ratio over all domains.

overall results improve considerably. The approach is
still outperformed by the baseline with preferred oper-
ators, but the substantial improvement suggests further
exploration of this direction.

Another way to evaluate the performance of our ap-
proach is to look at the number of expanded nodes.
Since the approach runs iteratively, we compared the
results obtained for the first iteration only, that is lazy
weighted A∗ with the weight set to 100. Table 2 de-
scribes the results in terms of expanded nodes; with the
columns having the same role as before. Overall, the
picture here appears similar to this in Table 1. The main
difference is that in pairwise comparison, when looking
on the number of domains in which fork-decomposition
heuristics achieve better performance, these heuristics
appear to be slightly more competitive in terms of ex-
panded nodes of the first iteration than in terms of plan
cost of the last one.

Summary
We considered heuristic search for sequential satisficing
planning and introduced a way of obtaining a set of op-
erators from fork-decomposition implicit abstractions,
to be used as preferred operators. We then discussed
possible implications of such sets, and performed an
empirical evaluation of several settings. We show that

even a most conservative setting significantly improves
performance comparatively to using no preferred opera-
tors at all. In addition, we show that combining heuris-
tic evaluation from one heuristic family and preferred
operators from another may improve the overall perfor-
mance despite the overhead in computing two heuristic
functions per search node.
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Abstract

Recently, several researchers have found that cost-based sat-
isficing search with A∗ often runs into problems. Although
some “work arounds” have been proposed to ameliorate the
problem, there has not been any concerted effort to pinpoint
its origin. In this paper, we argue that the origins can be traced
back to the wide variance in action costs that is easily ob-
served in planning domains. We show that such cost variance
misleads A∗ search, and that this is a systemic weakness of
the very concept: “cost-based evaluation functions + system-
atic search + combinatorial graphs”. We argue that purely
size-based evaluation functions are a reasonable default, as
these are trivially immune to cost-induced difficulties. We
further show that cost-sensitive versions of size-based eval-
uation function — where the heuristic estimates the size of
cheap paths provides attractive quality vs. speed tradeoffs.

1 Introduction
Much of the scale-up, as well as the research focus, in the au-
tomated planning community in the recent years has been on
satisficing planning. Unfortunately, there hasn’t been a con-
comitant increase in our understanding of satisficing search.
Too often, the “theory” of satisficing search defaults to do-
ing (W)A∗ with inadmissible heuristics. While removing
the requirement of admissible heuristics certainly relaxes the
guarantee of optimality, there is no implied guarantee of ef-
ficiency. A combinatorial search can be seen to consist of
two parts: a “discovery” part where the (optimal) solution
is found and a “proof” part where the optimality of the so-
lution is verified. While an optimizing search depends cru-
cially on both these phases, a satisficing search is instead
affected more directly by the discovery phase. Now, stan-
dard A∗ search conflates the discovery and proof phases to-
gether and terminates only when it picks the optimal path
for expansion. By default, satisficing planners use the same
search regime, but relax the admissibility requirement on the
heuristics.1 This may not cause too much of a problem in do-
mains with uniform action costs, but when actions can have

∗An extended abstract of this paper appeared in the proceed-
ings of SOCS 2010. This research is supported in part by ONR
grants N00014-09-1-0017 and N00014-07-1-1049, the NSF grant
IIS-0905672, and by DARPA and the U.S. Army Research Labora-
tory under contract W911NF-11-C-0037.

1In the extreme case, by using an infinite heuristic weight:
“greedy best-first search”.

non-uniform costs, the the optimal and second optimal so-
lution can be arbitrarily far apart in depth. Consequently,
(W)A∗ search with cost-based evaluation functions can be
an arbitrarily bad strategy for satisficing search, as it waits
until the solution is both discovered and proved to be (within
some bound of) optimal.

To be more specific, consider a planning problem for
which the cost-optimal and second-best solution to a prob-
lem exist on 10 and 1000 unspecified actions. The optimal
solution may be the larger one. How long should it take
just to find the 10 action plan? How long should it take to
prove (or disprove) its optimality? In general (presuming
PSPACE/EXPSPACE 6= P):
1. Discovery should require time exponential in, at most, 10.
2. Proof should require time exponential in, at least, 1000.
That is, in principle, the only way to (domain-independently)
prove that the 10 action plan is better or worse than the 1000
action one is to in fact go and discover the 1000 action plan.
Thus, A∗ search with cost-based evaluation function will
take time proportional to b1000 for either discovery or proof.
Simple breadth-first search discovers a solution in time pro-
portional to b10 (and proof in O(b1000)).

Using both abstract and benchmark problems, we will
demonstrate that this is a systematic weakness of any search
that uses cost-based evaluation function. In particular, we
shall see that if ε is the smallest cost action (after all costs
are normalized so the maximal cost action costs 1 unit), then
the time taken to discover a depth d optimal solution will be
b

d
ε . If all actions have same cost, then ε ≈ 1 where as if

the actions have significant cost variance, then ε � 1. We
shall see that for a variety of reasons, most real-world plan-
ning domains do exhibit high cost variance, thus presenting
an “ε-cost trap” that forces any cost-based satisficing search
to dig its own ( 1

ε deep) grave.
Consequently, we argue that satisficing search should re-

sist the temptation to directly use cost-based evaluation func-
tions (i.e., f functions that return answers in cost units)
even if they are interested in the quality (cost measure) of
the resulting plan. We will consider two size-based branch-
and-bound alternatives: the straightforward one which com-
pletely ignores costs and sticks to a purely size-based evalua-
tion function, and a more subtle one that uses a cost-sensitive
size-based evaluation function (specifically, the heuristic es-
timates the size of the cheapest cost path; see Section 2).
We show that both of these outperform cost-based evaluation
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functions in the presence of ε-cost traps, with the second one
providing better quality plans (for the same run time limits)
than the first in our empirical studies.

While some of the problems with cost-based satisficing
search have also been observed, in passing, by other re-
searchers (e.g., (Benton et al. 2010; Richter and Westphal
2010), and some work-arounds have been suggested, our
main contribution is to bring to the fore its fundamental na-
ture. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the
next section, we present some preliminary notation to for-
mally specify cost-based, size-based as well as cost-sensitive
size-based search alternatives. Next, we present two abstract
and fundamental search spaces, which demonstrate that cost-
based evaluation functions are ‘always’ needlessly prone to
such traps (Section 3). Section 4 strengthens the intuitions
behind this analysis by viewing best-first search as flooding
topological surfaces set up by evaluation functions. We will
argue that of all possible topological surfaces (i.e., evalua-
tion functions) to choose for search, cost-based is the worst.
In Section 5, we put all this analysis to empirical valida-
tion by experimenting with LAMA (Richter and Westphal
2010) and SapaReplan. The experiments do show that size-
based alternatives can out-perform cost-based search. Mod-
ern planners such as LAMA use a plethora of improvements
beyond vanilla A∗ search, and in the appendix we provide a
deeper analysis on which extensions of LAMA seem to help
it mask (but not fully overcome) the pernicious effects of
cost-based evaluation functions.

2 Setup and Notation
We gear the problem set up to be in line with the preva-
lent view of state-space search in modern, state-of-the-art
satisficing planners. First, we assume the current popu-
lar approach of reducing planning to graph search. That
is, planners typically model the state-space in a causal di-
rection, so the problem becomes one of extracting paths,
meaning whole plans do not need to be stored in each
search node. More important is that the structure of the
graph is given implicitly by a procedure Γ, the child gen-
erator, with Γ(v) returning the local subgraph leaving v;
i.e., Γ(v) computes the subgraph (N+[v], E({v}, V −v)) =
({u | (v, u) ∈ E} + v, {(v, u) | (v, u) ∈ E}) along with all
associated labels, weights, and so forth. That is, our anal-
ysis depends on the assumption that an implicit representa-
tion of the graph is the only computationally feasible rep-
resentation, a common requirement for analyzing the A∗

family of algorithms (Hart, Nilsson, and Raphael 1968;
Dechter and Pearl 1985).

The search problem is to find a path from an initial state,
i, to some goal state in G. Let costs be represented as edge
weights, say c(e) is the cost of the edge e. Let g∗c (v) be
the (optimal) cost-to-reach v (from i), and h∗c(v) be the
(optimal) cost-to-go from v (to the goal). Then f∗c (v) :=
g∗c (v)+h∗c(v), the cost-through v, is the cost of the cheapest
i-G path passing through v. For discussing smallest solu-
tions, let f∗s (v) denote the smallest i-G path through v. It is
also interesting to consider the size of the cheapest i-G path
passing through v, say f̂∗s (v).

We define a search node n as equivalent to a path repre-
sented as a linked list (of edges). In particular, we distin-
guish this from the state of n (its last vertex), n .v . We say

n .a (for action) is the last edge of the path and n.p (for par-
ent) is the subpath excluding n .a . Let n′ = na denote ex-
tending n by the edge a (so a = (n.v , n′.v)). The function
gc(n) (g-cost) is just the recursive formulation of path cost:
gc(n) := gc(n .p) + c(n .a) (gc(n) := 0 if n is the trivial
path). So g∗c (v) ≤ gc(n) for all i-v paths n, with equality for
at least one of them. Similarly let gs(n) := gs(n.p)+1 (ini-
tialized at 0), so that gs(n) is an upper bound on the shortest
path reaching the same state (n .v ).

A goal state is a target vertex where a plan may stop and be
a valid solution. We fix a computed predicate G(v) (a black-
box), the goal, encoding the set of goal states. Let hc(v), the
heuristic, be a procedure to estimate h∗c(v). (Sometimes hc

is considered a function of the search node, i.e., the whole
path, rather than just the last vertex.) The heuristic hc is
called admissible if it is a guaranteed lower bound. (An in-
admissible heuristic lacks the guarantee, but might anyways
be coincidentally admissible.) Let hs(v) estimate the re-
maining depth to the nearest goal, and let ĥs(v) estimate the
remaining depth to the cheapest reachable goal. Anything
goes with such heuristics — an inadmissible estimate of the
size of an inadmissible estimate of the cheapest continuation
is an acceptable (and practical) interpretation of ĥs(v).

We focus on two different definitions of f (the evaluation
function). Since we study cost-based planning, we consider
fc(n) := gc(n)+hc(n .v); this is the (standard, cost-based)
evaluation function of A∗: cheapest-completion-first. We
compare this to fs(n) := gs(n) + hs(n .v), the canonical
size-based (or search distance) evaluation function, equiva-
lent to fc under uniform weights. Any combination of gc

and hc is cost-based; any combination of gs and hs is size-
based (e.g., breadth-first search is size-based). The evalua-
tion function f̂s(n) := gs(n) + ĥs(n .v) is also size-based,
but nonetheless cost-sensitive and so preferable.

BEST-FIRST-SEARCH(i,G, Γ, hc)

1 initialize search
2 while open not empty
3 n = open .remove()
4 if BOUND-TEST(n, hc) then continue
5 if GOAL-TEST(n,G) then continue
6 if DUPLICATE-TEST(n) then continue
7 s = n .v
8 star = Γ(s) // Expand s
9 for each edge a = (s, s′) from s to a child s′ in star

10 n′ = na

11 f = EVALUATE(n′)

12 open .add(n′, f)
13 return best-known-plan // Optimality is proven.

Pseudo-code for best-first branch-and-bound search of
implicit graphs is shown above. It continues searching af-
ter a solution is encountered and uses the current best solu-
tion value to prune the search space (line 4). The search is
performed on a graph implicitly represented by Γ, with the
assumption being that the explicit graph is so large that it is
better to invoke expensive heuristics (inside of EVALUATE)
during the search than it is to just compute the graph up front.
The question considered by this paper is how to implement
EVALUATE.

With respect to normalizing costs, we can let ε :=
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Figure 1: A trap for cost-based search. The heuristic per-
ceives all movement on the cycle to be irrelevant to achiev-
ing high quality plans. The state with label -2 is one inter-
esting way to leave the cycle, there may be (many) others.
C denotes the cost of one such continuation from -2, and d
its depth. Edge weights nominally denote changes in fc: as
given, locally, these are the same as changes in gc. But in-
creasing fs by 1 at -1 (and descendants) would, for example,
model instead the special edge as having cost 1

2 and being
perceived as worst-possible in an undirected graph.

mina c(a)
maxa c(a) , that is, ε is the least cost edge after normalizing
costs by the maximum cost (to bring costs into the range
[0, 1]). We use the symbol ε for this ratio as we anticipate
actions with high cost variance in real world planning prob-
lems. For example: boarding versus flying (ZenoTravel),
mode-switching versus machine operation (Job-Shop), and
(unskilled) labor versus (precious) material cost.

3 ε-cost Trap: Two Canonical Cases
In this section we argue that the mere presence of ε-cost
misleads cost-based search, and that this is no trifling detail
or accidental phenomenon, but a systemic weakness of the
very concept of “cost-based evaluation functions + system-
atic search + combinatorial graphs”. We base this analysis
in two abstract search spaces, in order to demonstrate the
fundamental nature of such traps. The first abstract space
we consider is the simplest, non-trivial, non-uniform cost,
intractably large, search space: the search space of an enor-
mous cycle with one expensive edge. The second abstract
space we consider is a more natural model of search (in plan-
ning): a uniform branching tree. Traps in these spaces are
just exponentially sized and connected sets of ε-cost edges:

not the common result of, say, a typical random model of
search. We briefly consider why planning benchmarks natu-
rally give rise to such structure.

For a thorough analysis of models of search see (Pearl
1984); for a planning specific context see (Helmert and
Röger 2008).

3.1 Cycle Trap
In this section we consider the simplest abstract example
of the ε-cost ‘trap’. The notion is that applying increas-
ingly powerful heuristics, domain analysis, learning tech-
niques, . . . , to one’s search problem transforms it into a sim-
pler ‘effective graph’ — the graph for which Dijkstra’s algo-
rithm (Dijkstra 1959) produces isomorphic behavior. For ex-
ample, let c′ be a new edge-cost function obtained by setting
edge costs to the difference in f values of the edge’s end-
points: Dijkstra’s algorithm on c′ is A∗ on f .2 Similarly take
Γ′ to be the result of applying one’s favorite incompleteness-
inducing pruning rules to Γ (the child generator), say, helpful
actions (Hoffmann and Nebel 2001); then Dijkstra’s algo-
rithm on Γ′ is A∗ with helpful action pruning.

Presumably the effective search graph remains very com-
plex despite all the clever inference (or there is nothing to
discuss); but certainly complex graphs contain simple graphs
as subgraphs. So if there is a problem with search behavior
in an exceedingly simple graph then we can suppose that
no amount of domain analysis, learning, heuristics, and so
forth, will incidentally address the problem: such inference
must specifically address the issue of non-uniform weights.
Suppose not: none of the bells and whistles consider non-
uniform costs to be a serious issue, permitting wildly vary-
ing edge ‘costs’ even in the effective search graph: ε ≈ ε′ =
mine c′(e)
maxe c′(e) . We demonstrate that that by itself is enough to
produce very troubling search behavior: ε-cost is a funda-
mental challenge to be overcome in planning.

There are several candidates for simple non-trivial state-
spaces (e.g., cliques), but clearly the cycle is fundamental
(what kind of ‘state-space’ is acyclic?). So, the state-space
we consider is the cycle, with associated exceedingly sim-
ple metric consisting of all uniform weights but for a single
expensive edge. Its search space is certainly the simplest
non-trivial search space: the rooted tree on two leaves. So
the single unforced decision to be made is in which direc-
tion to traverse the cycle: clockwise or counter-clockwise.
See Figure 1. Formally:
ε-cost Trap: Consider the problem of making some vari-
able, say x, encoded in k bits represent 2k − 2 ≡ −2
(mod 2k), starting from 0, using only the operations of in-
crement and decrement. There are 2 minimal solutions: in-
crementing 2k − 2 times, or decrementing twice. Set the
cost of incrementing and decrementing to 1, except for tran-
sitioning between x ≡ 0 and x ≡ −1 costs, say, 2k−1 (in
either direction). Then the 2 minimal solutions cost 2k − 2
and 2k−1 + 1, or, normalized, 2(1 − ε) and 1 + ε. Cost-
based search loses: While both approaches prove optimality
in exponential time (O(2k)), size-based search discovered
that optimal plan in constant time.

2Systematic inconsistency of a heuristic translates to analyz-
ing the behavior of Dijkstra’s algorithm with many negative ‘cost’
edges, a typical reason to assume consistency in analysis.
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Figure 2: A trap for cost-based search. Two rather distinct kinds of physical objects exist in the domain, with primitive
operators at rather distinct orders of magnitude; supposing uniformity and normalizing, then one type involves ε-cost and the
other involves cost 1. So there is a low-cost subspace, a high-cost subspace, and the full space, each a uniform branching
tree. As trees are acyclic, it is probably best to think of these as search, rather than state, spaces. As depicted, planning for an
individual object is trivial as there is no choice besides going forward. Other than that no significant amount of inference is
being assumed, and in particular the effects of a heuristic are not depicted. For cost-based search to avoid death, the heuristic
would need to forecast every necessary cost 1 edge, so as to reduce its weight closer to 0. (Note that the aim of a heuristic is
to drive all the weights to 0 along optimal/good paths, and to infinity for not-good/terrible/dead-end choices.) If any cut of the
space across such edges (separating good solutions) is not foreseen, then backtracking into all of the low-cost subspaces so far
encountered commences, to multiples of depth ε−1 — one such multiple for every unforeseen cost 1 cut. Observe that in the
object-specific subspaces (the paths), a single edge ends up being multiplied into such a cut of the global space.
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Performance Comparison: All Goals. Of course the goal
x ≡ −2 is chosen to best illustrate the trap. So consider the
discovery problem for other goals. With the goal in the in-
terval 2k · [0, 1

2 ] cost-based search is twice as fast. With the
goal in the interval 2k · [ 12 , 2

3 ] the performance gap narrows
to break-even. For the last interval, 2k · [ 23 , 1〉, the size-based
approach takes the lead — by an enormous margin. There is
one additional region of interest. Taking the goal in the inter-
val 2k ·[ 23 , 3

4 ] there is a trade-off: size-based search finds a so-
lution before cost-based search, but cost-based search finds
the optimal solution first. Concerning time till optimality is
proven, the cost-based approach is monotonically faster (of
course). Specifically, the cost-based approach is faster by a
factor of 2 for goals in the region 2k · [0, 1

2 ], not faster for
goals in the region 2k · [ 34 , 1〉, and by a factor of ( 1

2 + 2α)−1

(bounded by 1 and 2) for goals of the form x ≡ 2k( 1
2 + α),

with 0 < α < 1
4 .

Performance Comparison: Feasible Goals. Considering
all goals is inappropriate in the satisficing context; to illus-
trate, consider large k, say, k = 1000. Fractions of exponen-
tials are still exponentials — even the most patient reader
will have forcibly terminated either search long before re-
ceiving any useful output. Except if the goal is of the form
x ≡ 0 ± f(k) for some sub-exponential f(k). Both ap-
proaches discover (and prove) the optimal solution in the
positive case in time O(f(k)) (with size-based performing
twice as much work). In the negative case, only the size-
based approach manages to discover a solution (the optimal
one, in time O(f(k))) before being killed. Moreover, while
it will fail to produce a proof of such before death, we, based
on superior understanding of the domain, can, and have,
shown it to be posthumously correct. (2k − f(k) > 2k · 3

4
for any sub-exponential f(k) with large enough k.)
How Good is Almost Perfect Search Control? Keep in
mind that the representation of the space as a simple k bit
counter is not available. In particular what ‘increment’ ac-
tually stands for is an inference-motivated choice of a single
operator out of a large number of executable and promising
operators at each state — in the language of Markov Deci-
sion Processes, we are allowing inference to be so close to
perfect that the optimal policy is known at all but 1 state.
Only one decision remains . . . but no methods cleverer than
search remain. Still the graph is intractably large. Cost-
based search only explores in one direction: left, say. In
the satisficing context such behavior is entirely inappropri-
ate. What is appropriate? Of course explore left first, for
considerable time even. But certainly not for 3 years before
even trying just a few expansions to the right, for that matter,
even mere thousands of expansions to the left before one or
two to the right are tried is perhaps too greedy.

3.2 Branching Trap
In the counter problem the trap is not even combinatorial;
the search problem consists of a single decision at the root,
and the trap is just an exponentially deep path. Then it
is abundantly clear that appending Towers of Hanoi to a
planning benchmark, setting its actions at ε-cost, will kill
cost-based search — even given the perfect heuristic for the
puzzle! Besides Hanoi, though, exponentially deep paths

are not typical of planning benchmarks. So in this section
we demonstrate that exponentially large subtrees on ε-cost
edges are also traps.

Consider x > 1 high cost actions and y > 1 low cost
actions in a uniform branching tree model of search space.
The model is appropriate up to the point where duplicate
state checking becomes significant. (See Figure 2.) Suppose
the solution of interest costs C, in normalized units, so the
solution lies at depth C or greater. Then cost-based search
faces a grave situation: O((x + y

1
ε )C) possibilities will be

explored before considering all potential solutions of cost C.
A size-based search only ever considers at most O((x +

y)d) = O(bd) possibilities before consideration of all po-
tential solutions of size d. Of course the more interesting
question is how long it takes to find solutions of fixed cost
rather than fixed depth. Note that C

ε ≥ d ≥ C. Assuming
the high cost actions are relevant, that is, some number of
them are needed by solutions, then we have that solutions
are not actually hidden as deep as C

ε . Suppose, for exam-
ple, that solutions tend to be a mix of high and low cost
actions in equal proportion. Then the depth of those solu-
tions with cost C is d = 2 C

1+ε (i.e., d
2 · 1 + d

2 · ε = C).
At such depths the size-based approach is the clear winner:
O((x + y)

2C
1+ε )� O((x + y

1
ε )C) (normally).

Consider, say, x = y = b
2 , then:

size effort/cost effort ≈

b
2C
1+ε /

(
x + y

1
ε

)C

< b
2C
1+ε /y

C
ε ,

< 2
C
ε /b

C
ε

1−ε
1+ε ,

<
2

b
1−ε
1+ε

C
ε

,

and, provided ε < 1−logb 2
1+logb 2 (for b = 4, ε < 1

3 ), the last is
always less than 1 and, for that matter, goes, quickly, to 0 as
C increases and/or b increases and/or ε decreases.

Generalizing, the size-based approach is faster at finding
solutions of any given cost, as long as (1) high-cost actions
constitute at least some constant fraction of the solutions
considered (high-cost actions are relevant), (2) the ratio be-
tween high-cost and low-cost is sufficiently large, (3) the ef-
fective search graph (post inference) is reasonably well mod-
eled by an infinite uniform branching tree (i.e., huge enough
to render duplicate checking negligible, or at least not es-
pecially favorable to cost-based search), and most impor-
tantly, (4) the cost function in the effective search graph still
demonstrates a sufficiently large ratio between high-cost and
low-cost edges (no inference has attempted to compensate).

4 Search Effort as Flooding Topological
Surfaces of Evaluation Functions

We view evaluation functions (f ) as topological surfaces
over search nodes, so that generated nodes are visited in,
roughly, order of f -altitude. With non-monotone evaluation
functions, the set of nodes visited before a given node is all
those contained within some basin of the appropriate depth
— picture water flowing from the initial state: if there are
dams then such a flood could temporarily visit high altitude
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nodes before low altitude nodes. (With very inconsistent
heuristics — large heuristic weights — the metaphor loses
explanatory power, as there is nowhere to go but downhill.)

All reasonable choices of search topology will eventually
lead to identifying and proving the optimal solution (e.g.,
assume finiteness, or divergence of f along infinite paths).
Some will produce a whole slew of suboptimal solutions
along the way, eventually reaching a point where one begins
to wonder if the most recently reported solution is optimal.
Others report nothing until finishing. The former are inter-
ruptible (Zilberstein 1998), which is one way to more for-
mally define satisficing.3 Admissible cost-based topology is
the least interruptible choice: the only reported solution is
also the last path considered. Define the cost-optimal foot-
print as the set of plans considered. Gaining interruptibility
is a matter of raising the altitude of large portions of the cost-
optimal footprint in exchange for lowering the altitude of a
smaller set of non-footprint search nodes — allowing sub-
optimal solutions to be considered. Note that interruptibility
comes at the expense of total work.

So, somewhat confirming the intuition that interruptibility
is a reasonable notion of satisficing: the cost-optimal ap-
proach is the worst-possible approach (short of deliberately
wasting computation) to satisficing. Said another way, prov-
ing optimality is about increasing the lower bound on true
value, while solution discovery is about decreasing the up-
per bound on true value. It seems appropriate to assume that
the fastest way to decrease the upper bound is more or less
the opposite of the fastest way to increase the lower bound
— with the notable exception of the very last computation
one will ever do for the problem: making the two bounds
meet (proving optimality).

For size-based topology, with respect to any cost-based
variant, the ‘large’ set is the set of longer yet cheaper plans,
while the ‘small’ set is the shorter yet costlier plans. In gen-
eral one expects there to be many more longer plans than
shorter plans in combinatorial problems, so that the increase
in total work is small, relative to the work that had to be done
eventually (exhaust the many long, cheap, plans). The addi-
tional work is considering exactly plans that are costlier than
necessary (potentially suboptimal solutions). So the idea of
the trade-off is good, but even the best version of a purely
size-based topology will not be the best trade-off possible —
intuitively the search shouldn’t be completely blind to costs:
just defensive about possible ε-traps.

Actually, there is a common misconception here about
search nodes and states due to considering uniformly
branching trees as a model of state-space: putting states and
search nodes in correspondence. Duplicate detection and re-
expansion are, in practice, important issues. In particular
not finding the cheapest path first comes with a price, re-
expansion, so the satisficing intent comes hand in hand with
re-expansion of states. So, for example, besides the obvious
kind of re-expansion that IDA∗ (Korf 1985) performs be-
tween iterations, it is also true that it considers paths which
A∗ never would (even subsequent to arming IDA∗ with a
transposition table) — it is not really true that one can re-

3Another way that Zilberstein suggests is to specify a contract;
the 2008 planning competition has such a format (Helmert, Do, and
Refanidis 2008).
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Figure 3: Rendezvous problems. Diagonal edges cost 7,000,
exterior edges cost 10,000. Board/Debark cost 1.

order consideration of paths however one pleases. In partic-
ular at least some kind of breadth-first bias is appropriate, so
as to avoid finding woefully suboptimal plans to states early
on, triggering giant cascades of re-expansion later on.

For thorough consideration of blending size and cost con-
siderations in the design of evaluation functions see (Thayer
and Ruml 2010). Earlier work in evaluation function de-
sign beyond just simplistic heuristic weighting is in (Pohl
1973). Dechter and Pearl give a highly technical account
of the properties of generalized best-first search strategies,
focusing on issues of computational optimality, but, mostly
from the perspective of search constrained to proving opti-
mality in the path metric (Dechter and Pearl 1985).

5 ε-cost Trap in Practice
In this section we demonstrate existence of the problematic
planner behavior in a realistic setting: running LAMA on
problems in the travel domain (simplified ZenoTravel, zoom
and fuel removed), as well as two other IPC domains. Anal-
ysis of LAMA is complicated by many factors, so we also
test the behavior of SapaReplan on simpler instances (but in
all of ZenoTravel). The first set of problems concern a ren-
dezvous at the center city in the location graph depicted in
Figure 3; the optimal plan arranges a rendezvous at the cen-
ter city. The second set of problems is to swap the positions
of passengers located at the endpoints of a chain of cities.

For thorough empirical analysis of cost issues in standard
benchmarks see (Richter and Westphal 2010).

5.1 LAMA
In this section we demonstrate the performance problem
wrought by ε-cost in a state-of-the-art (2008) planner —
LAMA (Richter and Westphal 2010), the leader of the cost-
sensitive (satisficing) track of IPC’08 (Helmert, Do, and Re-
fanidis 2008). With a completely trivial recompilation (set a
flag) one can make it ignore the given cost function, effec-
tively searching by fs. With slightly more work one can do
better and have it use f̂s as its evaluation function, i.e., have
the heuristic estimate d̂ and the search be size-based, but still
compute costs correctly for branch-and-bound. Call this lat-
ter modification LAMA-size. Ultimately, the observation is
that LAMA-size outperforms LAMA — an astonishing feat
for such a trivial change in implementation.
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Domain LAMA LAMA-size
Rendezvous 70.8% 83.0%

Elevators 79.2% 93.6%
Woodworking 76.6% 64.1%

Table 1: IPC metric on LAMA variants.

LAMA4 defies analysis in a number of ways: landmarks,
preferred operators, dynamic evaluation functions, multiple
open lists, and delayed evaluation, all of which effect po-
tential search plateaus in complex ways. Nonetheless, it is
essentially a cost-based approach.
Results.5 With more than about 8 total passengers, LAMA
is unable to complete any search stage except the first (the
greedy search). For the same problems, LAMA-size finds
the same first plan (the heuristic values differ, but not the
structure), but is then subsequently able to complete further
stages of search. In so doing it sees marked improvement in
cost; on the larger problems this is due only to finding bet-
ter variants on the greedy plan. Other domains are included
for broader perspective, woodworking in particular was cho-
sen as a likely counter-example, as all the actions concern
just one type of physical object and the costs are not wildly
different. For the same reasons we would expect LAMA to
out-perform LAMA-size in some cost-enhanced version of
Blocksworld.

5.2 SapaReplan
We also consider the behavior of SapaReplan on the sim-
pler set of problems.6 This planner is much less sophisti-
cated in terms of its search than LAMA, in the sense of being
much closer to a straight up implementation of weighted A*
search. The problem is just to swap the locations of passen-
gers located on either side of a chain of cities. A plane starts
on each side, but there is no actual advantage to using more
than one (for optimizing either of size or cost): the second
plane exists to confuse the planner. Observe that smallest
and cheapest plans are the same. So in some sense the con-
cepts have become only superficially different; but this is
just what makes the problem interesting, as despite this sim-
ilarity, still the behavior of search is strongly affected by the
nature of the evaluation function. We test the performance
of f̂s and fc, as well as a hybrid evaluation function similar
to f̂s + fc (with costs normalized). We also test hybridizing
via tie-breaking conditions, which ought to have little effect
given the rest of the search framework.
Results.7 The size-based evaluation functions find better
cost plans faster (within the deadline) than cost-based evalu-
ation functions. The hybrid evaluation function also does

4Options: ‘fFlLi’.
5New best plans for Elevators were found (largely by LAMA-

size). The baseline planner’s score is 71.8% against the better ref-
erence plans.

6Except that these problems are run on all of ZenoTravel.
7The results differ markedly between the 2 and 3 city sets of

problems because the sub-optimal relaxed plan extraction in the
2-cities problems coincidentally produces an essentially perfect
heuristic in many of them. One should infer that the solutions found
in the 2-cities problems are sharply bimodal in quality and that the
meaning of the average is then significantly different than in the
3-cities problems.

2 Cities 3 Cities
Mode Score Rank Score Rank
Hybrid 88.8% 1 43.1% 2

Size 83.4% 2 43.7% 1
Size, tie-break on cost 82.1% 3 43.1% 2
Cost, tie-break on size 77.8% 4 33.3% 3

Cost 77.8% 4 33.3% 3

Table 2: IPC metric on SapaReplan variants in ZenoTravel.

relatively well, but not as well as could be hoped. Tie-
breaking has little effect, sometimes negative.

We note that Richter and Westphal (2010) also report
that replacing cost-based evaluation function with a pure
size-based one improves performance over LAMA in mul-
tiple other domains. Our version of LAMA-size uses a cost-
sensitive size-based search (ĥs), and our results, in the do-
mains we investigated, seem to show bigger improvements
over the size-based variation on LAMA obtained by com-
pletely ignoring costs (hs, i.e., setting the compilation flag).
Also observe that one need not accept a tradeoff: calculat-
ing log10 ε−1 ≤ 2 (3? 1.5?) and choosing between LAMA
and LAMA-size appropriately would be an easy way to im-
prove performance simultaneously in ZenoTravel (4 orders
of magnitude) and Woodworking (< 2 orders of magnitude).

Finally, while LAMA-size outperforms LAMA, our theory
of ε-cost traps suggests that cost-based search should fail
even more spectacularly. In the appendix, we take a much
closer look at the travel domain and present a detailed study
of which extensions of LAMA help it temporarily mask the
pernicious effects of cost-based search. Our conclusion is
that both LAMA and SapaReplan manage to find solutions
to problems in the travel domain despite the use of a cost-
based evaluation function by using various tricks to induce a
limited amount of depth-first behavior in an A∗-framework.
This has the potential effect of delaying exploration of the
ε-cost plateaus slightly, past the discovery of a solution, but
still each planner is ultimately trapped by such plateaus be-
fore being able to find really good solutions. In other words,
such tricks are mostly serving to mask the problems of cost-
based search (and ε-cost), as they merely delay failure by
just enough that one can imagine that the planner is now ef-
fective (because it returns a solution where before it returned
none). Using a size-based evaluation function more directly
addresses the existence of cost plateaus, and not surpris-
ingly leads to improvement over the equivalent cost-based
approach — even with LAMA.

6 Conclusion
The practice of combinatorial search in automated planning
is (often) satisficing. There is a great call for deeper theories
of satisficing search (e.g., a formal definition agreeing with
practice is a start), and one perhaps significant obstacle in
the way of such research is the pervasive notion that perfect
problem solvers are the ones giving only perfect solutions.
Actually implementing cost-based, systematic, combinato-
rial, search reinforces this notion, and therein lies its great-
est harm. (Simply defining search as if “strictly positive edge
weights” is good enough in practice is also harmful.)

In support of the position we demonstrated the technical
difficulties arising from such use of a cost-based evaluation
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function, largely by arguing that the size-based alternative is
a notably more effective default strategy. We argued that us-
ing cost as the basis for plan evaluation is a purely exploita-
tive/greedy perspective, leading to least interruptible behav-
ior. Being least interruptible, it follows that implementing
cost-based search will typically be immediately harmful to
that particular application. Exceptions will abound, for ex-
ample if costs are not wildly varying. The lasting harm,
though, in taking cost-based evaluation functions as the de-
fault approach, failing to document any sort of justification
for the risk so taken, is in reinforcing the wrong definition of
satisficing in the first place. In conclusion, as a rule: Cost-
based search is harmful.
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A Deeper Analysis of the Results in Travel
Domain

In this section we analyze the reported behavior of LAMA
and SapaReplan in greater depth. We begin with a general
analysis of the domain itself and the behavior of (simplistic)
systematic state-space search upon it, concluding that cost-
based methods suffer an enormous disadvantage. The empir-
ical results are not nearly so dramatic as the dire predictions
of the theory, or at least do not appear so. We consider to
what extent the various additional techniques of the planners
(violating the assumptions of the theory) in fact mitigate the
pitfalls of ε-cost, and to what extent these only serve to mask
the difficulty.

A.1 Analysis of Travel Domain
We argue that search under fc pays a steep price in time and
memory relative to search under f̂s. The crux of the matter is
that the domain is reversible, so relaxation-based heuristics
cannot penalize fruitless or even counter-productive passen-
ger movements by more than the edge-weight of that move-
ment. Then plateaus in g are plateaus in f , and the plateaus
in gc are enormous.

First note that the domain has a convenient structure: The
global state space is the product of the state space of shuf-
fling planes around between cities/airports via the fly ac-
tion (expensive), and the state space of shuffling people
around between (stationary) planes and cities/airports via
the board/debark actions (cheap). For example, in the ren-
dezvous problems, there are 54 = 625 possible assignments
of planes to cities, and (5 + 4)2k possible assignments of
passengers to locations (planes + cities), so that the global
state space has exactly 54 · 92k reachable states (with k the
number of passengers at one of the origins).8

Boarding and debarking passengers is extremely cheap,
say on the order of cents, while flying planes between cities

8Fuel and zoom are distracting aspects of ZenoTravel-STRIPS,
so we remove them. Clever domain analysis could do the same.
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is quite a bit more expensive, say on the order of hundreds of
dollars (from the perspective of passengers). So 1

ε ≈ 10000
for this domain — a constant, but much too large to ignore.

To analyze state-space approaches in greater depth let
us make all of the following additional assumptions: The
heuristic is relaxation-based, imperfect, and in particular
heuristic error is due to the omission of actions from re-
laxed solutions relative to real solutions. Heuristic error is
not biased in favor of less error in estimation of needed fly
actions — in this problem planes are mobiles and containers
whereas people are only mobiles. Finally, there are signifi-
cantly but not overwhelmingly more passengers than planes.

Then consider a child node, in plane-space, that is in fact
the correct continuation of its parent, but the heuristic fails
to realize it. So its f is higher by the cost or size of one
plane movement: 1 under normalized costs. Moreover as-
sume that moving passengers is not heuristically good (in
this particular subspace). (Indeed, moving passengers is usu-
ally a bad idea.) Then moving a passenger increases fc by
at most 2ε (and at least ε), once for gc and once for hc.
As 1

2ε ≈ 5000 we have that search under fc explores the
passenger-shuffling space of the parent to, at least, depth
5000. Should the total heuristic error in fact exceed one fly
action, then each such omission will induce backtracking to
a further 5000 levels: for any search node n reached by a fly
action set ec(n) = fc(x)−fc(n) with x some solution of in-
terest (set es similarly). Then if search node n ever appears
on the open list it will have its passenger-shuffling subspace
explored, under fc, to at least depth ec · 5000 before x is
found (and at most depth ec · 1

ε ). Under f̂s, we have instead
exploration up to at least depth es · 12 and at most depth es · 11 .

As 5000 objects is already far above the capabilities of
any current domain-independent planners, we can say that
at most plane-shuffling states considered, cost-based search
exhausts the entire associated passenger-shuffling space dur-
ing backtracking. That is, it stops exploring the space due to
exhausting finite possibilities, rather than by adding up suf-
ficiently many instances of 2ε increases in f — the result is
the same as if the cost of passenger movement was 0. Worse,
such exhaustion commences immediately upon backtracking
for the first time (with admissible heuristics). Unless very
inadmissible (large heuristic weights), then even with inad-
missible heuristics, still systematic search should easily get
trapped on cost plateaus — before finding a solution.

In contrast, size-based search will be exhausting only
those passenger assignments differing in at most es values;
in the worst case this is equivalent to the cost-based method,
but for good heuristics is a notable improvement. (In ad-
dition the size-based search will be exploring the plane-
shuffling space deeper, but that space is [assumed to be]
much smaller than any single passenger-shuffling space.)
Then it is likely the case that cost-based search dies before
reporting a solution while size-based search manages to find
one or more.

A.2 Analyzing LAMA’s Performance
While LAMA-size out-performs LAMA, it is hardly as dra-
matic a difference as predicted above. Here we analyze the
results in greater depth, in an attempt to understand how
LAMA avoids being immediately trapped by the passenger-

shuffling spaces. Our best, but not intuitive, explanation is
its pessimistic delayed evaluation leads to a temporary sort
of depth-first bias, allowing it to skip exhaustion of many of
the passenger-shuffling spaces until after finding a solution.
So, (quite) roughly, LAMA is able to find one solution, but
not two.
Landmarks. The passenger-shuffling subspaces are search
plateaus, so, the most immediate hypothesis is that LAMA’s
use of landmarks helps it realize the futility of large portions
of such plateaus (i.e., by pruning them). However, LAMA
uses landmarks only as a heuristic, and in particular uses
them to order an additional (also cost-based) open list (tak-
ing every other expansion from that list), and the end result is
actually greater breadth of exploration, not greater pruning.
Multiple Open Lists. Then an alternative hypothesis is that
LAMA avoids immediate death by virtue of this additional
exploration, i.e., one open list may be stuck on an enormous
search plateau, but if the other still has guidance then po-
tentially LAMA can find solutions due to the secondary list.
In fact, the lists interact in a complex way so that conceiv-
ably the multiple-list approach even allows LAMA to ‘tun-
nel’ out of search plateaus (in either list, so long as the
search plateaus do not coincide). Indeed the secondary list
improves performance, but turning it off still did not cripple
LAMA in our tests (unreported), let alone outright kill it.
Small Instances. It is illuminating to consider the behavior
of LAMA and LAMA-size with only 4 passengers total; here
the problem is small enough that optimality can be proved.
LAMA-size terminates in about 12 minutes. LAMA termi-
nates in about 14.5 minutes. Of course the vast majority of
time is spent in the last iteration (with heuristic weight 1
and all actions considered) — and both are unrolling the ex-
act same portion of state space (which is partially verifiable
by noting that it reports the same number of unique states in
both modes). There is only one way that such a result is at all
possible: the cost-based search is re-expanding many more
states. That is difficult to believe; if anything it is the size-
based approach that should be finding a greater number of
suboptimal paths before hitting upon the cheapest. The ex-
planation is two-fold. First of all pessimistic delayed evalua-
tion leads to a curious sort of depth-first behavior. Secondly,
cost-based search pays far more dearly for failing to find the
cheapest path first.
Delayed Evaluation. LAMA’s delayed evaluation is not
equivalent to just pushing the original search evaluation
function down one level. This is because it is the heuristic
which is delayed, not the full evaluation function. LAMA’s
evaluation function is the sum of the parent’s heuristic on
cost-to-go and the child’s cost-to-reach: fL(n) = g(n) +
h(n.p.v). One can view this technique, then, as a transfor-
mation of the original heuristic. Crucially, the technique in-
creases the inconsistency of the heuristic. Consider an opti-
mal path and the perfect heuristic. Under delayed evaluation
of the perfect heuristic, each sub-path has an fL-value in ex-
cess of f∗ by exactly the cost of the last edge. So a high
cost edge followed by a low cost edge demonstrates the non-
monotonicity of fL induced by the inconsistency wrought by
delayed evaluation. The problem with non-monotonic eval-
uation functions is not the decreases per se, but the increases
that precede them. In this case, a low cost edge followed by
a high cost edge along an optimal path induces backtracking
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despite the perfection of the heuristic prior to being delayed.
Depth-first Bias. Consider some parent n and two children
x and y (x.p = n, y.p = n) with x reached by some cheap
action and y reached by some expensive action. Observe that
siblings are always expanded in order of their cost-to-reach
(as they share the same heuristic value), so x is expanded
before y. Now, delaying evaluation of the heuristic was pes-
simistic: h(x.v) was taken to be h(n.v), so that it appears
that x makes no progress relative to n. Suppose the pes-
simism was unwarranted, for argument’s sake, say entirely
unwarranted: h(x.v) = h(n.v) − c(x.a). Then consider a
cheap child of x, say w. We have:

fL(w) = g(w) + h(x.v),
= g(x) + c(w.a) + h(n.v)− c(x.a),
= fL(x)− c(x.a) + c(w.a),
= f(n) + c(w.a),

so in particular, fL(w) < fL(y) because f(n) + c(w.a) <
f(n) + c(y.a). Again suppose that w makes full progress
towards the goal (the pessimism was entirely unwarranted),
so h(w.v) = h(x.v)− c(w.a). So any of its cheap children,
say z, satisfies:

fL(z) = g(w) + c(z.a) + h(x.v)− c(w.a),
= fL(w)− c(w.a) + c(z.a),
= fL(x)− c(x.a) + c(w.a)− c(w.a) + c(z.a),
= fL(x)− c(x.a) + c(z.a),
= f(n) + c(z.a).

Inductively, any low-cost-reachable descendant, say x′, that
makes full heuristic progress, has an fL value of the form
f(n) + c(x′.a), and in particular, fL(x′) < fL(y), that is,
all such descendants are expanded prior to y.

Generalizing, any low-cost-reachable and not heuristi-
cally bad descendant of any cheaply reachable child (x) is
expanded prior to any expensive sibling (y).9 Call that the
good low-cost subspace.

Once such an expensive sibling is finally expanded (and
the cost is found to be justified by the heuristic), then its de-
scendants can start to compete on even footing once more.
Except for the good low-cost subspaces: the good low-cost
subspace of x is entirely expanded prior to the good low-
cost subspace of y. In practice this means that LAMA is quite
consistent about taking all promising low cost actions imme-
diately, globally, like boarding all passengers in a problem,
rather than starting some fly action halfway through a board-
ing sequence.

Then LAMA exhibits a curious, temporary, depth-first be-
havior initially, but in the large exhibits the normal breadth-
first bias of systematic search. Depth-first behavior certainly
results in finding an increasingly good sequence of plans to
the same state. In this case, at every point in the best plan to
some state where a less-expensive sibling leads to a slightly
worse plan to the same state is a point at which LAMA finds
a worse plan first. The travel domain is very strongly con-
nected, so there are many such opportunities, and so we have
a reasonable explanation for how LAMA could possibly be

9The bound on heuristic badness is c(y.a).

re-expanding more states than LAMA-size in the smallest in-
stances of the travel domain.
Overhead. Moreover, the impact of failing to find the right
plan first is quite distinct in the two planners. Consider two
paths to the same plane-shuffling state, the second one actu-
ally (but not heuristically) better. Then LAMA has already
expanded the vast majority, if not the entirety, of the asso-
ciated passenger-shuffling subspace before finding the sec-
ond plan. That entire set is then re-expanded. The size-
based approach is not compelled to exhaust the passenger-
shuffling subspaces in the first place (indeed, it is compelled
to backtrack to other possibilities), and so in the same situa-
tion ends up performing less re-expansion work within each
passenger-shuffling subspace. Then even if the size-based
approach is overall making more mistakes in its use of planes
(finding worse plans first), which is to be expected, the price
per such mistake is notably smaller.
Summary. LAMA is out-performed by LAMA-size, due to
the former spending far too much time expanding and re-
expanding states in the ε-cost plateaus. It fails in “depth-
first” mode: finding not-cheapest almost-solutions, exhaust-
ing the associated cheap subspace, backtracking, finding a
better path to the same state, re-exhausting that subspace,
. . . , in particular exhausting memory extremely slowly (it
spends all of its time re-exhausting the same subspaces).

A.3 Analyzing the Performance of SapaReplan
The contrasting failure mode, “breadth-first”, is character-
ized by exhausting each such subspace as soon as it is en-
countered, thereby rapidly exhausting memory, without ever
finding solutions. This is largely the behavior of SapaRe-
plan (which does eager evaluation), with cost-based methods
running out of memory (much sooner than the deadline, 30
minutes) and size-based methods running out of time. So for
SapaReplan it is the size-based methods that are performing
many more re-expansions, as in a much greater amount of
time they are failing to run out of memory. From the results,
these re-expansions must be in a useful area of the search
space.

In particular it seems that the cost-based methods must
indeed be exhausting the passenger-shuffling spaces more
or less as soon as they are encountered — as otherwise it
would be impossible to both consume all of memory yet fail
to find better solutions. (Even with fuel there are simply too
few distinct states modulo passenger-shuffling.) However,
they do find solutions before getting trapped, in contradic-
tion with theory.

The explanation is just that the cost-based methods are run
with large (5) heuristic weight, thereby introducing signifi-
cant depth-first bias (but not nearly so significant as with pes-
simistic delayed evaluation), so that it is possible for them to
find a solution before attempting to exhaust such subspaces.
It follows that they find solutions within seconds, and then
spend minutes exhausting memory (and indeed that is what
occurs). The size-based methods are run with small heuris-
tic weight (2) as they tend to perform better in the long run
that way. It would be more natural to use the same heuris-
tic weight for both types, but, the cost-based approaches do
conform to theory with small heuristic weights — producing
no solutions, hardly an interesting comparison.
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Abstract

Considering heuristic search for satisficing and cost-optimal
planning, we introduce the notion of global safeness of a
heuristic, a property weaker than the standard safeness, which
we claim is better for heuristic search. We describe one con-
crete approach for creating globally safe and optimality pre-
serving heuristics by exploiting information in the history of
the search via a new form of inference related to existential
landmarks. We evaluate our approach on some state-of-the-
art heuristic search tools for cost-optimal planning, and dis-
cuss the outcomes of this evaluation.

Introduction
These days, state-space heuristic search is the most promi-
nent approach to classical planning, though the way it is
exploited in planning differ in some crucial respects from
the way it is approached in the search community. In most
heuristic search literature, the assumption is that the search
problem and the heuristic are both given as a “black box”—
the structure of the search space and the way the heuristic
works are hidden from the search algorithm. This assump-
tion suffices for analyzing various properties of the search
algorithms, but limits the palette of generic enhancements
that can possibly be applied to heuristic search. In con-
trast, in domain independent planning, the structure of the
search space is made explicit by means of a description
of the problem in terms of state variables, action precon-
ditions and effects specified in terms of these state vari-
ables, and so on. This allows for exploiting more in-
formation than would be available in “classical” heuristic
search. This is not a new observation — in fact, helpful ac-
tions and preferred operators (Hoffmann and Nebel 2001;
Helmert 2006) are just one example of using more infor-
mation than would be available for a “classical” heuristic-
search algorithm.

Although preferred operators still only look at one search
state, recent work has shown that it’s possible use more in-
formation than is available in a single state. One example is
the LM-A∗ search algorithm (Karpas and Domshlak 2009),
which uses information from multiple paths in the search
space to enhance landmark-based heuristics. Another ex-
ample of a “non-classical” heuristic is selective-max, an on-
line learning approach which uses information from previ-

ously evaluated states, in the form of examples for a classi-
fier (Domshlak, Karpas, and Markovitch 2010).

In this paper, we continue this line of investigation by tak-
ing a closer look at the safeness property of heuristics. A
heuristic function h is called safe if for all states s ∈ S, if
h declares s to be a dead-end (that is, h(s) = ∞), then s
really is a dead-end. We claim that this definition is too re-
strictive, and instead formulate the more desired property of
global-safeness. We also demonstrate how one can derive
a path-dependent globally-safe heuristic, and draw connec-
tions to a new type of information which can be inferred,
which we call existential landmark.

Preliminaries
We consider planning tasks formulated in STRIPS (Fikes and
Nilsson 1971). A planning task Π = 〈P,A, s0, G〉, where P
is a set of propositions, A is a set of actions, each of which
is a triple a = 〈pre(a), add(a), del(a)〉, s0 ⊆ P is the inital
state, and G ⊆ P is the goal. For ease of notation and with-
out loss of generality, in what follows we assume that there
is a single goal proposition (G = {pg}), which can only be
achieved by one action, END.

An action a is applicable in a state s if pre(a) ⊆ s.
Applying action a in state s results in the new state s′ =
(s \ del(a))∪ add(a). A sequnce of actions 〈a0, a1, . . . , an〉
is applicable in state s0 if a0 is applicable in s0 and results
in state s1, a1 is applicable in s1 and results in s2, and so on.
An action sequence 〈a0, a1, . . . , an〉 is a valid plan for Π if
it is applicable in s0, and an = END. An optimal plan is
(one of) the shortest such valid plans. If π1 and π2 are two
action sequences, by π1 · π2 we denote the concatenation of
π1 and π2.

Globally Safe Heuristics
A heuristic h is safe, if for every state s from which there
is a path to the goal, h(s) < ∞. In other words, h does
not declare any false dead ends. Most of the heuristics used
in domain-independent planning (including those based on
delete-relaxation, abstractions, and critical paths) are safe.

While safeness can be a useful property for pruning search
sub-spaces, it is relevant only in problems exhibiting dead-
ends in the first place. In general, we claim that safeness
is too strong a requirement. Consider the hypothetical ideal
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case, where we have a heuristic assigning a value of h∗ (or,
actually, any other finite value) to the states along some op-
timal plan, and∞ to all other states. Using any reasonable
search algorithm with this heuristic would lead straight to
finding an optimal solution, without getting sidetracked at
all. However, this heuristic is clearly not safe, since it de-
clares many false dead-ends. This idealized scenario sug-
gests examining substantial relaxations of the safeness prop-
erty, defined below.

Definition 1 (G-safe & GO-safe heuristics) A heuristic h
is called globally safe (G-safe, for short) if, for any plan-
ning task Π, if Π is solvable, then there exists a valid plan
ρ for Π such that for any state s along ρ, h(s) < ∞. In
particular, if there exists such an optimal plan ρ, then h is
called globally safe with respect to optimality (or GO-safe,
for short).

The following proposition follows directly from the defi-
nition.

Proposition 1 Safeness implies GO-safeness implies G-
safeness.

The next propositions capture the main attractiveness of
employing G-safe and GO-safe heuristics.

Proposition 2 Any complete systematic search algorithm,
which detects dead-ends using a G-safe heuristic h, will find
a solution for any solvable planning task Π.

Proof sketch: h is G-safe, and thus there is a plan ρ such that
states along ρ are not declared by h to be dead-ends. Let s
be the shallowest state along ρ which has not been expanded
yet. Since we are using a complete search algorithm, search
will not terminate before s is expanded, unless another so-
lution is found before that. Thus, either the solution ρ will
be found, or another solution will be found before ρ is fully
expanded.

Proposition 3 Let h be a GO-safe heuristic, admissible for
all states which it does not declare as dead-ends. Then, for
any solvable planning task Π, A∗ search using h will find an
optimal solution for Π.

Proof sketch: Consider the transition system induced by
h, which is the transition system of Π, with edges outgoing
from states that are declared by h to be dead-ends removed.
This is the transition system that is searched when using h.
Because h is GO-safe, every optimal path to the goal in the
induced transition system corresponds to an optimal solution
of Π. And since h is admissible in the induced transition
system, A∗ will find an optimal path in that system.

While the notion of globally safe heuristics is appealing in
theory, we still need to show that a concrete non-trivial in-
stance of this notion actually exists. Indeed, at the moment
of writing this paper, we could not provide the reader with
an interesting example of state-dependent G-safe heuristics.
However, the situation is different with the more general

family of path-dependent heuristics, and thus we proceed
with formalizing our relaxed versions of safeness with re-
spect to such heuristics.

Definition 2 (G-safe path-dependent heuristic) A path-
dependent heuristic h is called G-safe, if, for any planning
task Π, if Π is solvable, then there exists a valid plan ρ for
Π, such that for every prefix ρ′ of ρ, h(ρ) < ∞. That is,
when h evaluates any prefix of ρ, it is not declared as a
dead-end. In particular, if there exists such an optimal plan
ρ, then h is called GO-safe.

In fact, since any state-dependent heuristic can be seen
as a path-dependent heuristic which only looks at the last
state reached by the path, Definition 1 can be seen as a
special case of Definition 2. In the rest of the paper, we
describe a procedure for creating GO-safe path-dependent
heuristics, and share our findings on the empirical effective-
ness of adopting GO-safeness.

Unjustified Actions and Global Safeness
Our G-safe path-dependent heuristics are based upon the no-
tion unjustified actions. Informally, an action along a plan is
unjustified if removing it from that plan does not invalidate
the latter. In order to formally define unjustified actions, we
use the notion of plan’s causal links.

Let π = 〈a0, a1, . . . an〉 be an action sequence applicable
in state s0. The triple 〈ai, p, aj〉 forms a causal link if i < j,
p ∈ add(ai), p ∈ pre(aj), p 6∈ si (si is the state before
applying action ai), and for i < k < j, p 6∈ del(ak) ∪
add(ak). In other words, p is a precondition of aj , and is
achieved by ai, and is not deleted or added by some other
action until aj occurs. In such a causal link, ai is called its
supporter, and aj is called its consumer.

Definition 3 (Unjustified Action) Given a plan ρ =
〈a0, a1, . . . an〉, the action instance ai 6= END is unjusti-
fied if there is no causal link in ρ such that ai is the supporter
in that causal link.

An immediate from the definition, yet important for what
comes next, property is that optimal plans never contain un-
justified actions. This brings us to define “hopeless paths”
in the (forward) search.

Definition 4 (Hopeless paths) For any planning task Π,
path π from the initial state s0 to a state s is hopeless if there
is no path π′ from s to the goal such that π · π′ contains no
unjustified actions.

In other words, if π is hopeless, then any plan that has π as
a prefix will contain unjustified occurrences of actions. Us-
ing this definition, we can finally formulate the connection
between unjustified actions and global safeness.

Theorem 1 (Global path-dependent safeness) Let h be a
safe path-dependent heuristic. Then the path-dependent
heuristic

h′(π) :=
{∞ if π is hopeless
h(π) otherwise
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is a GO-safe path-dependent heuristic.

Proof sketch: Again, the claim trivially holds for unsolv-
able tasks. Let Π be a solvable planning task, and let
ρ = 〈a0, a1, . . . an〉 be an optimal plan for Π. By the virtue
of being optimal, π does not contain any unjustified actions.
Let π = 〈a0, a1, . . . ai〉 be a prefix of ρ, leading to state s.
Then π′ = 〈ai+1, ai+2, . . . an〉 is a path from s to the goal,
such that π · π′ contains no unjustified actions. Therefore π
is not hopeless, and there thus is at least one optimal plan
which is never declared as a dead-end by h′.

A word of caution is in place here. Note that according
to Theorem 1 it might be safe to declare a path π as a dead-
end, but not the state s to which π leads. This happens be-
cause of the path-dependent nature of unjustified actions. To
illustrate that, consider the following simple planning task
Π = 〈P,A, s0, G〉, where P = {p1, p2, pg}, s0 = {},
G = {pg}, and the following actions:
• a1 = 〈∅, {p1}, ∅〉
• a2 = 〈{p1}, {p2}, ∅〉
• a12 = 〈∅, {p1, p2}, ∅〉
• END = 〈{p1, p2}, {pg}, ∅〉
Following path π = 〈a1, a12〉 leads to state s = {p1, p2}.
Action a1 along π can not be justified, since a12 achieves p1,
the proposition that a1 achieves, and it is not a consumer of
a1. Therefore, π is hopeless (since there is no path π′ from
s to the goal that can justify a1), and it is indeed globally
safe to declare path π as a dead-end. However, it is not safe
to declare state s as a dead-end, since Π is solvable, and it
is easy to see that s lies on any solution path. The following
theorem addresses this issue.

Theorem 2 (Global safeness along optimal paths)
If h be a safe heuristic, then the heuristic

h′(s) :=
{∞ if some optimal path from s0 to s is hopeless
h(s) otherwise

is a GO-safe heuristic.

Proof sketch: Let Π be a (solvable) planning task, and s be
a state of Π. If there is no optimal plan for Π which goes
through state s, then by definition, it is GO-safe to declare s
as a dead end. Assume now that there is an optimal plan ρ =
ρ1 · ρ2 for Π such that applying ρ1 in s0 leads to s. Let π be
an optimal path from s0 to s. Assume for contradiction that
π is hopeless, and there is no path π′ from s to the goal such
that π ·π′ contains no unjustified actions. Then, specifically,
π · ρ2 contains some unjustified action. However, π · ρ2 is
an optimal plan (since π is an optimal path to s, ρ2 is an
optimal path from s to the goal, and s is along an optimal
plan), and that contradicts the fact that optimal plans never
contain unjustified actions. Hence, if an optimal path π from
s0 to state s is hopeless, then s is not on an optimal path from
s0 to the goal.

The problem with applying Theorem 2 is that we do not
always know when the current path to some state s is indeed

optimal. However, by modifying the A∗ search algorithm to
reevaluate the heuristic every time a state s is reopened (be-
cause a shorter path to s has been found), we can prune states
according to Theorem 2, and still guarantee that the search
will return an optimal solution. For the sake of brevity, we
omit a formal proof of this, but refer the reader to the proof
that A∗ with an admissible heuristic returns an optimal so-
lution, and specifically to the following lemma (Pearl 1984,
p. 78, Lemma 2): Let n′ be the shallowest open node on an
optimal path π from s0 to some arbitrary node n′′. Then
g(n′) = g?(n′).

Exploiting Unjustified Actions in Search
While Theorem 1 brings us closer to globally safe heuristics,
we still need a way of identifying whether a given path from
the initial state is hopeless. In what follows, we close the
gap by presenting two such methods.

Existential Landmarks
Suppose state s was reached via path π = 〈a0, a1, . . . , an〉.
Using standard causal link analysis, we can identify the
causal links present in π. We make one slight enhancment
to the standard analysis by not allowing an action a to jus-
tify its inverse action a′, where inverse actions are identified
according to the criteria in Hoffmann (2002). Denote by U
the set of actions in π which are not supporters in any causal
link in π. The pseudo code for extracting U is depicted in
Figure 1.

For π to have a continuation π′ such that π · π′ has no
useless occurrences of actions (and thus not be hopeless),
every action in U must be the supporter of some action in
π′. Using the same causal link analysis, we can also identify
which propositions can possibly appear in such causal links
for each action. Denote by pp(a) the set of propositions
which a ∈ U is potentially a supporter of. Note that in some
cases, it is possible to detect dead-ends, just by noticing that
pp(a) = ∅, which means that all of the effects of a have
either been reachieved by some other action or deleted, and
so there is no way to justify a.

For π · π′ to contain no useless actions, for all a ∈ U , a
must support some proposition in pp(a). Let ia(a) = {a′ |
pre(a′)∩pp(a) 6= ∅} denote the set of all actions which have
a precondition in pp(a). Then any continuation π′ of π, such
that π · π′ contains no useless occurrences of actions, must
use an action from ia(a) for each a ∈ U . Although this
seems similar to the notion of disjunctive action landmark,
the difference is that ia(a) does not constrain all plans, but
rather only optimal plans having π as a prefix. Since ia(a)
means that there exists some plan which achieves it, we call
it an existential disjunctive action landmark.

Once we have these existential disjunctive action land-
marks, it is possible to reason about them in combination
with “regular” landmarks. For example, it is possible to
find a cost partitioning between these existential disjunc-
tive action landmarks, and any other set of landmarks, such
as those used by hLA (Karpas and Domshlak 2009). The
“achievers” of such an existential disjunctive action land-
mark are simply the actions that compose the landmark.
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causal-link-analysis(π)
support := ∅
// support holds pairs of propositions
// and the actions that supported them
for ai ∈ π (in order)

update(ai)

update(a)
for p ∈ (pre(a) ∩ supported props)

// We have used the supported proposition,
// it is no longer unjustified
a′ := supporter(p)
// Make sure an action doesn’t justify its inverse
if a′ is not the inverse of a

// remove a′ and all its supported propositions
support := support \ {〈p′, a′〉|∃p′ : 〈p′, a′〉 ∈ support}

for p ∈ (add(a) ∪ del(a))
// We need to justify the effects of a later
if p ∈ supported props

// This effect was already achived by another action
// we need to make sure this is not its last effect
a′ := supporter(p)
support := support \ {〈p, a′〉}
if supported by(a′) = ∅ then

return dead-end
support := support ∪ {〈p, a〉}

Macros used:
supported props ≡ {p|∃a : 〈p, a〉 ∈ support}
supported by(a) ≡ {p|〈p, a〉 ∈ support}
supporter(prop) ≡ a s.t. 〈p, a〉 ∈ support

Figure 1: Procedure for the causal link analysis.

A Compilation-Based Approach
A different approach for identifying hopeless paths is based
on compiling into the planning task Π (part of) the con-
straints imposed on it by unjustified actions. Let state s be a
state reached via path π. We will define a new planning task
Π′s,π = 〈P ′, A′, s′, G′〉 as follows:

• P ′ = P ∪ {justified(a) | a ∈ A}
• A′ = {〈pre(a) ∪ {justified(a)},

add(a)∪{justified(a′) | a′ ∈ A, add(a′)∩pre(a) 6= ∅},
del(a) ∪ {justified(a)}〉 | a ∈ A}

• s′ = s ∪ {justified(a) | a is not unjustified in π
or a does not occur in π}

• G′ = G ∪ {justified(a) | a ∈ A}
In words, we add a proposition justified(a) for each action
a, with the meaning that justified(a) holds when action a
has been justified (or does not need to be justified). Applying
action a deletes justified(a), thus forcing some later action
to use one of a’s effects. Applying action a′, which has one
of a’s effects as a precondition, adds justified(a), since a′
used an effect of a.

Note that this compilation is weaker than Definition 3,
since we do not require that no action deletes or adds the
supported proposition along the way, and we do not account
for which action achieved which proposition. However, we
can still show the following.

Theorem 3 (Soundness of Π′) Let Π be a solvable plan-
ning task, and let state s be reached via path π. If π is not
hopeless, then Π′s,π is solvable.

Proof sketch: Path π is not hopeless, therefore there exists
some path π′ such that π · π′ contains no unjustified actions.
We will show that π′ is also a solution for Π′s,π . Since π · π′
contains no unjustified actions, for every unjustified action
a in π, there is an action a′ in π′ that uses an effect of a.
Therefore π′ will achieve all the justified(a) propositions
which were false in s′. Furthermore, no action in π′ is un-
justified, and so for every action a along π′, there is another
action in π′ which achieves justified(a). Since π′ achieves
all of the goals of Π, and all of the justified goals of Π′s,π ,
π′ is a solution for Π′s,π .

It is also possible to come up with a different compila-
tion, which has a proposition achieved(a, p) for each pair
of action a and proposition p (from the original task), and
denotes that p was achieved by action a. Such a compi-
lation must use conditional effects, but has the potential to
be more informative than the simple compilation described
here, since it does not ignore the information about which
action achieved which proposition.

Empirical Evaluation
We have presented the concept of unjustified actions, and
suggested two principled ways in which they can be explited
in heuristic-search planning. Since the compilation-based
approach requires introducing many new state variables (one
for each grounded action), which severly limits the appli-
cabilty of this approach in practice, we did not perform an
empirical evaluation of it in this paper.

We have implemented the existential landmark approach
on top of the Fast Downward planning system (Helmert
2006), and combined the existential disjunctive action land-
marks with the optimal cost partitioning of landmarks
(Karpas and Domshlak 2009). In our evaluation we used
three baseline heuristic: hLM-CUT, hLA, and hGC .

• hGC is the most basic admissible landmark-based heuris-
tic: it only accounts for the goal landmarks, and combines
their information via the optimal action cost partitioning.
In other words, hGC is simply an admissible goal-count
heuristic. We add the existential action landmarks discov-
ered using our approach to the cost partitioning.

• hLA (Karpas and Domshlak 2009) is state-of-the-art ad-
missible landmarks heuristic, with efficient optimal cost
partitioning (Keyder, Richter, and Helmert 2010). The
landmarks used here are those discovered using the RHW
method (Richter and Westphal 2010). Here as well, we
add the existential action landmarks discovered using our
approach to the cost-partitioning.
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Domain hGC hGC+ hLA hLA+ hLM-CUT hLM-CUT+

BLOCKS 17 17 21 21 28 28
DEPOT 3 4 7 7 7 7
DRIVERLOG 7 9 12 13 13 13
LOGISTICS00 10 10 20 20 20 20
TRUCKS-STRIPS 3 3 6 5 10 9
ZENOTRAVEL 8 8 9 9 13 13

TOTAL 48 51 75 75 91 90

Table 1: Total number of solved tasks for each method. Re-
sults where there was a change between a baseline and its
enhancement are in bold.

• hLM-CUT (Helmert and Domshlak 2009) is a state-of-the-
art admissible landmarks heuristic, but unfortunately, it
does not support adding the existential landmark infor-
mation to its cost partitioning. Therefore, the only en-
hancement we used with hLM-CUT was path pruning: upon
reaching a state s via path π, we look at the causal link
analysis of π, and if there is an action in π such that
pp(a) = ∅ (and therefore a can not be justified), then we
prune path π.

We compare the baseline heuristics to the same heuristics,
enhanced by our existential landmarks (as explained above).
To ensure admissibility, in the runs enhanced with unjus-
tified action information, we modified A∗ to re-evaluate the
heuristic once a shorter path to a known state has been found.
All of the experiments were conducted with a 3GB mem-
ory limit and a 30 minute time limit, on a single core of a
2.33GHz Intel Q8200 CPU.

Table 1 lists the number of tasks solved using each base-
line configuration, and the number of tasks solved when us-
ing unjustified actions. Overall, there is not much change
in the number of solved tasks, and the overhead involved
in keeping track of unjustified actions even leads to some
losses. However, looking into the results in more details re-
veals a more colorful picture.

Tables 2 lists the average ratios of expanded states, eval-
uations and total solution time, when using unjustified ac-
tions, relative to to the baseline of the same method. For
each heuristic, this is averaged on the tasks solved by both
the baseline and the version enhanced with unjustified ac-
tions.

Looking at Table 2a, we can see that the number of ex-
panded states is reduced drastically. We remark that only in
one ZENOTRAVEL task, using unjustified actions led to more ex-
panded states than with the baseline, when using hLM-CUT.
Especially remarkable is the finding that in LOGISTICS00, we
can reduce the number of expanded states by more than half,
simply by pruning hopeless paths, without modifying the
hLM-CUT heuristic at all. On the other hand, using unjustified
actions with hLM-CUT in BLOCKS did not make any difference.
This is because the hand-empty predicate is achieved by any
action which puts a block down, and is a precondition of any
action which picks a block up, thus any action justifies the
next action.

From Table 2b, we can see that even considering that the

Domain hGC ratio hLA ratio hLM-CUT ratio

BLOCKS 0.93 0.99 1.00
DEPOT 0.56 0.84 0.98
DRIVERLOG 0.58 0.68 0.82
LOGISTICS00 0.57 0.97 0.43
TRUCKS-STRIPS 0.5 0.57 0.9
ZENOTRAVEL 0.53 0.83 0.92

AVG. 0.69 0.87 0.82
NORMALIZED AVG. 0.61 0.81 0.84

(a) Expanded States

Domain hGC ratio hLA ratio hLM-CUT ratio

BLOCKS 0.93 1.00 1.00
DEPOT 0.64 0.92 0.99
DRIVERLOG 0.64 0.76 0.86
LOGISTICS00 0.61 0.99 0.52
TRUCKS-STRIPS 0.64 0.73 0.90
ZENOTRAVEL 0.58 0.89 0.91

AVG. 0.73 0.92 0.85
NORMALIZED AVG. 0.67 0.88 0.86

(b) Evaluations

Domain hGC ratio hLA ratio hLM-CUT ratio

BLOCKS 1.12 1.11 1.06
DEPOT 1.03 1.22 1.02
DRIVERLOG 0.84 0.96 0.98
LOGISTICS00 0.86 1.30 0.64
TRUCKS-STRIPS 1.03 1.29 1.01
ZENOTRAVEL 0.81 1.16 0.93

AVG. 0.96 1.17 0.93
NORMALIZED AVG. 0.95 1.17 0.94

(c) Total Time

Table 2: Average ratios of expanded states / evaluations /
total time with unjustified actions relative to the baseline.
For each heuristic, the average is over tasks solved by both
the baseline and the version enhanced with unjustified ac-
tions. AVG. is the average over all tasks, and NORMAL-
IZED AVG. is the average over domain averages.

same state might be evaluated more than once with unjusti-
fied actions, the number of evaluations is still reduced over-
all. However, there is more than one task where the number
of evaluations is increased over the baseline. Even taking
the overhead of keeping track of unjustified actions into ac-
count, Table 2c still shows us that overall, using unjustified
actions with hLM-CUT and hGC speeds up search.

Related
While the use of information from other states presented
here might seem somewhat similar to the heuristic value
propagation of pathmax (Mero 1984) or BPMX (Felner et
al. 2005), this is not the case. Our approach uses knowl-
edge about the explicit structure of the problem, in the form
of causal links, and is therefore not applicable within the
“classic” heuristic search, black-box view of the problem.
On the other hand, pathmax and BPMX only need informa-
tion about heuristic values and successor relations, and so
they are applicable (and have been applied) without explicit
structure of the problem.
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Another field where more information than present in a
single search state is used to make decisions is learning for
planning. Typically, a learning/planning system attempts to
learn some domain-specific knowledge offline from train-
ing examples, in order to create a more efficient planner
on unseen problem instances from that domain. However,
there is very little work on online learning for planning,
which would also constitute a form of non-classical heuristic
search.

A similar notion to unjustified actions, termed useless ac-
tions, was introduced by Wehrle, Kupferschmid, and Podel-
ski (2008). The authors there defined a useless action to be
an action which is not the start of an optimal path. However,
it is PSPACE-hard to determine if an action is useless, and
so Wehrle et al. use an approximation of useless actions, and
can no longer guarantee optimal solutions. Furthermore, the
definition of useless action suffers from the same problem as
the definition of a safe heuristic — any action which is the
start of an optimal path is not useless. It would be very in-
teresting to identify a condition which is sufficient to ensure
that a given action is the start of an optimal path, and then
just prune the rest of the search space.

Conclusion
We have defined a novel notion of global safeness, and have
demonstrated how unjustified actions can be used to derive
globally safe heuristics. We also performed an empirical
evaluation, demonstrating that exploiting global safeness via
unjustified actions can lead to significant improvements to
the performance of sequentially-optimal planning.

Note that using unjustified actions in satisficing search is
even easier since there is no need to worry about maintain-
ing admissibility, and we intend to explore these possibili-
ties in our future work. Finding an efficient way to apply the
compilation-based approach presented here is yet another in-
teresting direction to explore.
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Abstract

Heuristic best-first search techniques have recently enjoyed
ever-increasing scalability in finding satisficing solutions to a
variety of automated planning problems, and temporal plan-
ning is no different. Unfortunately, achieving efficient com-
putational performance often comes at the price of clear guid-
ance toward solution of high quality. This fact is sharp in
the case of many best-first search temporal planners, who of-
ten use a node evaluation function that is mismatched with
the objective function, reducing the likelihood that plans re-
turned will have a short makespan but increasing search per-
formance. To help mitigate matters, we introduce a method
that works to progress search on actions declared “useful”
according to makespan, even when the original search may
ignore the makespan value of search nodes. We study this
method and show that it increases over all plan quality in
most of the benchmark domains from the temporal track of
the 2008 International Planning Competition.

Introduction
Heuristic best-first search planning methods have been the
de facto standard for generating scalable satisficing planning
algorithms for over a decade. This success has lead to us-
ing these techniques in a broad range of problems, including
temporal planning. In temporal planning problems, actions
have duration and the objective function (fOF ) is typically
to minimize plan makespan (i.e., fOF is plan makespan).
However, as recently pointed out by Benton et al. (2010),
using makespan to evaluate search nodes (i.e., in typicalA∗-
like fashion with f = g + h) can significantly reduce the
scalability of search. Instead, most temporal planners tend
to avoid directly searching on makespan and use other mea-
sures for node evaluation to achieve scalable performance
(c.f., Sapa (Do and Kambhampati 2003) and TFD (Eyerich,
Mattmüller, and Röger 2009)). Unfortunately, taking this
approach can come at the cost of plan quality—one cannot
necessarily expect a low makespan when the node evalua-
tion of search is mismatched with the objective function.

Although the strategy of optimizing for fOF using a
search not explicitly guided by fOF might seem quixotic, we
have argued elsewhere (Cushing, Benton, and Kambhampati
2011) that this is, in fact, the only reasonable thing to do
when there is a high cost-variance. Indeed, in makespan
planning we have g-value plateaus over fOF (i.e., where
gOF does not change from the parent to child node and

fOF = gOF +hOF ) and hence an implied infinite cost vari-
ance. Nevertheless, while strategies that use a node evalu-
ation function other than fOF can improve scalability, and
may find reasonably low makespan plans using branch-and-
bound search, the quality improvement within a given time
limit may not be sufficiently high.

To try to improve matters, we adopt a general way of
pushing the base-level search toward higher quality plans
according to fOF . We seek to augment search approaches
where f 6= fOF and f is the node evaluation function for
an A∗-like best-first search. We adapt the concept of “use-
lessness” introduced by Wehrle, Kupferschmid, and Podel-
ski (2008), who prune away certain states from consider-
ation that appear to offer no benefit for finding a solution
toward the goal. In specific, our approach evaluates search
nodes according to their degree of “usefulness” on fOF it-
self.

The idea is to provide a window into the objective func-
tion while still maintaining scalability. This is done, in par-
ticular, on areas of the search space that appear to have
zero-cost according to fOF . For makespan, this lets us con-
sider parallelizing actions as much as possible (i.e., adding
an action that runs in parallel with others often has no ef-
fect on makespan, so it is highly desirable for minimiza-
tion). Among nodes generated from a zero-cost (i.e., zero-
makespan) action, we choose the node with high usefulness
for immediate expansion, a local lookahead that allows the
main search algorithm to then evaluate its children on the
evaluation function f . In the end, we get a final heuristic
search that proceeds in two steps: (1) a best-first search step
that uses the planner’s usual open list structure and search
(i.e., including its usual node evaluation function f used by
the search), and (2) a local decision step where the most use-
ful search states (according to fOF ) are expanded.

The rest of this paper proceeds as follows. After an
overview of background and notation, we discuss the idea of
operator usefulness. We then show how to embed local de-
cisions on usefulness into a best-first search framework. Fi-
nally, we present empirical analysis showing the quality ben-
efits that can be gained by using this approach in the plan-
ner Temporal Fast Downward (TFD) (Eyerich, Mattmüller,
and Röger 2009), a state-of-the-art best-first search heuristic
planner for temporal planning.
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Background and Notation
Before going into our technique, we must first cover some
background information and notation on best-first search,
temporal planning, g-value plateaus and useless search op-
erators.

Best-First Search
Best-first search is a well-known algorithm for searching
over a (possibly infinite) state space from an initial state I
to a state that entails the goal G (Pearl 1984). We provide
a brief overview of it while introducing notation. The algo-
rithm, shown in Algorithm 1, provides an open list, where
the best-valued state may be removed, and a closed list
which allows for duplicate detection.

It begins with the initial state I in the open list. It then re-
peats the following process: The best-valued state (accord-
ing to an evaluation function f ) s is taken. If s is not in the
closed list it is added, otherwise we skip this state (as it has
already been explored). If s |= G, then s is returned as a
solution, otherwise s is expanded. This means all possible
successor states (also known as child states) are generated.
To generate a child state we use an operator o = 〈p, e, c〉,
where p is a set of conditions for the applicability of o, e is
a transformation function on states (i.e., effects), and c is a
constant-valued cost. o is considered applicable on s (the
parent state) if s |= p. Provided the conditions of o are met,
we define o(s) = s′ to be the child state of s, such that s′ is
the state resulting from the transformation function e on s.
Each child state is evaluated according to f . In the best-first
search algorithm A∗, f(s′) = g(s′) + h(s′), where g is a
function returning the current (known) cost of s′ and h is a
function returning a heuristic distance from s′ to the least-
cost goal node. After evaluation, s′ is added into the open
list.

Importantly, the function f and its components g and h,
are often defined in terms of the objective function of the
search. For instance, in cost-based classical planning, where
we seek to minimize the cost of a plan, we can define f , g,
and h in terms of the summed costs of actions in a plan. Pro-
vided h always returns a lower bound on the cost to a goal,
this guarantees optimal solutions. Even when this is not
the case, the conventional wisdom and empirical evidence
points to this yielding better-quality solutions than metrics
like search distance (c.f., Richter and Westphal (2010)).

Temporal Planning
In temporal planning, actions can run concurrently with
one another and have duration, and the (typical) objec-
tive is to minimize plan makespan. For simplicity, we as-
sume a temporal semantics similar to Temporal GraphPlan
(TGP) (Smith and Weld 1999). That is, action conditions
must hold through their entire duration and effects can only
change at the end of an action (i.e., they cannot be changed
by some other action running in parallel).

For our discussion, we assume planners with a forward
state-space search space like that of Sapa (Do and Kamb-
hampati 2003) and Temporal Fast Downward (TFD) (Ey-
erich, Mattmüller, and Röger 2009), where each state has
a time stamp t that defines what point in time actions are

Algorithm 1: Best-first search.
1 open.add(I)
2 closed← ∅
3 while open is not empty do
4 s← open.remove best f()
5 if s 6∈ closed then
6 closed.add(s)
7 if s |= G then
8 return s as solution
9 forall the child states s′ of s do

10 if s′ is no dead-end then
11 open.add(s′)
12 return no solution found

added and an event queue (or agenda), that defines specific
decision epochs where actions end. A special search oper-
ation called advance time increases t from its current value
to the next (i.e., smallest) decision epoch and applies the ef-
fects of the action at that time point.1

Best-first search satisficing temporal planners use a range
of techniques to speed up search. We cannot go over all
of those here. It is important, however, to understand how
these planners might go about minimizing makespan. We
are concerned with two related questions (1) how to define
the cost of search operations and (2) how to define g-values
and h-values. To answer (1), we consider the objective func-
tion (i.e., makespan minimization). Any search operation
that adds to makespan has a cost equal to the amount of
makespan added, all others do not. From this decision, it
follows that we should define g as the makespan of the par-
tial state, gm, and h as the remaining “makespan-to-go”, hm.
This makes fm = fOF (where we introduced fOF as the ob-
jective function in the introduction).

Some planners consider g to be the time stamp of a state,
which we call gt, and the remaining makespan from that
point to be estimated by a heuristic ht (Haslum and Geffner
2001). When summed, these turn out to be equal values,
i.e., gt + ht = gm + hm. Other planners (such as Sapa (Do
and Kambhampati 2003)) have an evaluation function that
does not return makespan values.2 Since no known compre-
hensive studies have been conducted on various definitions
of f for temporal planning, it is difficult to say what effect
this has on final plan makespan. However, as we pointed
out earlier, some evidence in cost-based planning points to a
negative effect (Richter and Westphal 2010).

g-value Plateaus
A g-value plateau is a region of the search space where the
evaluation of states with respect to g does not change from
parent to child. In state-space temporal planners, as high-
lighted by Benton et al. (2010), g-values can occur in abun-

1Note that some forward state-space temporal planners do not
use this exact method for search (c.f., Coles et al. (2009)), but we
frame our discussion in this way since the planner we use for our
experiments (Temporal Fast Downward) does.

2Also note that the Temporal Fast Downward planner uses gt as
its g-value, and a heuristic on the sum of action durations.
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Figure 1: Layout for the example problem.
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Figure 2: A makespan-optimal plan for the example.

dance and can cause problems for best-first search. To see
this, let us look at an example.
Example: Consider the simple problem shown in Figure 1
of moving trucks in a logistics domain. We have 5 loca-
tions {l0, . . . , l4} all connected in the following way: Driv-
ing from location l1 to l0 takes 4 hours, from l2 to l0 takes
3 hours, and from l3 or l4 to l0 takes 1 hour. We can also
drive from l4 to l2 in 2 hours, from l3 to l2 in 1 hour, and
from l2 to l1 in 3 hours. Trucks t1, . . . , t4 start respectively
at l1, . . . , l4. The goal is to move all the trucks to l0. Each
drive action has the condition that the truck must be at the
appropriate location and the effect that the truck is at its des-
tination. An optimal solution to this planning problem is
shown in Figure 2.

Given that every optimal solution requires that, at time t0,
we begin driving t1 from l1 to l0, let us assume a planner
is expanding the search state with this action. In this case,
every child that drives one of the other trucks (and the ad-
vance time operator) has an equal g-value. In fact, we would
end up with a fairly expansive g-value (and f -value) plateau
where we must try every possible way of adding the various
drive actions across all decision epochs until we reach a plan
with (an optimal) makespan of 4 hours.

Useless Search Operations
Useless operators are defined by Wehrle, Kupferschmid, and
Podelski (2008) as those operators that are unnecessary for
finding optimal solutions from a state s. In sequential clas-
sical planning with unit costs, you can further formalize the
notion of useless operators by taking d(s) as the optimal dis-
tance to a goal state from s and dō(s) as the optimal distance
to a goal state without an operator o (i.e., d(s) is a perfect
heuristic and dō(s) is a perfect heuristic without the operator
o). If dō(s) ≤ d(o(s)) then o is a useless operator. To un-
derstand why consider that if dō(s) ≤ d(o(s)), then it must

also be the case that d(s) ≤ d(o(s)). Since this is true if and
only if an there are no optimal plans that start from s, omust
be useless.

Unfortunately, this definition is not easily transferable to
planning for makespan minimization (at least not in planners
like TFD) where we have zero-cost search operations. Using
the original definition, search operations would be consid-
ered useless when they were not (e.g., when adding a useful
operator that runs parallel to an optimal plan we would get
no increase in makespan). Instead, we can give a weaker
criterion for uselessness.

Definition 1. An operator o is guaranteed makespan-useless
when dō

m(s) < dm(o(s)), where dm(s) returns the remain-
ing makespan of a plan.

This definition lets some useless search operations to fall
through the cracks, but it catches operators that will strictly
increase makespan when added to the plan.

This idea can be extended to any heuristic, such that hō(s)
represents running the heuristic without the operator o from
state s. Wehrle, Kupferschmid, and Podelski (2008) call op-
erators declared useless by hō(s) ≤ h(o(s)) relatively use-
less operators in the sequential classical planning setting.
We use hō

m(s) < hm(o(s)) to define possibly relatively
makespan-useless operators.

Useful Search Operations
In contrast with a useless search operator, which should
never be explored, a useful search operator is one whose ab-
sence would lead to worse plan quality. We can find a useful
operator by using the same method for finding useless op-
erators. In other words, operator o is useful in a state s if
dō(s) > d(o(s)). We say the state o(s) = s′ is useful if the
operator generating it is useful. In this section we discuss
how we can use this notion to enhance satisficing planners
using best-first search.

Integrating Usefulness with Satisficing Planning
To see how we might use the concept of operator usefulness,
let us revisit the example from Figure 1. Every optimal plan
will need to include the operator that drives t1 from l1 to
l0, starting from time 0. Therefore, as before, we optimisti-
cally assume that the search algorithm finds (and chooses to
expand) a state se that already includes this operator. Oth-
erwise we make no assumptions on the definition of g- or
h-values or what order states would be expanded in during a
planner’s regular (perhaps modified) best-first search.

Consider the possibility of using operator usefulness here.
Let us assume for a moment that we can find dm and dō

m
(i.e., the perfect heuristic on makespan). We want to find
guaranteed makespan-useful operators, or operators owhere
dō

m(s) > dm(o(s)). In our example on the state se, we
would find the operators depicted in Figure 3 as guaranteed
makespan-useful. Again, we cannot say whether an oper-
ator whose absence does not change makespan is useful or
useless.

Since the guaranteed makespan-useful search operations
are within a makespan g-value plateau, they are locally with-
out cost according to the makespan objective. We would
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Figure 3: Plans resulting from removing useful operators.

like to greedily seize the opportunity to expand the best pos-
sible search operator, keeping in mind that, since we have
no guarantees on search behavior, the possibility of expand-
ing a certain node may never present itself again. The idea
is to generate a short “tunnel” in areas of original best-first
search that provide zero-cost search operations according to
the objective function (which is not necessarily the evalua-
tion function used for nodes).

Notice that some operators are more useful than others.
For instance, if we are disallowed from driving t2 from l2
to l0, the makespan of the plan increases by 3 hours. In
contrast, if we cannot drive t4 from l4 to l0 the makespan
increases by just 1 hour. Looking at Figure 3 again, indeed
driving t2 from l2 to l0 is the most useful operator, as we
lose the most time when we do not include it. Therefore,
we would want to choose this operator before all others to
include in the plan.

More formally, at a state s, we can define the makespan
heuristic degree of usefulness of an operator o as υo(s) =
hō

m(s) − hm(o(s)). With this information, we can create a
new search algorithm that interleaves local search decisions
using degree of usefulness on makespan g-value plateaus
(i.e., plateaus on gm) and any best-first search strategy. We
show how the interleaving would work when combined with
a best-first search strategy in Algorithm 2

Up to line 12, the algorithm follows regular best-first
search. At that point, generated child states are split from
the regular search and placed into a υlist if they are on a gm-
value plateau and are possibly makespan-useful. Otherwise,
they are placed in the regular open list. On line 18, the algo-
rithm begins the local decision stage. If there are any nodes
in the υlist (and there exists at least one node that has a value
unequal to the others), the most useful node is removed and
expanded, its child states placed directly into the open list.
Finally, the rest of the υlist contents are placed into the open
list. On the next iteration on line 4, the υlist is cleared.

Evaluation
We have shown how to integrate our strategy for making lo-
cal decisions into best-first search. In this section, we eval-
uate this approach in the planner Temporal Fast Downward
(TFD) (Eyerich, Mattmüller, and Röger 2009). The best-
first search in TFD uses a modified version of the context-
enhanced additive heuristic (Helmert and Geffner 2008) that
sums the durations as operator costs, meaning the heuris-
tic captures a sequential view of actions. With this heuris-

Algorithm 2: Local decisions on degree of usefulness
interleaved with best-first search for temporal planning.

1 open.add(I)
2 closed← ∅
3 while open is not empty do
4 υlist← ∅
5 s← open.remove best f()
6 if s 6∈ closed then
7 closed.add(s)
8 if s |= G then
9 return s as solution

10 forall the child states s′ of s do
11 if s′ is not dead-end then
12 if gm(s) = gm(s′) and vo(s) ≤ 0 then
13 υlist.add(s′)
14 else
15 open.add(s′)
16 if υlist is not empty &
17 ∃s1, s2 ∈ υlist: o1(s) = s1,
18 o2(s) = s2 & υo1(s) < υo2(s) then
19 s′′ ← υlist.remove best vo

20 closed.add(s′′)
21 if s |= G then
22 return s as solution
23 forall the child states s′′′ of s′′ do
24 if s′′′ is not dead-end then
25 open.add(s′′′)
26 open← open ∪ υlist
27 return no solution found

tic, hcea
dur, the planner uses a state’s timestamp as its g-value

(i.e., gt) for a final f = gt + hcea
dur. Its search strategy uses

preferred operators as defined in its classical planning coun-
terpart, Fast Downward (Richter and Helmert 2009). TFD
is an anytime planner, searching until it exhausts the search
space or it reaches a timeout limit. It also reschedules solu-
tions after it finds them in an attempt to minimize makespan
(so a sequential plan may be rescheduled to a highly parallel
one).

To detect possibly makespan-useful operators, we used
the heuristic produced by Benton et al. (2010) for TFD in
their original study of g-value plateaus. It uses a modified
version of hcea

dur to capture causal and temporal constraints
between actions, detected during the extraction of a relaxed
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Figure 4: Anytime behavior showing the change in IPC
score as time progresses.

plan. These constraints are encoded in a Simple Temporal
Network (STN). The makespan of the schedule produced by
the solution to the STN is returned as a heuristic estimate.

We implemented Algorithm 2 into TFD for a planner we
call TFDgm

useful. Additionally, we generated a two-phase ver-
sion of the planner. This variant employs lazy evaluation
in the original TFD planner in a first phase. This means
each state’s parent heuristic is used (rather than its own
value). After a solution is found (or 8 minutes has passed,
whichever comes first) the planner restarts into a second
phase using TFDgm

useful. It turns out that, using lazy evalua-
tion, TFD tends to find (lower quality) solutions fast. The
search uses the plan found in the first phase (if any) to prune
the search space of the second phase (which focuses on find-
ing higher quality plans using the useful actions technique).
This is similar to the strategy employed by LAMA, though
that planner restarts with different weights in a weighted A*
search (Richter and Westphal 2010). We call this version
+TFDgm

useful. Finally, to help discover the benefits granted by
the two-phased search, we implemented +TFD, which uses
TFD with lazy evaluation until a solution is found (or 8 min-
utes has passed) then switches to TFD without lazy evalua-
tion.

Along with the original TFD, we tested all these vari-
ants on the temporal domains from the 2008 International
Planning Competition (IPC-2008) (except modeltrain, as in
our tests TFD is unable to solve more than 2 problems
in this domain, depending on its settings). This bench-
mark set is known to contain plateaus on gm (Benton et
al. 2010).3 The experiments were run on a 2.7 GHz AMD
Opteron processor, with a timeout of 30 minutes and a mem-
ory limit of 2 GB.

Recall that, to find whether a search operator is useful re-
quires a heuristic to be run on both the parent (without con-
sidering the operator) and the child (using the normal heuris-
tic). Let us analyze about how many times we are running
heuristics in TFDgm

useful and the second phase of +TFDgm

useful

3We used the elevators-numeric and openstacks-adl variants for
our results on the respective domains following the IPC-2008 rules
by using the domain variant that all our planner versions did best
in.

Domain TFD +TFD TFDgm
useful +TFDgm

useful
Crewplanning 22.44 29.64 22.57 29.66
Elevators 13.88 14.16 15.40 15.79
Openstacks 25.79 27.22 27.81 28.78
Parcprinter 8.73 8.74 8.47 8.50
Pegsol 28.73 28.73 28.81 28.81
Sokoban 10.93 10.88 10.79 10.79
Transport 5.06 5.06 4.68 4.68
Woodworking 19.72 19.71 19.93 19.73
Overall 135.28 144.13 138.48 146.75

Table 1: Results using the measure from IPC 2008.

Domain TFD +TFD TFDgm

useful
Crewplanning (24) 8% (30) 0% (24) 7%
Elevators (19) 7% (19) 6% (20) 3%
Openstacks (30) 13% (30) 6% (30) 4%
Parcprinter (13) -4% (13) -4% (13) 1%
Pegsol (30) 0% (30) 0% (30) 0%
Sokoban (11) -1% (11) -1% (11) 0%
Transport (6) 9% (6) 9% (6) 0%
Woodworking (26) 7% (26) 7% (25) -1%
Total (159) 6% (165) 3% (159) 3%

Table 2: Percentage improvement made by +TFDgm

useful, com-
paring plans solved by both approaches (number of plans
solved by both approaches shown in parenthesis).

as compared to the original TFD. Assume n nodes are gen-
erated by the search with e nodes expanded and a branch-
ing factor of b. We will always run hcea

dur on every child
node, so TFD would run this heuristic n times. Assuming
a percentage of states in g-value plateaus, r, we must run
the modified (and slower) makespan heuristic in TFDgm

useful
about b× e× r + n× r times. Therefore, we may expect a
slowdown in finding solutions from TFD to TFDgm

useful.
To help see whether this greatly effects the search, we

measured the quality and coverage across all benchmarks
over time using the scoring system from the IPC-2008,
which captures a notion of coverage and quality by summing
the values of all Q ∗ /Q, where Q∗ is the makespan of the
best known solution for a problem and Q is the makespan
found by the planner for the problem (unsolved instances
get a score of 0). The results of this appear in Figure 4.
As expected, the scores for TFDgm

useful start lower than TFD,
but at about 10 minutes dominate it. On the other hand,
+TFDgm

useful dominates +TFD very quickly. Given that +TFD
and +TFDgm

useful use the same initial search (i.e., TFD with
lazy evaluation), this provides an indication that the useful
actions lookahead technique used in combination with the
two-phase search is more effective than applying the useful
actions technique alone. Hence, with a computational time
limit we have a greater likelihood of finding a better solu-
tion if we stop +TFDgm

useful than +TFD (and after around 10
minutes, the same holds true for TFDgm

useful vs. TFD).
The final IPC scores for all four variations are found in

Table 1. Notice that +TFDgm

useful is better than the other ap-
proaches across problems. Looking carefully across the do-
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mains, we can see the individual increases in IPC score are
fairly minor between TFDgm

useful and +TFDgm

useful in all but the
Crewplanning domain, for which the lazy heuristic evalu-
ation scheme tends to work quite well. +TFD shows that
this improvement appears to come from using lazy evalua-
tion for finding a first solution. As far as the IPC metric is
concerned, we get better values when using useful actions
(i.e., between TFD vs. TFDgm

useful and +TFD vs. +TFDgm

useful)
in Crewplanning, Elevators, Openstacks, Pegsol, and Wood-
working.

To get a better view of the plan-for-plan quality improve-
ments, we compare direct makespan decreases (i.e., quality
increases) on the problems solved by TFD, +TFD, TFDgm

useful
and +TFDgm

useful. Table 2 shows the percentage improvement
on each domain as compared with +TFDgm

useful for problems
solved by both planners. It is evident that +TFDgm

useful gives
better quality plans over the usual TFD search in most of the
domains (all but Parcprinter and Sokoban, for which there is
a small decrease in plan quality). We get the largest increase
in Openstacks, a domain where sequential plans are often
easy to find (at least with TFD) but less easy to reschedule
into parallel ones.

Related Work
For this work, we sought to give some degree of remedy for
maintaining quality while employing scalability techniques
for searching over zero-cost search operators. As men-
tioned earlier, others have noticed this problem. Richter and
Westphal (2010) provide an investigation into the issue of
variable-cost operators in the best-first search classical plan-
ner LAMA, where they notice better scalability (but lower
quality) when ignoring search operator costs completely ver-
sus taking costs into account. The work most related to
ours was done by Benton et al. (2010), where they study the
problem of g-value plateaus that occur in temporal planning
in-depth. Cushing, Benton, and Kambhampati (2011) also
study the broader problem of searching using variable-cost
operators, while Thayer and Ruml (2009) propose a search
method for bounded-suboptimal search with variable opera-
tor costs.

Our approach for tackling the problem is related to two
common enhancements to best-first search for satisficing
planning: (1) methods that permanently or temporarily
prune search spaces using heuristics and (2) methods that
perform lookaheads. The prime examples of pruning search
using heuristics are helpful actions (Hoffmann and Nebel
2001) and preferred operators (Richter and Helmert 2009).
These techniques find a relaxed solution to a planning prob-
lem and exclude all operators that fail to achieve values
which are part of it, marking included operators as helpful
or preferred.

Interestingly, the idea of helpful actions was extended
upon to generate a lookahead technique in the planner
YAHSP (Vidal 2004). This planner attempts to use the en-
tire relaxed solution to perform a lookahead. That is, it tries
to use each action in the relaxed plan, applying them in or-
der to reach deeper into the search space. It turns out that
this approach works quite well to increase solution coverage

across benchmarks, but does not do as well in terms of the
quality of the solutions found. Others have expanded on this
idea by attempting to find relaxed plans that would perform
better for lookahead (Baier and Botea 2009), and still others
have used a more of a local search approach for probing the
search space based on solutions to relaxed plans (Lipovetzky
and Geffner 2011).

Finding whether an operator is useful or useless also has
connections to landmarks (Hoffmann, Porteous, and Sebas-
tia 2004). It requires that we run the heuristic without an
operator o at state s. For most reasonable heuristics, if we
get a value of infinity when excluding o from its computa-
tion, then o is a landmark to finding a solution from s.

Summary and Future Work
We have shown a novel method for enhancing heuristic best-
first search for satisficing planning. Our approach focuses
on finding plans of higher quality by exploiting the notion
of usefulness on the objective function fOF . The idea is to
turn the search toward solutions of higher quality, even when
the node evaluation function differs from fOF . In particu-
lar, our technique performs a lookahead on useful operators
over g-value plateaus in temporal planning, where the ob-
jective is to minimize makespan. We applied this method
to the best-first search of the planner Temporal Fast Down-
ward (TFD). Our experiments on the variants TFDgm

useful and
+TFDgm

useful show that using this method, we can achieve bet-
ter quality solutions.

For future work, we are investigating how to apply similar
approaches to cost-based classical planning, where often the
biggest problem is not g-value plateaus, but variable cost op-
erators. Further, we are considering ways of exploiting the
connection to local landmarks to enhance the search further.
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Abstract

Previous research in Artificial Intelligence has identified the
possibility of simplifying planning problems via the identifi-
cation and exploitation of symmetries. We advance the state
of the art in algorithms that exploit symmetry in planning
problems by generalizing previous approaches, and apply-
ing symmetry reductions to state-based planners. We suggest
several algorithms for symmetry exploitation in state-based
search, but also provide a comprehensive view through which
additional algorithms can be developed and fine-tuned. We
evaluate our approach to symmetry exploitation on instances
from previous planning competitions, and demonstrate that
our algorithms significantly improve the solution time of in-
stances with symmetries.

1 Introduction
Classical planning problems are notorious for the exponen-
tially large number of states that need to be navigated in or-
der for a solution to be found. Such problems, however,
often contain symmetries. In that case, many of the differ-
ent states in the search space are in fact symmetric to one
another, with respect to the task at hand, and the result of
searching through one state will inevitably be equivalent to
searches through all of its symmetric counterparts. Though
detecting and exploiting such symmetries would shrink the
search space, the actual exploitation of symmetries is made
difficult by the fact that symmetry detection is potentially
complex. All currently known algorithms for the highly re-
lated problem of finding graph automorphisms work in ex-
ponential time, in the worst case. The situation is worsened
by the fact that the graph on which we wish to detect auto-
morphisms is the huge search space that the planning prob-
lem defines; it does not typically fit into memory.

The idea of exploiting symmetries has appeared in model
checking, e.g., in work by Emerson and Sistla (1996), and
in the context of constraint satisfaction problems, begin-
ning with a seminal paper by Puget (1993). The most com-
mon approach uses additional constraints to break existing
symmetries (e.g., see (Walsh 2007)) and reduce the search
space to a more manageable size. Planning problems can be
reduced to various constraint satisfaction problems and to
propositional logic formulas. Some have tried to use this ap-
proach to apply symmetry reduction in search (Miguel 2001;
Rintanen 2003). Rintanen adds symmetry-breaking con-

straints to the propositional logic representation of transi-
tion sequences derived from planning problems to remove
symmetries from different points in the sequence. How-
ever, state-of-the-art planners usually employ a state-based
approach combined with heuristic search. It is unclear how
to directly translate knowledge in symmetry exploitation in
earlier planning systems and CSPs to improvements in to-
day’s most efficient planners.

A previous line of work by Fox and Long (1999; 2002)
has shown how to prune symmetries in planning via mod-
ifications of their GraphPlan-based algorithm (which is not
state-based). Another approach is to use symmetries to im-
prove heuristics instead of pruning. Porteous, Long and Fox
(2004) do so for “almost-symmetries” in the FF planner.

Our own work can be seen as a continuation of this line
of research, and its extension to the more ubiquitous state-
based planners. Among our contributions, we present a
framework for the understanding of symmetry exploitation
from the state-based point of view.

The essence of our approach to symmetry exploitation is
made up of two main steps. First, we explain how knowl-
edge of symmetries in the search space can be useful to
prune some of the search done by state-based algorithms
such as A∗; for this, we employ techniques similar to the
canonicalization used by Emerson (1996) as well as pruning
of shallower symmetries similar in spirit to Rintanen (2003).
We then explain how to deduce the existence of relevant
symmetries in the search space from the smaller problem
description (in a way similar to Cohen et. al. (2006) which
have done so for CSPs). Since our approach works at the
core of the search algorithm by pruning branches of the
search, it is completely independent of any heuristic that
may be applied to guide that search, and can assist whenever
the planning problem contains some amount of symmetries.

1.1 Example
We begin by presenting an example that has appeared in the
International Planning Competition (IPC), and has been ex-
amined in the context of symmetries by Fox and Long: the
gripper domain. The gripper domain consists of two rooms,
n numbered balls, and a robot with two arms, or grippers.
The robot can pick up a single ball in each of its grippers,
move between rooms, and put balls down. A problem in-
stance is usually set up in the following manner: all balls
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and the robot begin in one room, and the goal is to move the
balls to the other room.

The problem seems trivial to solve (at least for humans),
but is surprisingly difficult for planners. The difficulty stems
from the fact that the balls in the problem are effectively
interchangeable, but are not considered as such by conven-
tional planning algorithms. The balls may be picked up in
any of n! possible orders, each of which will lead to a dif-
ferent plan, and planners may potentially try all such or-
ders. The reason for this was well-explained by Helmert
and Röger (2008), where it is shown that any A∗ search with
an imperfect heuristic is bound to explore states on multiple
shortest paths to the goal. Our objective is to identify dur-
ing search that some states (and therefore the plans going
through them) are symmetric to one another, and can thus
be pruned; e.g., the state in which the robot holds one ball in
its right gripper (and the left is free) is symmetric to the state
in which the ball is held in the left gripper (with the right one
free). Only one of the two states needs to be explored in or-
der to find an optimal plan. This means that on domains in
which symmetries occur, the heuristic will no longer have to
be perfect in order to avoid opening most of the states.

2 Preliminaries
We consider planning in the SAS+ formalism (Bäckström
and Nebel 1995). Tasks that are represented in STRIPS
or PDDL can be automatically converted to SAS+(Helmert
2006), which is sufficiently general, and is used in Fast-
Downward—the planner used in our implementation. The
algorithms we present do not take into account action costs
and conditional operators, but these, and other additional
structures in the planning language, can be accounted for
with only minor modifications.

2.1 Definitions for Planning Problems
Definition 1 A planning task is a tuple (V,O, s0, S?):

• V = {v1, ..., vn} is a finite set of state variables, each
with a finite domain Dv .1 A fact is a pair 〈v, d〉 where
v ∈ V and d ∈ Dv . A partial variable assignment is a set
of facts, each with a different variable. A state is a partial
variable assignment defined over all variables V .

• O is a set of operators o specified via 〈pre(o), eff (o)〉,
both being partial variable assignments to V .
• s0 is the initial state.
• S? is a partial variable assignment which is the goal. 2

An operator o ∈ O is applicable in a state s iff pre(o) ⊆ s.
The states of a problem naturally define a search space in

the form of a state transition graph—a directed multigraph
(S,E), where S is the set of all states, and E, the set of
edges, contains a directed edge from state s to state s′ ex-
actly for every operator that is enabled at s and leads to s′.

1To simplify definitions, we assume unique names for the val-
ues, so given a value it is known to which variable it corresponds.

2We will slightly abuse notation and use S? to denote the set of
goal states.

3

An instance of a planning problem is then fully specified
by designating an initial state s0 and goals S? with the ob-
jective of finding the shortest possible path (i.e., a plan) be-
tween s0 and some s? ∈ S?.4

2.2 Graph Automorphisms, Permutation Groups

The symmetries in the problem are manifested as automor-
phisms in the state transition graph. We briefly present some
relevant definitions from Group Theory.

An automorphism of a graph (S,E) is a permutation
σ : S → S of the vertices of the graph that maintains the
structure; i.e., for every two vertices s1, s2 ∈ S, we have
that (s1, s2) ∈ E iff (σ(s1), σ(s2)) ∈ E. The automor-
phisms of (S,E), with the composition action, constitute a
group denoted Aut(S,E). Unless otherwise specified, we
will denote by G some subgroup of Aut(S,E) (and refrain
from using it to denote graphs).

Definition 2 Σ = {σ1, . . . , σk} is said to generate a finite
group G, if G is exactly all the permutations that are ob-
tained by repeatedly composing elements of Σ.

Finding a generating set for the automorphisms of a graph
is harder than solving the graph isomorphism problem (for
which no polynomial-time algorithm is currently known).
See the paper by Luks (1993) for an overview of complex-
ity results relating to permutation groups. Generating sets
are usually found using brute force backtracking search with
some specialized pruning techniques that allow the set to be
found surprisingly quickly in practice.

Definition 3 The orbit of a vertex s with respect to some
subgroup G is denoted by G(s) and is simply the set
of vertices to which elements in G map s. G(s) =
{σ(s) | σ ∈ G}.

Given a generating set for G, the orbit of vertices can be
computed in polynomial time. We will be especially inter-
ested in subgroups of Aut(S,E) that fix a certain vertex or
a set of vertices. These are defined below:

Definition 4 The point-stabilizer of a vertex s with respect
to G, denoted Gs is a subgroup of G that contains all the
permutations that fix s. Gs = {σ | σ ∈ G, σ(s) = s}.

Definition 5 The set-stabilizer of a set X ⊂ S with respect
to G is the subgroup of G that maps elements of X only to
X . GX = {σ ∈ G | ∀x ∈ X σ(x) ∈ X}.

Finding generators for the stabilizer of a single vertex can
be done in polynomial time. In contrast to that, finding gen-
erators for the set-stabilizer group is a more difficult prob-
lem, that is known to be harder than graph isomorphism.

3Equivalent operators may exist, and so there can be more than
one edge between two states.

4We often refer to states in the planning problem as vertices in
the transition graph, and vice versa.
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3 Symmetries in the Search Space
Our goal in this section is to show how the symmetries in
the transition graph can be used to prune the search. The
first observation we make is that stabilizing vertices can help
when automorphisms are applied to paths.

Observation 1 Let (S,E) be a graph with a group G of
automorphisms, and let (s0, s1, . . . , s?) be a sequence of
vertices that forms a path from s0 to s?. If we simply ap-
ply some σ ∈ G to the path, we will have another path of
equal length: (σ(s0), σ(s1), . . . , σ(s?)). This path, how-
ever, may not begin at s0, and thus may be of little value.
Instead, we may choose to fix a given vertex si along the
path via the point-stabilizer subgroup Gsi , and apply the
transformation only to some part of the path. From the ap-
plication of any σ ∈ Gsi to the suffix si, . . . , s?, we get a
path (s0, s1, . . . , si−1, σ(si), σ(si+1), . . . , σ(s?)) which is
connected because si = σ(si). This path does begin at s0.

This rather basic observation will form the basis of our mod-
ification of state-based planning algorithms, and specifically
ones that are based on A∗. To use it, we will need to be
able to perform three basic tasks: to find G ⊂ Aut(S,E), to
compute the stabilizer Gs of a state s, and to determine for
two states s1, s2 if s1 ∈ G(s2).

We discuss how to perform these three tasks in the next
section, and for now present how they may be used in a plan-
ning problem. As we are constrained for space, we assume
the reader is intimate with the workings of the A∗ algorithm,
and do not specify it. In addition, we do not present full
proofs of the correctness of our algorithms, which follow
along similar lines to the proofs of A∗’s correctness.

3.1 Searching in Orbit Space
Observation 1 suggests that in order to ensure that symmet-
ric paths always connect to s0, we may stabilize any vertex
along a path that starts there. One vertex will surely be along
any path from s0, and that is s0 itself. A simple approach
would then be to restrict ourselves to the group Gs0 .

Our goal is to find a shortest path from s0 to any of
the nodes in Gs0(S?). Once such a path is found to some
node σ(s?), we can translate it to a path from start to goal
by simply applying σ−1 on the entire path. To gain the
most benefit from our search procedure, we do not con-
duct the procedure on the original search space, but rather
consider orbits of the search space as nodes in our search,
in a manner similar to that of Emerson and Sistla (1996).
For this purpose we define a graph with vertex set Sorb,
the set of orbits of vertices in the transition graph with re-
spect to the group Gs0 . The edge set that we will use is
Eorb which will contain an edge from one orbit to another
iff there exists an edge between nodes from these orbits
in the original graph. Sorb = {Gs0(s)|s ∈ S} ; Eorb =
{(o1, o2) ∈ Sorb × Sorb |s1 ∈ o1, s2 ∈ o2, (s1, s2) ∈ E}

We can conduct a search in (Sorb, Eorb) and the resulting
path will translate to a plan in the original transition graph.
While we wish to run a search on the graph of orbits, we
really only know how to search in the original search space.
Our heuristic function may also only apply to states and not
to orbits. Therefore, the practical search algorithm simulates

a search on the orbits through a search in the original space,
by using a single state from each orbit as its representative:

1. Before the search, find generators for the group Gs0 .
2. Whenever generating a node s2, search for a previously

generated node s1 such that s2 ∈ Gs0(s1). If such a node
was found, treat s2 exactly as if it was s1, otherwise, s2

represents a newly found orbit.
3. Stop the search when expanding a node from Gs0(s?).

Alas, the stopping condition of the algorithm we present is
not guaranteed to work with all heuristic functions. In fact,
since we stop the search at some node from Gs0(s?) that
is not necessarily a goal state, our algorithm must assure
us that when this node is expanded, its f-value is minimal.
For general admissible heuristics it is not guaranteed that
h(σ(s?)) = 0, but an admissible heuristic that will give all
nodes in Gs0(s?) the same h-value of 0, will work.

Notice that the above algorithm will never expand the
children of a node that is not from a new orbit. It will be
matched to a previously generated node, and the A∗ algo-
rithm will treat it as that node (it may update its f-value if it
has a lower one than the previously-seen representative for
the orbit, but it does not need to be expanded).

While many heuristics that will give all goal-symmetric
states the same value do exist, we would like an algorithm
that would function with admissible heuristics that are not
necessarily symmetric. In addition, as we will later see, the
need to check the halting condition of the algorithm for each
node (trying to see if it is in the orbit of the goal) requires a
great deal of computation. Our next modification (which is
also the one used in our experiments) will allow us to sim-
plify this check, and to use heuristics that are just admissible,
by using a somewhat restricted set of symmetries.

3.2 Stabilizing the Goal
Our previous algorithm was not guaranteed to reach a goal
state, which caused it to require complicated checks for
the terminating condition and to use only goal-symmetric
heuristics. To solve this issue, we work with the symmetry
group Gs0,S? that stabilizes both the start, and the partial
assignment S?. The modified algorithm is as follows:

1. Before the search, find generators for the group Gs0,S? .
2. Whenever generating a state s2, search for a previously

generated state s1 such that s2 ∈ Gs0,S?(s1). If such a
state was found, treat s2 exactly as if it was s1, otherwise,
s2 represents a newly found orbit.

3. Stop the search when a goal state is expanded.
This algorithm is also effectively a search in the orbit-space
of a smaller group, but the orbit of goal states contains only
goal states, and so our halting condition is simplified. An
additional benefit is that we can relax the search for match-
ing states in step 2. If we fail to match a state to another one
in its orbit, it will simply be added as a node in the search
but will not change the minimal length of the path we end
up finding. We can therefore do this matching in a heuris-
tic manner (but we must make sure that no false positive
matches are made). Our previous approach required exact
matching in order to identify the goal state correctly.
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3.3 Shallow Pruning of Symmetric States
Both of the previous algorithms have stabilized the start
state and have thus limited the symmetries that were used.
To show that other approaches may be possible, we will
briefly exhibit another modification that can be implemented
alone or combined with search in orbit-space that will work
through somewhat different symmetry groups.

When expanding a certain state s during search in highly
symmetric problems, we often find that we are generating
a large number of child states, many of which are symmet-
ric to one another. We then waste effort matching each of
them to the orbits of previously generated states, and prun-
ing them then. It would be ideal if we could use a shallow
pruning technique to avoid generating some of these imme-
diate children.

1. For each state s that is being expanded, compute the point-
wise stabilizer of the goal and s itself: Gs,S? .

2. Choose one operator from each orbit in Gs,S? to apply in
s (given that it is enabled), and avoid applying the others.5

3. Stop the search once a goal state has been expanded.

The intuition behind the modification is as follows. If s
is not itself on the shortest path to the goal, then failing to
generate some of its children will not affect the path found
in the search (if one of its children is on the shortest path,
it will be a child of another node as well). If it is on the
shortest path, then two symmetric actions will only lead to
symmetric states (with respect to Gs,S?) and a path through
one such state to the goal can be turned into a path through
the other, as is demonstrated in Observation 1.

This form of symmetry pruning is somewhat costly as it
requires many computations of the state stabilizer. It is very
similar in spirit to the approach of Fox and Long (2002)
which they term dynamic symmetries. In fact, from the
state-based perspective, it is not the symmetry group that
changes, but rather the subgroup of it that we exploit at any
given point. The shallow pruning algorithm fails to remove
many symmetric states from the graph when applied alone
(symmetries between states that do not have a common par-
ent will not be detected), but it can be combined with our
second version of search in orbit space.

4 Symmetries in the Problem Description
Above, we have shown how to exploit symmetries to speed
up search. We now explain how to detect such symmetries,
and how to perform the basic computations we needed.

Our approach to symmetry detection is similar to the ones
used in previous research. We detect symmetries in the de-
scription of the problem and infer through these about sym-
metries in the transition space, i.e., we identify places where
variables, values and operators can be renamed (permuted
somehow) so as to leave us with exactly the same prob-
lem as before. These syntactic symmetries in the problem
description, which is much smaller than the search space,

5The orbits of an edge in the transition graph is the set of edges
to which it is mapped by the group action.
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Figure 1: A problem description graph (PDG) with a stabi-
lized state.

imply the existence of symmetries in the transition graph.6
To find syntactic symmetries, we construct a graph that en-
codes the problem’s structure, and use conventional group-
theoretic algorithms to find generators for its automorphism
group. While the algorithms to find the generators for the au-
tomorphism group run in worst-case exponential time, they
are quite manageable for graphs of hundreds of thousands of
vertices. These suffice to describe typical planning problems
that challenge current planners.

Formally, we define an undirected graph for a plan-
ning problem, that we call the Problem Description Graph
(PDG). The PDG has four types of vertices: there is a ver-
tex for every variable, every value, and two vertices for each
operator—one that represents the preconditions and one that
represents the effects. The vertices are connected by edges
as follows. We connect every variable vertex to the values
that belong to it, every precondition and effect belonging to
the same operator, every precondition vertex to the values
in its precondition list, and finally, each effect vertex to the
values in its effects list. Figure 1 illustrates such a graph.

We are specifically interested in the group GPDG of au-
tomorphisms of the PDG that are restricted to map vertices
of each type (variables, values, preconditions, and effects)
only to vertices of the same type. Several tools solve this
problem of colored-graph automorphism quickly. Our own
implementation uses Bliss (Junttila and Kaski 2007).

Observation 2 Every permutation π ∈ GPDG can be in-
terpreted as a permutation operator on states. We denote
this operation by π̂ : S → S. It is defined in the following
manner: π̂(s) = {〈π(v), π(d)〉 | 〈v, d〉 ∈ s}

That is, if the value d is assigned to variable v in state s
then the value π(d) holds in variable π(v) in state π̂(s). The
edges between variables and their values in the PDG assure
us that π̂(s) will be a legal state (all variables will be as-
signed exactly one value), as π is thus restricted to preserve
the link between a variable and its values.

Proposition 1 The operator π̂ (as defined above in Obser-
vation 2 for any corresponding π ∈ GPDG ) is a proper per-
mutation on states. Furthermore, π̂ ∈ Aut(S,E).

6Fox and Long (1999) advocate using “object symmetries”
which use more restricted subgroups than those we detect, but may
be found faster in practice. This alternative approach is compatible
with our methods of exploitation.
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The proposition holds because the edges in the PDG en-
code the entire structure of the planning problem and any
(colored) automorphism of the PDG is equivalent to renam-
ing the operators, variables and values in a way that pre-
serves the semantics. A similar observation about the re-
lation between syntactic symmetry and semantic symmetry
has been made in the context of CSPs (Cohen et al. 2006).
We do not provide the proof due to lack of space.

4.1 Stabilizing a Given State
We now show how to look for subgroups that stabilize a
given state, using the PDG representation. Given a state s,
we are interested in all π ∈ GPDG for which π̂(s) = s.

Observation 3 Using the definition of π̂’s operation on
states, we can see that in order for a state to re-
main unchanged under π̂, it must be that π maps
all values that hold in s onto themselves: Gs =
{π̂| 〈v, d〉 ∈ s → 〈π(d), π(v)〉 ∈ s}. This means that in
order to find Gs we just need to compute the set stabilizer
(within GPDG ) of all values that hold in s.7

We ensure that assigned values are mapped only into each
other by adding a vertex to the PDG, connecting it only to as-
signed values (as depicted in Figure 1), and then computing
generators for the automorphisms of this modified graph.

4.2 Locating States from the Same Orbit
Given a groupG, and a state s, we wish to know if our search
has already encountered a state in G(s). One naive (and
time-consuming) approach would be to iterate over all pre-
viously encountered states, and to attempt to compute σ ∈ G
that will perform the match. Each such comparison is in it-
self a computational problem (that is harder than Graph-Iso).
We shall instead use a method that is commonly employed
in computational group theory: the canonical form. We map
each state s into another state C(s) ∈ G(S) that acts as a
representative for the orbit. CG() is a mapping such that:
CG(s) = CG(s′) iff ∃σ ∈ G : s = σ(s′). One possible
way to pick a representative state is to look for the one that
has a lexicographically minimal representation. Using the
canonical form, we are able to rapidly check if a new state
is symmetric to one that has been previously encountered
by keeping the canonical form of all states we encounter in
some form of a hash-set (or any other data structure that lets
us test membership in O(1) time). Since A∗ keeps such data
sets of generated states anyway, we simply use the canonical
form as the key instead of the state itself. Unfortunately, is
is NP-hard to find the lex-minimal state (Luks 1993).

Approximate canonical forms If we wish to speed up the
canonical-form computation for states, we can use a heuris-
tic approach. Instead of finding the lexicographically small-
est state inG(s), we greedily search for one that is relatively
small (by applying various permutations) and keep the best
state we encounter. We may often find that instead of map-
ping all members of G(s) to a single state, we map them to
several ones that are local minima in our greedy search. In

7Partial assignments are stabilized in the same manner.

this case we do not reduce the search space as effectively,
but we do it much faster.

5 Experimental Evaluation
Symmetry exploitation has the potential to slow search if
the savings it provides in the number of explored states are
negligible in comparison to the additional running time it
requires per state. We therefore conducted our experiments
with the aim of checking if the pruning algorithm fulfills
its purpose, i.e., if it makes the search faster on problems
that contain enough symmetries, while not severely hurting
performance in problems that do not have any.

Since shallow pruning requires calculating automor-
phisms that stabilize each state, it is too slow to use if the
canonical state evaluations that it saves are very efficient.
Our search in orbit space that was based on greedy canoni-
calization attempts proved so fast that we did not gain from
additional shallow pruning (but slower approaches, e.g., ex-
act matching, benefit a great deal).

We implemented our algorithm on the Fast Downward
system (Helmert 2006), and compared between the running
times of the planner with and without our modifications.
Our tests were conducted using various heuristics and were
done on domains from recent planning competitions (IPCs).
For symmetry detection, we used Bliss (Junttila and Kaski
2007), a tool that finds generators for automorphism groups.
All experiments were conducted on Linux computers with
3.06GHz Intel Xeon CPUs, using 30-minute timeouts. For
all experiments we set a 2GB memory limit.

We used three heuristics for testing: first, LM-
Cut (Helmert and Domshlak 2009), which is one of the best
heuristic function known today; second, Merge-and-Shrink
(Helmert, Haslum, and Hoffmann 2007), which is less infor-
mative, but has a different behavior as it spends more time
in pre-processing and less during the heuristic calculation
for each state; finally, we also tested using h0 (blind search).

Table 1 shows the number of tasks solved by each heuris-
tic, with and without the symmetry-pruning algorithm.8 The
biggest advantage was, as expected, in the gripper domain,
where all heuristics failed to solve more than 7 tasks without
our modification, and all of them solved all 20 tasks with it.
Even though other domains contained relatively few symme-
tries, using symmetries for pruning still improved the results
in some of those domains.

Table 2 shows the number of node expansions and search
time for each heuristic in selected tasks, both with and with-
out symmetry detection. Empty cells correspond to runs that
exceeded the time and memory constraints. We chose to dis-
play a sample of instances from the gripper domain (where
symmetries were abundant). Other domains had fewer sym-
metries, and we picked the mprime domain, where we did
not solve additional instances, but did improve the running
time of some tasks, as a typical example (we display the

8Because of space limitations, we did not present these num-
bers for domains in which the symmetry detection algorithm did
not change the number of tasks solved, which are: airport, blocks,
depot, drivelog, freecell, grid, logistics00, mystery, mprime, open-
stacks, pathway-noneg, rover and trucks.
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h0 hm&s hLM−cut

domain reg sym reg sym reg sym

gripper(20) 7 20 7 20 7 20
logistics98(35) 2 2 4 5 6 6
miconic-STRIPS(150) 50 50 53 56 141 141
pipesworld-notankage(50) 14 16 21 22 17 18
pipesworld-tankage(50) 9 13 14 16 10 13
psr-small(50) 48 49 50 50 49 49
satellite(36) 4 5 6 6 7 9
tpp(30) 5 6 6 6 6 7
zenotravel(20) 7 8 11 11 12 13
Total 273 296 316 336 434 455

Table 1: The number of solved tasks per heuristic

h0 hm&s hLM−cut

expanded time(sec) expanded time(sec) expanded time(sec)
inst reg sym reg sym reg sym reg sym reg sym reg sym

gripper
7 10.1M 1.72K 90.0 0.16 10.1M 937 126.5 2.83 10.1M 561 1320 0.14
8 — 2.01K — 0.25 — 1.35K — 3.62 — 740 — 0.24
20 — 60.5K — 66.32 — 16.0K — 41.07 — 3.14K — 10.5

mprime
5 — — — — 1.70M 565K 161.2 147.6 46.2K 22.6K 525 224.1
12 108K 77K 5.92 6.03 35.0K 29.8K 8.78 9.18 122 87 1.57 0.97
19 — — — — 150K 150K 208.3 212.4 — — — —
21 1.5M 438K 186 360 — — — — 900 504 229 97

logistics-9-0-extra-trucks
2 — — — — 1.07M 325K 43.3 22.3 74.5K 22.9K 130 30.7
3 — — — — 4.12M 657K 188 57.6 183K 30.7K 425 54.2
4 — — — — — — — — 286K 31.4K 946 71.3

Table 2: Expanded nodes and search time in select instances

four solved instances with the maximal number of expanded
nodes). While some cases show improvements in both node
expansions and running time (instances with enough sym-
metries), others exhibit improvements only in node expan-
sion or none at all (few or no symmetries). Still, the loss
in running time is never severe. The improvement in the
number of node expansions did not lead to the same effect
in search time in all heuristics. hm&s and h0 spend very
little time per state evaluation (and so symmetry pruning is
less effective), while hLM−cut, which is currently the best
heuristic known, takes more time to calculate per state.

As the IPC problems are often constructed with few sym-
metries (perhaps in an attempt to focus on other difficulties),
we sought to demonstrate that symmetries can occur natu-
rally. The third set of instances we exhibit in Table 2 was
created by taking a problem from the logistics domain and
adding more trucks at the same locations as those of existing
trucks.9 The instance numbers described match the number
of trucks that were added to the instance, and our algorithm
does exploit emerging symmetries.

6 Conclusions
We presented a set of algorithms that we applied to state-
based planners in order to help them deal with highly sym-
metric problems. Implementing our techniques shows that
significant improvements in symmetric instances can be
achieved without serious harm to performance elsewhere.

9The domain deals with delivery of packages using trucks.

Future work includes improving the approximation of the
canonical state, and finding fast variants of shallow pruning
that will make it more useful in practice. Also, we have
not fully utilized all symmetries in the transition graph, and
believe that other symmetry exploitation algorithms can be
developed within the general framework we have outlined.
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Abstract

In hierarchical planning, landmarks are abstract tasks the de-
composition of which are mandatory when trying to find a
solution to a given problem. In this paper, we present novel
domain-independent strategies that exploit landmark infor-
mation to speed up the planning process. The empirical eval-
uation shows that the landmark-aware strategies outperform
established search strategies for hierarchical planning.

1 Introduction
While landmarks are widely used to improve the perfor-
mance of classical planners, a different notion of land-
marks has recently been developed for HTN-based ap-
proaches (Elkawkagy, Schattenberg, and Biundo 2010). Un-
like the classical case where landmarks are facts that must
hold in some intermediate state of any solution plan, hierar-
chical landmarks are mandatory tasks – tasks that have to be
decomposed on any search path leading from the initial plan
to a solution of the planning problem.

Hierarchical task network (HTN) planning relies on the
concepts of tasks and methods (Erol, Hendler, and Nau
1994). While primitive tasks correspond to classical plan-
ning operators, abstract tasks are a means to represent com-
plex activities. For each abstract task, a number of methods
are available each of which provides a task network, i.e.,
a plan that specifies a predefined (abstract) solution of the
task. Planning problems are (initial) task networks. They
are solved by incrementally decomposing the abstract tasks
until the network contains only primitive ones in executable
order.

Strategies of HTN-based planners differ in the ways they
select appropriate methods and interleave the decomposi-
tion of tasks with measures to resolve causal interactions
between tasks. Systems of the SHOP family, like SHOP2,
expand tasks in the order in which they are to be executed
and consider causality only on primitive levels (Nau et al.
2003). Other strategies alternate task decomposition and
causal conflict resolution (McCluskey 2000) or comply with
the current state of the task network (Schattenberg, Bidot,
and Biundo 2007).

In this paper, we describe how the exploitation of land-
mark information leads to novel domain-independent search
strategies for HTN-based planning. A so-called landmark

table is extracted from the current planning problem in a
pre-processing step. It lists the landmark tasks and reveals
the various options at hand. Options are tasks that are not
mandatory, but may have to be decomposed depending on
the method that is selected to implement the respective land-
mark. This information is used to compute the expansion
effort of the problem – a heuristic to guide the selection of
methods and with that reduce the effective branching factor
of the search space. We implemented the landmark-aware
planning strategies in our experimental setting and evaluated
their performance on the well-established Satellite and UM-
Translog benchmarks. It turned out that the novel strategies
outperform their conventional counterparts on practically all
problems, if the decomposition hierarchy of the underlying
domain is of non-trivial depth.

The use of landmarks in hierarchical planning is quite
novel. In classical state-based planning the concept of land-
marks (Porteous, Sebastia, and Hoffmann 2001) enabled the
development of strong heuristics (Helmert and Domshlak
2009; Bonet and Helmert 2010). LAMA, the currently best
performing classical planner uses such a landmark heuris-
tic (Richter and Westphal 2010). The work of Zhu and Givan
(2004) generalized landmarks to so-called action landmarks.
As for HTN-based planning, Marthi, Russell, and Wolfe
(2008) introduce abstract landmark facts that are gained
from effects of basic actions via incremental abstraction.

In the remainder of the paper, we give a brief introduction
into the underlying planning framework and the concept of
hierarchical landmarks. We then define the landmark-aware
strategies and describe the experimental setting as well as
the evaluation results.

2 Planning Framework
The planning framework is based on a hybrid formalization
(Biundo and Schattenberg 2001) which fuses HTN planning
with partial-order causal-link (POCL) planning. For the pur-
pose of this paper, only the HTN shares of the framework
are considered, however. A task schema t(τ ) = 〈prec, eff〉
specifies the preconditions and effects of a task via con-
junctions of literals over the task parameters τ̄ = τ1 . . . τn.
States are sets of literals. Applicability of tasks and the
state transformations caused by their execution are defined
as usual. A plan P = 〈S,≺, V, C〉 consists of a set S
of plan steps, i.e., uniquely labeled, (partially) instantiated
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tasks, a set ≺ of ordering constraints that impose a partial
order on S, a set V of variable constraints, and a set C of
causal links. V consists of (in)equations that associate vari-
ables with other variables or constants; it also reflects the
(partial) instantiation of the plan steps in P. We denote by
Ground(S, V) the set of ground tasks obtained by equat-
ing all parameters of all tasks in P with constants, in a way
compatible with V. The causal links are adopted from POCL
planning: a causal link l:t(τ̄) →ϕ l

′:t′(τ̄ ′) indicates that ϕ
is implied by the precondition of plan step l′:t′(τ̄ ′) and at
the same time is a consequence of the effects of plan step
l:t(τ̄). Hence, ϕ is said to be supported this way. Meth-
ods m = 〈t(τ ), P 〉 relate an abstract task t(τ ) to a plan P,
which is called an implementation of t(τ ). Multiple meth-
ods may be provided for each abstract task.

An HTN planning problem Π = 〈D, sinit, Pinit〉 is com-
posed of a domain model D = 〈T,M〉, where T and
M denote sets of task schemata and decomposition meth-
ods, an initial state sinit, and an initial plan Pinit. A plan
P = 〈S,≺, V, C〉 is a solution to Π if and only if:

1. P is a refinement of Pinit, i.e., a successor of the initial
plan in the induced search space (see Def. 1 below);

2. each precondition of a plan step in S is supported by a
causal link in C and no such link is threatened, i.e., for
each causal link l:t(τ̄) →ϕ l′:t′(τ̄ ′) the ordering con-
straints in ≺ ensure that no plan step l′′:t′′(τ̄ ′′) with an
effect that implies ¬ϕ can be placed between plan steps
l:t(τ̄) and l′:t′(τ̄ ′);

3. the ordering and variable constraints are consistent, i.e.,
≺ does not induce cycles on S and the (in)equations in V
are not contradictory; and

4. all plan steps in S are primitive ground tasks.

SolΠ denotes the set of all solutions of Π.
Please note that we encode the initial state via the effects

of an artificial primitive “start” task, as it is usually done in
POCL planning. In doing so, the second criterion guarantees
that the solution is executable in the initial state.

In order to refine the initial plan into a solution, there are
various refinement steps (or plan modifications) available; in
HTN planning, these are: (1) the decomposition of abstract
tasks using methods, (2) the insertion of causal links to sup-
port open preconditions of plan steps, (3) the insertion of
ordering constraints, and (4) the insertion of variable con-
straints. Given an HTN planning problem we can define the
induced search space as follows.

Definition 1 (Induced Search Space) The directed graph
PΠ = 〈VΠ , EΠ〉 with vertices VΠ and edges EΠ is called
the induced search space of planning problem Π if and only
if (1) Pinit ∈ VΠ , (2) if there is a plan modification refining
P ∈ VΠ into a plan P ′, then P ′ ∈ VΠ and (P, P ′) ∈ EΠ ,
and (3) PΠ is minimal such that (1) and (2) hold.

For PΠ = 〈VΠ , EΠ〉, we write P ∈ PΠ instead of P ∈ VΠ .
Note that PΠ is in general neither acyclic nor finite. For

the former, consider a planning problem in which there are
the abstract tasks t(τ ), t′(τ ′) as well as two methods, each
of which transforms one task into the other. For the latter,

consider a planning problem containing an abstract task t(τ )
and a primitive task t′(τ ′) as well as two methods for t(τ ):
one maps t(τ ) to a plan containing only t′(τ ′), the other
maps t(τ ) to a plan containing t′(τ ′) and t(τ ) thus enabling
the construction of arbitrary long plans.

In order to search for solutions the induced search space is
explored in a heuristically guided manner by the following
standard refinement planning algorithm:

Algorithm 1: Refinement Planning Algorithm
Input : The sequence Fringe = 〈Pinit〉.
Output : A solution or fail.

1 while Fringe = 〈P1 . . . Pn〉 6= ε do
2 F ← fFlawDet(P1)
3 if F = ∅ then return P1

4 〈m1 . . . mk〉 ← fModOrd(
⋃
f∈F

fModGen(f))

5 succ← 〈app(m1, P1) . . . app(mk, P1)〉
6 Fringe← fPlanOrd(succ ◦ 〈P2 . . . Pn〉)
7 return fail

The fringe 〈P1 . . . Pn〉 is a sequence containing all un-
explored plans that are direct successors of visited non-
solution plans in PΠ . It is ordered in a way such that a plan
Pi is estimated to lead more quickly to a solution than plans
Pj for j > i. The current plan is always the first plan of
the fringe. The planning algorithm iterates on the fringe as
long as no solution is found and there are still plans to refine
(line 1). Hence, the flaw detection function fFlawDet in line 2
calculates all flaws of the current plan. A flaw is a set of
plan components that are involved in the violation of a solu-
tion criterion. The presence of an abstract task raises a flaw
that consists of that task, a causal threat consists of a causal
link and the threatening plan step, for example. If no flaws
can be found, the plan is a solution and returned (line 3).
In line 4, the modification generating function fModGen cal-
culates all plan modifications that address the flaws of the
current plan. Afterwards, the modification ordering func-
tion fModOrd orders these modifications according to a given
strategy. The fringe is finally updated in two steps: first,
the plans resulting from applying the modifications are com-
puted (line 5) and put at the beginning of the fringe (line 6).
Second, the plan ordering function fPlanOrd orders the up-
dated fringe. This step can also be used to discard plans, i.e.,
to delete plans permanently from the fringe. This is useful
for plans that contain unresolvable flaws like an inconsistent
ordering of tasks. If the fringe becomes empty, no solution
exists and fail is returned.

In this setting, the search strategy appears as a combina-
tion of the plan modification and plan ordering functions. In
order to perform a depth first search, for example, the plan
ordering is the identity function (fPlanOrd(P) = P for any
sequence P), whereas the modification ordering fModOrd de-
termines, which branch of the search space to visit first.
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3 Landmarks
The landmark-aware planning strategies rely on hierarchical
and local landmarks – ground tasks that occur in the plan se-
quences leading from a problem’s initial plan to its solution.

Definition 2 (Solution Sequences) Let 〈VΠ , EΠ〉 be the in-
duced search space of planning problem Π. Then, for any
plan P ∈ VΠ , SolSeqΠ(P) := {〈P1 . . . Pn〉 | P1 =
P, (Pi, Pi+1) ∈ EΠ for all 1 ≤ i < n, and Pn ∈
SolΠ for n ≥ 1}.
Definition 3 (Landmark) A ground task t(τ ) is called a
landmark of planning problem Π, if and only if for each
〈P1 . . . Pn〉 ∈ SolSeqΠ(Pinit) there is an 1 ≤ i ≤ n, such
that t(τ ) ∈ Ground(Si, Vn) for Pi = 〈Si,≺i, Vi, Ci〉 and
Pn = 〈Sn,≺n, Vn, Cn〉.

While a landmark occurs in every plan sequence that is
rooted in the initial plan and leads towards a solution, a local
landmark occurs merely in each such sequence rooted in a
plan containing a specific abstract ground task t(τ ).

Definition 4 (Local Landmark of an Abstract Task) For
an abstract ground task t(τ ) let PΠ(t(τ )) := {P ∈ PΠ |
P = 〈S,≺, V, C〉 and t(τ ) ∈ Ground(S, V)}.
A ground task t′(τ ′) is a local landmark of t(τ ), if and only if
for all P ∈ PΠ(t(τ )) and each 〈P1 . . . Pn〉 ∈ SolSeqΠ(P)
there is an 1 ≤ i ≤ n, such that t′(τ ′) ∈ Ground(Si, Vn)
for Pi = 〈Si,≺i, Vi, Ci〉 and Pn = 〈Sn,≺n, Vn, Cn〉.

Since there are only finitely many task schemata and we
assume only finitely many constants, there is only a finite
number of (local) landmarks.

Given a planning problem Π, the relevant landmark in-
formation can be extracted in a pre-processing step. We use
the extraction procedure introduced in previous work of the
authors (Elkawkagy, Schattenberg, and Biundo 2010) and
assume that the landmark information is already stored in a
so-called landmark table. Its definition relies on a task de-
composition graph, which is a relaxed representation of how
the initial plan of a planning problem can be decomposed.

Definition 5 (Task Decomposition Graph) The directed
bipartite graph 〈VT , VM , E〉 with task vertices VT , method
vertices VM , and edges E is called the task decomposition
graph (TDG) of planning problem Π if and only if

1. t(τ ) ∈ VT for all t(τ ) ∈ Ground(S, V), for
Pinit = 〈S,≺, V, C〉,

2. if t(τ ) ∈ VT and if there is a method
〈t(τ ′), 〈S,≺, V, C〉 〉 ∈M , then

(a) 〈t(τ ), 〈S,≺, V ′, C〉〉 ∈ VM such that V ′ ⊇ V binds all
variables in S to a constant and

(b) (t(τ ), 〈t(τ ), 〈S,≺, V ′, C〉〉) ∈ E,
3. if 〈t(τ ), 〈S,≺, V, C〉 〉 ∈ VM , then

(a) t′(τ ′) ∈ VT for all t′(τ ′) ∈ Ground(S, V) and
(b) (〈t(τ ), 〈S,≺, V, C〉 〉, t′(τ ′)) ∈ E, and

4. 〈VT , VM , E〉 is minimal such that (1), (2), and (3) hold.

Note that the TDG of a planning problem is always finite
as there are only finitely many ground tasks.

Please also note that, due to the uninformed instantiation
of unbound variables in a decomposition step in criterion
2.(a), the TDG of a planning problem becomes in general in-
tractably large. We hence prune parts of the TDG which can
provably be ignored due to a relaxed reachability analysis of
primitive tasks. This pruning technique is described in our
earlier work (Elkawkagy, Schattenberg, and Biundo 2010).

The landmark table is a data structure that represents a
(possibly pruned) TDG plus additional information about lo-
cal landmarks.
Definition 6 (Landmark Table) Let 〈VT , VM , E〉 be a
(possibly pruned) TDG of the planning problem Π. The land-
mark table of Π is the setLT = {〈t(τ ),M(t(τ )), O(t(τ ))〉|
t(τ ) ∈ VT abstract ground task}, where M(t(τ )) and
O(t(τ )) are defined as follows:
M(t(τ )) := {t′(τ ′) ∈ VT | t′(τ ′) ∈ Ground(S, V) for all

〈t(τ ), 〈S,≺, V, C〉 〉 ∈ VM}
O(t(τ )) := {Ground(S, V) \M(t(τ )) |

〈t(τ ), 〈S,≺, V, C〉 〉 ∈ VM}
Each landmark table entry partitions the tasks introduced

by decompositions into two sets: mandatory tasks M(t(τ ))
are those ground tasks that are contained in all plans in-
troduced by some method which decomposes t(τ ); hence,
they are local landmarks of t(τ ). The optional task set
O(t(τ )) contains for each method decomposing t(τ ) the set
of ground tasks which are not in the mandatory set; it is
hence a set of sets of tasks.

Please note that the landmark table encodes a possibly
pruned TDG and is thus not unique. In fact, various local
landmarks might only be detected after pruning. For in-
stance, suppose an abstract task has three available methods,
two of which have some tasks in their referenced plans in
common. However, the plan referenced by the third method
is disjunctive to the other two. Hence, the mandatory sets
are empty. If the third method can be proven to be infea-
sible and is hence pruned from the TDG, the mandatory set
will contain those tasks the plans referenced by the first two
methods have in common.

Example
The following example will demonstrate how the TDG and a
landmark table of a planning problem looks like.

Thus, let Π = 〈D, sinit, Pinit〉 an HTN planning problem
with Pinit = 〈{l1:t1(τ1)}, {τ1 = c1}〉1, D = 〈T,M〉, T =
{t1(τ1), . . . , t5(τ5)}, and M = {ma,m

′
a,mb,m

′
b} with:

ma := 〈t1(τ1), 〈{l1:t3(τ1), l2:t3(τ2), l3:t2(τ1)}, {τ1 6= τ2}〉〉
m′a := 〈t1(τ1), 〈{l1:t2(τ1), l2:t1(τ1)}, ∅〉〉
mb := 〈t3(τ1), 〈{l1:t4(τ1), l2:t5(τ1)}, ∅〉〉
m′b := 〈t3(τ1), 〈{l1:t4(τ1)}, ∅〉〉

The TDG for Π is given in Figure 1; the according land-
mark table is depicted in Table 1.

1As our example comes without ordering constraints and causal
links, we give plans as 2-tuples P = 〈S, V 〉
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t1(c1)

m′t1mt1

t3(c2)

mt3 m′t3

t4(c2) t5(c2) t2(c2)

t2(c1)t3(c1)

mt′3 m′t′3

t4(c1) t5(c1)

Figure 1: The TDG for the planning problem Π. The method
vertices are given as follows:
mt1 = 〈t1(c1),ma|τ1=c1,τ2=c2

〉, m′t1 = 〈t1(c1),m′a|τ1=c1
〉,

mt3 = 〈t3(c2),mb|τ1=c2
〉, m′t3 = 〈t3(c2),m′b|τ1=c2

〉,
mt′3 = 〈t3(c1),mb|τ1=c1

〉, m′t′3 = 〈t3(c1),m′b|τ1=c2
〉

Table 1: The landmark table for the TDG of Figure 1.

Abs. Task Mandatory Optional
t1(c1) {t2(c1)} {{t3(c2), t3(c1)}, {t1(c1)}}
t3(c2) {t4(c2)} {∅, {t5(c2), t2(c2)}}
t3(c1) {t4(c1)} {∅, {t5(c1), t2(c1)}}

4 Landmark-Aware Strategies
Exploiting landmarks during planning is based on the idea
that identifying such landmarks along the refinement paths
perfectly guides the search process because they are “in-
evitable” elements on the way to any solution. The manda-
tory sets in the landmark table do not contribute directly to
the identification of a solution path. They do, however, allow
to estimate upper and lower bounds for the number of expan-
sions an abstract task requires before a solution is found. A
landmark table entry 〈t(τ ),M(t(τ )), O(t(τ ))〉 carries the
following information: if the planning system decomposes
the task t(τ ), all tasks in the mandatory set M(t(τ )) are in-
troduced into the refinement plan, no matter which method
is used. With the optional tasks at hand we can now in-
fer that in the most optimistic case a solution can be devel-
oped straight from the implementation of the method with
the “smallest” remains according to O(t(τ )). Following a
similar argument, the upper bound for the “expansion effort”
can be obtained by adding the efforts for all implementations
that are stored in the optional set.

From the above considerations, two essential properties of
our landmark-aware strategies emerge: first, since the land-
mark exploitation will be defined in terms of measuring ex-

pansion alternatives, the resulting strategy component has to
be a modification ordering function. Second, if we base the
modification preference on the optional sets in the landmark
table entries, we implement an abstract view on the method
definition that realizes the least-commitment principle.

Concerning the first two strategies below, we interpret the
term “expansion effort” literally and therefore define “small-
est” method to be the one with the fewest abstract tasks in
the implementing plan. To this end, we define the cardinal-
ity of a set of tasks in terms of the number of corresponding
entries that a given landmark table does contain.

Definition 7 (Landmark Cardinality) Given a landmark
table LT , we define the landmark cardinality of a set of tasks
o = {t1(τ1), . . . , tn(τn)} to be

|o|LT := |{t(τ ) ∈ o | 〈t(τ ),M(t(τ )), O(t(τ ))〉 ∈ LT}|
A heuristic based on this information is obviously a rough

over-estimation of the search effort because the landmark ta-
ble typically contains a number of tasks that turn out to be
unachievable in the given problem. The strategy also does
not take into account the refinement effort it takes to make an
implementation operational on the primitive level by estab-
lishing causal links, resolving causal threats, and grounding
tasks. For the time being, we assume that all methods devi-
ate from a perfect heuristic estimate more or less to the same
amount. We will see that this simplification actually yields
a heuristic with good performance.

Definition 8 (Landmark-aware strategy lm1) Given a
plan P = 〈S,≺, V, C〉, let ti(τ i) and tj(τ j) be ground
instances of two abstract tasks in S that are compatible
with the (in)equations in V and that are referenced by
two abstract task flaws fi and fj , respectively, that are
found in P. Let a given landmark table LT contain the
corresponding entries 〈ti(τ i),M(ti(τ i)), O(ti(τ i))〉 and
〈tj(τ j),M(tj(τ j)), O(tj(τ j))〉.

The modification ordering function lm1 orders a plan
modification mi before mj if and only if mi addresses fi, mj
addresses fj , and

∑

o∈O(ti(τ i))

|o|LT <
∑

o∈O(tj(τj))

|o|LT

This strategy implements the least commitment principle,
as it favors those decomposition plan refinements that im-
pose less successor plans. It reduces the effective branching
factor of the search space (cf. fewest alternatives first heuris-
tic in HTN planning (Tsuneto, Nau, and Hendler 1997)). The
proper choice of the ground task instances ti(τ i) and tj(τ j)
in the above definition is crucial for the actual performance,
however, because the plan modifications typically operate
on the lifted abstract tasks and method definitions.

While the above heuristic focuses on the very next level
of refinement, a strategy should also take estimates for sub-
sequent refinement levels into account, thus minimizing the
number of refinement choices until no more decompositions
are necessary. To this end, for a given landmark table LT ,
let O∗(t(τ )) be the transitive closure of the optional sets on
a recursive traversal of the table entries, beginning in t(τ ).
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Definition 9 (Closure of the Optional Set) The closure of
the optional set for a given ground task t(τ ) and a land-
mark table LT is the smallest set O∗(t(τ )), such that
O∗(t(τ )) = ∅ for primitive t(τ ), and otherwise:

O∗(t(τ )) = O(t(τ )) ∪
⋃

o∈O(t(τ ))

( ⋃

t′(τ ′)∈o
O∗(t′(τ ′))

)

with 〈t(τ ),M(t(τ )), O(t(τ ))〉 ∈ LT
Note that O∗(t(τ )) is always finite due to the finiteness

of the landmark table, even for cyclic method definitions.
Considering the the previous example (cf. Figure 1 and

Table 1), the closures for the three abstract tasks of the plan-
ning problem Π are as follows: O∗(t1(c1)) = O(t1(c1)) ∪
O(t3(c2)) ∪ O(t3(c1)), O∗(t3(c2)) = O(t3(c2)), and
O∗(t3(c1)) = O(t3(c1)).

Definition 10 (Landmark-aware strategy lm∗1) Given the
prerequisites from Def. 8, the modification ordering function
lm∗1 orders a plan modification mi before mj if and only if mi
addresses fi, mj addresses fj , and

∑

o∈O∗(ti(τ i))

|o|LT <
∑

o∈O∗(tj(τj))

|o|LT

So far, the “expansion effort” has been measured in terms
of decompositions that have to be applied until a solution is
obtained. The following strategies take into account that also
primitive tasks in a decomposition contribute to the costs for
developing the current plan into a solution. The cost mea-
sure is thereby a uniform one: solving the flaws affecting a
primitive task is regarded as expensive as the expansion of
an abstract task.

Definition 11 (Landmark-aware strategy lm2) Given the
prerequisites from Def. 8, the modification ordering function
lm2 orders a plan modification mi before mj if and only if mi
addresses fi, mj addresses fj , and

∑

o∈O(ti(τ i))

|o| <
∑

o∈O(tj(τj))

|o|

Like we did for the landmark-aware strategy lm1, we de-
fine a variant for strategy lm2 that examines the transitive
closure of the optional sets.

Definition 12 (Landmark-aware strategy lm∗2) Given the
prerequisites from Def. 8, the modification ordering function
lm∗2 orders a plan modification mi before mj if and only if mi
addresses fi, mj addresses fj , and

∑

o∈O∗(ti(τ i))

|o| <
∑

o∈O∗(tj(τj))

|o|

Since the landmark information can be extracted from any
domain model and problem in an automated pre-processing
step, the above strategies are conceptually domain- and
problem-independent heuristics. In addition, they are inde-
pendent from the actual plan generation procedure, hence
their principles can be incorporated into any refinement-
based hierarchical planning system.

5 Evaluation
We evaluated the performance of the landmark-aware strate-
gies in a series of experiments in comparison to conventional
hierarchical search strategies.

We base our evaluation on the same benchmark problems
as in our previous work (Elkawkagy, Schattenberg, and Bi-
undo 2010) including the domain reduction technique. In
the new experiments, we compare our novel landmark-aware
strategies with conventional ones and thereby show that even
on the reduced domain models the landmark information can
be used to improve the search efficiency.

Conventional Hierarchical Search Strategies
For the strategies SHOP and UMCP, we used plan and mod-
ification ordering functions that induce the search strate-
gies of these planning systems: in the UMCP system (Erol,
Hendler, and Nau 1994), plans are primarily developed into
completely primitive plans in which causal interactions are
dealt with afterwards. The SHOP strategy (Nau et al. 2003)
prefers task expansion for the abstract tasks in the order in
which they are to be executed.

In all other strategies the plan ordering function Fewer
Modifications First (fmf) was used. It prefers plans for which
a smaller number of refinement options is found, thereby
implementing the least commitment principle on the plan
ordering level. For the comparison to our landmark-aware
modification ordering functions, we also conducted experi-
ments with the following modification ordering functions:

The Expand-Then-Make-Sound (ems) procedure (Mc-
Cluskey 2000) alternates task expansion with other modifi-
cations, which results in a “level-wise” concretion of all plan
steps. We also included the well-established Least Commit-
ting First (lcf) paradigm, a generalization of POCL strate-
gies, which prefers those modifications that address flaws
for which the smallest number of alternative solutions is
available. From more recent work (Schattenberg, Bidot,
and Biundo 2007), two HotSpot-based strategies were de-
ployed. HotSpots denote plan components that are affected
by multiple flaws, thereby quantifying to which extent solv-
ing one deficiency may interfere with the solution options
for coupled components. The Direct Uniform HotSpot (du-
HotSpot) strategy strictly avoids to address flaws that refer
to HotSpot plan components. While the du-HotSpot heuris-
tic treats all flaws uniformly when calculating their inter-
ference potential, the Direct Adaptive HotSpot (da) strat-
egy puts problem-specific weights on binary combinations
of flaw types that occur in the plan. It adapts to a re-
peated occurrence of flaw type combinations by increasing
their weights: if abstract task flaws happen to coincide with
causal threats, their combined occurrence becomes more im-
portant for the current plan generation episode. As a gener-
alization of singular HotSpots to commonly affected areas of
plan components, the HotZone modification ordering func-
tion takes connections between HotSpots into account and
tries to evade modifications that deal with these clusters.

Experimental Results
We conducted our experiments on two well-established
planning domains (cf. Table 2). Satellite is a benchmark
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for non-hierarchical planning. The hierarchical encoding of
this domain regards the original primitive operators as im-
plementations of abstract observation tasks. The domain
model consists of 3 abstract and 5 primitive tasks, and in-
cludes 8 methods. UM-Translog is a hierarchical planning
domain that supports transportation and logistics. It shows
21 abstract and 48 primitive tasks as well as 51 methods.

Please note that we performed our experiments on the re-
duced domain models. For the satellite domain, the domain
model reduction did not have any effect on the number of
tasks and/or methods; for the UM-Translog domain, the size
of the reduced domain models depends on the given problem
instance and is on average 63% as large as the unreduced do-
main model (Elkawkagy, Schattenberg, and Biundo 2010).

The strategies lm1, lm∗1, lm2, and lm∗2 do outperform
the other strategies on practically all problems in the UM-
Translog domain (cf. Table 2a) in terms of both size of
the explored search space and computation time. This is
quite surprising because the landmark table does not reveal
any information about causal dependencies on the primitive
task level and the strategies hence cannot provide a focused
guidance. An adequate selection of the decomposition re-
finements obviously pays off well enough to compensate
for random choice on the causality issues. Another inter-
esting facet is that the strategies lm∗1/lm∗2 being the better
informed heuristic while repeatedly performing worse than
lm1/lm2. Furthermore, the same anomaly occurs when com-
paring lm2/lm∗2 with the more abstract but also more suc-
cessful lm1/lm∗1. We suppose these phenomena result from
two sources: First, the random choice of ground candidates
for the lifted task instances is relatively unreliable and this
effect gets amplified by traversing along the landmark clo-
sures and into the primitive task level. Second, the most
important choice points are on the early decomposition lev-
els, i.e., once a method has been chosen for implementing
the transport, this refinement puts more constraints on the
remaining decisions than the strategy can infer from the fea-
sibility analysis underlying the landmark table.

On the Satellite domain our landmark-aware strategies do
not clearly dominate any other strategy (cf. Table 2b). This
meets our expectations as there is hardly any landmark in-
formation available due to the shallow decomposition hier-
archy of this domain and any landmark-centered strategy is
bound to loose its strength given limited landmark informa-
tion. However, none of the other strategies in this domain
dominated any landmark-aware strategy; thus, all evaluated
strategies can be regarded as equally good.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced four novel landmark-aware
search strategies to improve hierarchical planning. In a num-
ber of experiments these strategies competed with a set of
representative search procedures from the literature. The re-
sults showed that the new strategies outperformed the estab-
lished ones on all relevant problems, i.e., problems with a
deep task hierarchy. Further work will be devoted to the con-
struction and evaluation of other types of landmark-aware
strategies and to the investigation of those domain model
and problem features that suggest their deployment.
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Table 2: This table shows the impact of the deployed modification ordering functions on the planning process. While SHOP and
UMCP denote strategy function combinations that simulate the respective search procedures, all other strategy implementations
use fmf as the plan ordering function. The tests were run on a machine with a 3 GHz CPU and 256 MB Heap memory for the
Java VM. Space refers to the number of created plans and Time refers to the used time in seconds including pre-processing,
which takes only a few seconds even for large problem specifications. Values are the arithmetic means over three runs. Dashes
indicate that no solution was found within a limit of 5,000 created nodes and a run-time of 150 minutes. The best result for a
given problem is emphasized bold, the second best bold and italic.

(a) Results for the UM-Translog domain. Problems with different versions differ in the number and kind of available locations and/or
the number of parcels to transport.

Mod. ordering Hopper Truck Auto Truck Reg. Truck (a) Reg. Truck (b) Reg. Truck (c) Reg. Truck (d) Flatbed Truck
function fModOrd Space Time SpaceTime Space Time Space Time Space Time Space Time Space Time

da-HotSpot 144 352 644 2077 239 562 114 257 148 352 723 2560 99 237
du-HotSpot 101 224 459 1304 1508 4097 160 460 117 258 – – 1047 2601

HotZone 55 121 197 527 191 473 55 117 55 137 – – 159 399
lm1 52 111 133 329 145 374 62 135 53 122 291 1172 63 155
lm∗

1 51 109 135 462 154 430 52 112 65 142 266 1162 61 144
lm2 62 162 135 464 141 469 53 123 55 151 339 1128 109 315
lm∗

2 124 340 146 489 137 413 57 148 51 122 305 1318 110 308
lcf 55 118 155 470 162 463 78 173 127 222 327 1278 62 179

ems 147 295 405 976 211 507 127 262 114 235 – – 1571 3797
SHOP 89 212 164 433 146 406 106 241 83 190 926 4005 98 257
UMCP 58 122 156 474 177 506 55 113 57 127 308 1263 63 149

Mod. ordering Armored R-Truck Auto Traincar (a) Auto Traincar (b) Mail Traincar Refr. Reg. Traincar Airplane
function fModOrd Space Time Space Time Space Time Space Time Space Time Space Time

da-HotSpot 120 359 – – 184 705 641 2031 588 1958 172 620
du–HotSpot 75 201 – – 1390 4018 424 1090 307 775 643 2134

HotZone 122 355 – – 701 1616 81 224 76 196 345 1323
lm1 71 177 158 596 183 608 75 184 72 180 142 441
lm∗

1 61 155 304 1473 158 543 78 205 89 212 189 676
lm2 73 199 420 1519 211 888 84 248 91 256 104 320
lm∗

2 81 228 367 1446 142 511 87 238 84 226 114 436
lcf 86 198 – – 227 926 79 209 90 225 247 798

ems 113 269 – – 2558 6447 879 1806 500 1048 784 2517
SHOP 95 227 – – 247 963 121 274 173 353 150 450
UMCP 75 172 220 739 161 546 92 229 90 244 70 215

(b) Results for the Satellite domain. The description “x — y — z” stands for a Satellite problem with x observations,
y satellites, and z modi.

Mod. ordering
function fModOrd

1 — 1 — 1 1 — 2 — 1 2 — 1 — 1 2 — 1 — 2 2 — 2 — 1 2 — 2 — 2
Space Time Space Time Space Time Space Time Space Time Space Time

da-HotSpot 56 60 68 78 782 1131 832 1301 2186 6841 142 175
du-HotSpot 100 107 139 150 – – – – – – – –

HotZone 61 60 57 62 1281 4764 – – 1094 1338 871 1114
lm1 73 80 194 208 560 652 352 400 693 785 295 362
lm∗

1 78 85 34 37 847 969 1803 2569 739 813 619 1228
lm2 78 86 128 140 4890 5804 200 251 – – 483 965
lm∗

2 73 80 91 99 – – 1905 2553 – – 146 161
lcf 86 93 71 77 1120 1338 3022 4069 407 701 – –

ems 65 64 47 53 1586 2608 – – 1219 1579 – –
SHOP 62 66 105 111 138 155 – – 1406 1780 – –
UMCP 83 91 36 41 883 1035 1558 1894 278 1097 1062 1270
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